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Abstract 

In this study, I examine how resistance is shaped by participants in an Arabic immersion 

program. Using ethnomethodology, I defined resistance by how contributions by students 

aligned or disaligned with the local social organization, and by extension, the work of the 

classroom, and how these contributions were taken up by other participants (both instructors and 

students). Through an emic, micro-level perspective on how resistance is enacted, I argue that 

the focal student used those acts of resistance to build a maladaptive identity of being “bad at 

Arabic”. The purpose of this identity building activity, at least in the case the focal student of this 

study was to distance herself from the work of the classroom, and thus, maintain a coherent 

identity in a face-threatening environment—the immersion language classroom. Identity work in 

the classroom is adaptable and contingent on the participation of others. Co-participants, whether 

instructors or students, had a hand in shaping acts of resistance and its resulting identity work. 

Although there was an explicit (Arabic only) language policy for the program, in the form of a 

language pledge, instructors did not engage in forms of explicit language policing, which appears 

to be consistent with previous work on preference structure and correction. This reluctance to 

police English language, in addition to other iterations of local preference structure, helped the 

focal student to persist in constructing her oppositional identity. 

 Furthermore, I use the lens of complexity theory to conceptualize the immersion program 

and the individual classes within the program as complex systems. Program participants act and 

interact within these complex systems, which are themselves formed and reformed by the 

activities of the participants. Although critical theories, such as critical applied linguistics, can be 

useful for understanding student resistance in the language classroom, complexity theory, with 

its focus on the internal operation of the system (in this case, a language classroom), is more 
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robust in the context of this study. Although external, macro-level influences, such as 

geopolitical, cultural, or religious ideologies can inform participants’ stances, it is the actions of 

individuals in the classroom that construct the activity and culture of any given classroom. 

However, once these actions become commonplace in the system, it can be difficult to change 

interactional patterns. This is true at the individual level, as can be seen through the focal 

student’s ambivalence toward the oppositional identity she created, as well as the systemic level, 

as instructors’ practices engendered certain types of participations stances and interpretations of 

the language pledge. Although local organization is contingent and adaptable to local contexts, 

effecting change in the local organization requires consistent effort.  
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Introduction 

The individual’s language, consequently, is not of his own creation, but consists of habits 

adopted in his expressive intercourse with other members of the community. The result of 

this is the individual’s inability to use language except in the form in which the community 

as a whole uses it: he must speak as the others do, or he will not be understood (Bloomfield, 

1983, p. 17). 

 In my experience as a language teacher, I have noticed that my students tend to define 

competence as error-free speech; as a result, they tend to be risk-averse in communicative 

activities. In developing my skills as a conversation analyst, I have also noticed that error-free 

speech does not exist; our talk, even in our native language, is filled with pauses, “fillers” such as 

“uh”, “like”, and “you know”, and false starts. As a project, understanding how language 

learners develop communicative competence is, or should be, largely separate from a 

conceptualization of language learning as an accumulation of acquiring a series of grammatical 

forms. However, research that examines learners’ actual language use remains a small part of the 

literature. As an emerging field of study, the interactional practices of non-native speakers of any 

language can yield insights that can improve world language curricula and pedagogical practices, 

which will better support students’ learning experiences. For this reason, the language practices 

of participants in an Arabic language immersion program are the focus of this study. 

 Other issues that have helped to shape this study, particularly the selection of Arabic as 

the focal language, include the dominance of English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL) 

in SLA research and the paucity of research in Arabic as a foreign language. Although there has 

been a great deal of excellent work in the field of ESL/EFL, I argue that the prevalence of 

ESL/EFL research programs negatively impact research for other languages. The hegemony of 
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“global” English has contributed to a context where it remains possible for native speakers of 

English to remain monolingual. This is borne out by the MLA’s survey of foreign language study 

at the post-secondary level. The most recent report indicates a decline in enrollment in foreign 

language courses (Goldberg, Looney, & Lusin, 2015); this drop was contextualized by the 

authors as explicable by an overall decrease in enrollments in post-secondary education. 

However, the MLA’s previous report touted an all-time high in foreign language enrollments 

(Furman, Goldberg, & Lustin, 2010), yet those increases, once put into context with a concurrent 

all-time high in post-secondary enrollments, actually signified that the number of students 

enrolled in a foreign language course has remained consistent for the past 30 years—around 

eight percent of students enrolled in post-secondary programs (Schomaker, 2013). If foreign 

language study in the US is often relegated to niche interests, then study of a language other than 

Spanish, French, or German is further marginalized. With the status of language study in the US 

as it is, it is unsurprising that non-tenure track faculty (full- or part-time) represent a substantial 

proportion of language faculty at the post-secondary level (Laurence, 2001). These instructors, 

however experienced, have little support for either professional development or research 

opportunities. Although this is true of all languages, it is particularly true of the less commonly 

taught languages (LCTLs), even languages designated as “critical”, such as Arabic. Thus, there 

continue to be recommendations for improving language study (Geisler et al., 2007), and 

continual calls for robust research programs (Elgibali & Taha, 1995; Ryding, 2006), yet 

structural issues override the best intentions. 

 It is the combination of my teaching experiences, along with my understanding of 

cultural and institutional issues, that led me to design this particular study. What I hope to 

achieve with this study is a better understanding of how students develop as speakers of a 
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language. During the development, data collection, and data analysis phases of this study, I was 

less concerned with notions of accuracy or mastery of form than I was with students’ skill in 

making themselves understood. Although it is true that students with higher proficiency levels 

appeared to have a more varied repertoire of practices, even the beginning students were able to 

negotiate meaning, despite limited linguistic resources in Arabic. My own experiences as a 

learner of Arabic were instrumental in developing this study. 

 I came to Arabic late—I was already in graduate school when I first enrolled in an Arabic 

class. It had been a long time since I had studied a language from scratch:  I had learned Polish, 

largely on the fly while in Poland, only to forget almost everything I learned, as it was no longer 

of any communicative use, nor was it available as a course option once I returned. French, which 

I had started young, was still a part of my life—I was enrolled in a master’s program in French, 

and I tutored the language at a community college. I joked that French was my “gateway 

language”, as it was the long and painful history of the French colonization of the Maghreb that 

pushed me to consider learning Arabic. I steeled myself for the challenges of Arabic—learning a 

new alphabet (which traveled in the opposite direction), wrapping my head around its non-

concatenative morphology, attempting sounds my vocal tract had no experience producing—and 

dove in. 

 My career as a learner of Arabic has been shaped, and continues to be shaped by my 

experience as a both an applied linguist and a language teacher. From the beginning, I 

approached learning Arabic, sometimes unintentionally, from a metalinguistic perspective. I 

noted what was being taught and how, how my fellow students approached learning the 

language, what their motivations were to learn the language, and how classroom dynamics 

shaped how teaching and learning took form. These perspectives influenced how I approached 
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my own language teaching; I often credit learning Arabic with improving my teaching practices. 

Nevertheless, I had not planned on researching Arabic as a foreign language (AFL). Although I 

was interested in researching classroom interaction as a re-enactor of ideologies, a reification of 

social practices, my focus was largely on students learning English in the US context. Arab-

Americans are a minority of a minority, yet there are still school districts where a bilingual, 

Arabic-English context occurs. It was my intention to study that context. 

 I was warned that K-12 school districts are often suspicious of researchers; I felt that my 

perspective, focusing on what students could do linguistically, and approaching the study from 

an emergent, emic perspective would assuage district fears that I had an axe to grind, that I was 

looking for bad teachers or bad teaching to criticize. The first school district turned me down. I 

was disappointed, but not surprised; the school district in question had just come out of a 

contentious teachers’ strike. I approached another district. This district had a history as well; an 

external report recounted a narrative that positioned Arab-American students and staff members 

as a problem due to their resistance to assimilation. Predictably, I had barely stuck my foot in the 

door when I was told that the district did not allow any classroom research. I expanded my 

search of potential research sites to include private and charter schools. Naively, I believed that 

staff of private or charter schools would be less threatened by an outside researcher. I located a 

dual-language immersion charter school, part of a pilot program. The grant administrator 

welcomed the idea; the bilingual coordinator was less enthusiastic, but accepting of my presence. 

However, the principal put me off. I was back to square one. 

At this point, I had spent nearly a year developing my dissertation project; a proposal 

would be crafted around a particular context, still focusing on language-in-use and how it 

reflected language policies and the ideologies that shape those policies, whether explicit or 
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implicit; my proposal would then be rejected, sometimes summarily, by the site’s stakeholders. I 

felt that time was running out; although I had become quite practiced in writing research 

proposals, I was no closer to actually finishing my dissertation that I had been at the time of my 

prelims. I knew this could not go on much longer, and I explored alternatives to finishing my 

degree. As I reflected on my options, I began to consider moving my focus from native Arabic 

speakers learning English to native English speakers learning Arabic, and from the K-12 context 

to the post-secondary context. The list of potential sites increased, and the focus on policies and 

ideologies faded into the background, although policies and ideologies are ever present, though 

often invisible to participants. Because I was interested in the target language as the primary 

medium of communication, I chose immersion programs over traditional classroom contexts. 

The first such program I approached welcomed me with, it turned out, open arms. 

 Because studies of immersion programs are relatively rare, and studies of language 

practices in immersion programs are non-existent, my assumptions of what language practices I 

might encounter were largely grounded in my experience as a language teacher (ESL and 

French), my experiences as a language learner in study abroad programs (French, Polish, 

Arabic), and my training in conversation analysis. The latter impressed upon me the importance 

of conceptualizing this study as an emic one, and keeping my guiding research questions open 

enough to allow for the unexpected. These original questions were as follows: 

• How do beginning students of AFL develop interactional competence during an intensive 
immersion program? 

• How do intermediate and advanced students of AFL augment their interactional 
repertoires during an intensive immersion program? 

• What registers/varieties of Arabic are available or enacted in an intensive immersion 
summer program? 

• When do students and staff draw on these different varieties or registers? 
• How are these varieties or registers used? 
• What strategies do participants have at their disposal? 
• How are these strategies enacted? 
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• How do instructors encourage students to develop their interactional repertoires? 
 

These questions acknowledged potential differences by proficiency level, by context (in the 

classroom, at mealtimes, at social events), and by role in the program (student or instructor). 

Another element I kept in mind when drafting these questions was the possibility that Arabic’s 

well-attested diglossia may affect what forms of Arabic language use would be recognized as 

appropriate—the official language of the program was Modern Standard Arabic, but I anticipated 

that some students may have had exposure to one of the regional spoken forms. This turned out 

to be the case, but the effects did not appear particularly robust as I observed classroom 

activities, nor as I engaged in the preliminary stages of analysis. 

 Ultimately, the openness of these questions allowed for what Sacks, Schegloff and 

Jefferson (1974) termed “unmotivated inquiry”, or rather, its equivalent in an institutional 

context. The early stages of analysis, which included preliminary transcription and coding, 

helped me to develop a sense of the range of interactional practices, but it was clear that without 

revising my questions to include a more precise focus, my insights would remain at a superficial 

level. To increase the depth of my analysis, I needed to reduce the scope of my research 

questions. After several months of analysis, I engaged in a brainstorming activity where I wrote 

down interactional phenomena of interest that I had discovered in the classroom recordings. I 

framed these as possible foci for specific chapters, and then I presented these to my writing 

group. During the course of the session, I discovered that resistance was well-represented in the 

data. With that feature in mind, I revised my research questions: 

• What kinds of student resistance can be found in a language immersion program? 
• How do students enact this resistance? 
• How do other participants align with or counter-resist student resistance? 
• How do these episodes of resistance shape language learning? 
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With these new questions guiding subsequent rounds of analysis, I found a useful balance 

between scope and depth. The process I used, from intentionally drafting my initial research 

questions with a broad scope, to using my initial rounds of analysis to refine and narrow the 

scope of those questions to begin a new round of analysis, is consistent with ethnomethodology. 

From the beginning, I designed this study as an ethnomethodological inquiry. At its most basic 

level, ethnomethodology is the examination of social organization through analysis of 

participants’ methods. To do this, I was an active participant-observer in the immersion 

program—I attended classes, shared meals with the participants, and occasionally participated in 

the program’s social activities. This served several purposes; one of the most important was that 

although I was neither a student nor an instructor, I was a member of the community and 

engaged in most of the same practices as study participants. This gave me access to almost the 

same range of program practices as students and instructors in the program. My presence in the 

program also help to engender a context in which I was a “known quantity”. Students and 

instructors became at ease with my presence almost immediately, and even if students chose not 

to participate in the study, I was accepted as a member of the community. For me the true test of 

this acceptance was that students who had declined to participate in the study would chose to sit 

by me at meals and engage in conversation, often about my research. 

 In many ways, the success of my integration in the program led to situations in which my 

status was complicated. Although I was always “the researcher”, as I had been responsible for 

the design of the study and its instruments (the student questionnaire and the instructor interview 

protocol), obtaining consent, and collection of other data (recording classroom interaction, 

collecting handouts and other written artifacts), my status as a participant-observer meant that I 

was occasionally called on to participate in classroom activities. Sometimes, this meant I was 
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called upon to be a conversation partner. While my level of Arabic signaled me as a peer to the 

students in the Advanced class (although I had previously studied the material covered), to 

students in the other levels, I held a hybrid status. I was not an instructor of Arabic, but I was an 

advanced graduate student with a higher level of proficiency in Arabic. Thus, some students 

turned to me as a resource. Finally, some of the instructors saw me as a combination of a student 

(learner of Arabic) and a peer (language teacher and researcher); occasionally, we would engage 

in discussions about pedagogy. These experiences added to my data, even if I did not record 

them—they added to my sense of program practices. 

 The next chapter is not just an outline of my theoretical framework, which is complexity 

theory, but a detailed examination of the theoretical assumptions inherent in this study. I 

articulate these assumptions for two reasons. Complexity theory in applied linguistics, although 

gaining in popularity, is still relatively new; for that reason, I feel it is beneficial to discuss how 

complexity theory as a framework fits into the field. More importantly, I believe that 

unexamined assumptions can lead to disconnects between theory, methodology, methods, and 

analysis. Dedicating an entire chapter to theoretical assumptions helps me, as a researcher, to 

ensure that my choices are well-reasoned and fit well with the aims of this study. Moreover, 

clearly articulating how I envision often-elided concepts aids the reader in understanding my 

arguments. The third chapter is a discussion of previous research; this project was complicated 

by the relative rarity of this type of analysis of either a classroom or an immersion program. 

Thus, this chapter is organized around several research themes that aided me in conceptualizing 

and designing this study—issues of proficiency, studies of Arabic as a foreign language, studies 

of immersion and study abroad programs, and studies of resistance or contested identities. 

Together, these bodies of work served as a foundation for the current study. This is followed by 
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both the rationale for designing this as an ethnomethodological study and the articulation of the 

specific procedures undertaken to conduct this study. 

 The second half of this dissertation focuses on the analysis of the data. The first analytic 

chapter, titled “Look at Me, Knowing Stuff”, which was taken directly from the data, 

investigates the interactional practices of Rose, the focal student, and how those practices can be 

used to recognize: a) ordinary classroom practices; that is, those that are aligned with the work of 

the classroom; b) non-productive, non-resistant practices; those practices that are not optimal, 

such as using English, but are used to align with the work of the classroom; and c) resistant or 

oppositional practices; those practices that are disaligned with the work of the classroom. Also 

included in this chapter is an analysis of how other participants helped Rose to co-construct 

episodes of resistance, either by ratifying her resistance or counter-resisting and redirecting the 

trajectory of the problematic interaction. The analyses of “Look at Me, Knowing Stuff” are 

deepened in the following chapter, “‘Ena Faking’: Interaction as Identity Construction”. Central 

to this chapter is answering the canonical question of conversation analysis—“why this now?” 

Examining the types of resistant interactional practices Rose engages in, I argue that these 

practices have a goal—establishing Rose’s in-class identity as being “Bad at Arabic”, thus 

managing expectations for participation and performance in the immersion program. This 

identity-building work implicates other members of the classroom, including Nathaniel, a student 

who is the recipient of Rose’s contrasting “Good at Arabic” identity. Nathaniel, however, is not a 

passive recipient; he either accepts or contradicts Rose’s attempts to establish him as her 

nemesis. I also connect the conceptualization of attractor and repeller states from complexity 

theory to understand the effectiveness of Rose’s practices. I then take a broader perspective in 

the next chapter, “Doing Being Arabic Learners in the Advanced Beginner Classroom” to 
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understand how both explicit and implicit iterations of language policy—in this case, the 

(non)enforcement of the language pledge—help to construct a context in which Rose’s resistant 

practices are largely unchecked. This is done through both an analysis of language policing, or 

its absence, through work done by participants. This analysis goes beyond these decisions in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom, contrasting them with similar decisions in other classrooms, to 

recognize that, consistent with a complexity theory framework, although the Advanced Beginner 

classroom is a self-contained system, it is also a system embedded within the larger system of the 

immersion program. Through this comparison, I argue, we understand that the Advanced 

Beginner classroom is not an aberration; rather, the context that allows Rose’s resistant practices 

to flourish is not dissimilar from the context of the other classrooms. That resistance happened in 

the program is not surprising; it could have happened in other classrooms in the program. The 

final chapter synthesizes conversation analysis’s notions of alignment/disalignment with 

complexity theory’s notions of attractor/repeller states. This synthesis can provide a nuanced 

understanding of how certain interactional practices can become “sticky”, disproportionately 

shaping accepted practices; changing the parameters of accepted practice in a particular system, 

once those practices become part of an attractor state requires a great deal of continuous, 

conscious, and co-constructed effort. The ramifications of this in the language classroom indicate 

how important it is to support desired interactional practices. 

Learning a language as an adult is popularly characterized, even by many linguists, as a 

losing battle. Second language acquisition (SLA) literature often focuses on the difficulty and 

failure that marks many learners’ adventures in language learning. In fact, this dissertation 

focuses on a learner whose language learning trajectory would not be held up as a paragon of 

success. However, I would argue that Rose displays a great deal of agency, as well as a nuanced 
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understanding of the interactional context of the immersion program, in her pursuit of what could 

be characterized as a counterproductive face-management strategy. Even with this, her 

knowledge of Arabic did increase. It may be time to redefine what means failure/success in 

language learning. 
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Theoretical Underpinnings 

 The goal of this chapter is to situate the assumptions inherent in this study within a 

coherent intellectual tradition that will serve as a basis for the rest of the dissertation. To 

understand the development of the study’s research questions, the methodology selected to 

answer these questions, and the analysis of the study’s findings, it is necessary to articulate the 

theoretical foundations on which this project was built. At its core, the theoretical framework for 

this study, complexity theory, accommodates the elements of cognition, language, mediation, 

social interaction, agency, and identity I found essential for recognizing resistance in the 

language classroom. 

Complexity Theory and Language, Language Use, and Language Acquisition 

 In the field of second language acquisition (SLA), Firth and Wagner (1997) noted a split 

in the field’s research paradigms. They argued that the dominant paradigm was based on the 

cognitive processes in learning and using a second language. This presumes a focus on internal 

activity—language is something that happens in learner’s brain. The second paradigm focuses on 

the social and cultural nature of language learning. This presumes a focus on external activity—

language is something that happens between participants. Firth and Wagner warned that a 

disproportionate focus was being placed on language-as-cognition, to the extent that the 

sociocultural aspects of language acquisition were being neglected. Furthermore, a more 

cognitive approach to language learning presumes, at some level, that there is an idealized form 

of the target language that exists as a discrete entity, although a view of language-as-object is not 

exclusively the domain of cognitive approaches to SLA and can be found in sociocultural 

research as well. Two theoretical perspectives of second language acquisition critique a discrete, 

static view of language—critical applied linguistics and complexity theory. Although both 
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frameworks are useful paradigms for observing language in use, and critical applied linguistics 

would seem useful for understanding resistance in the language classroom, for the context of this 

study, I find complexity theory to be the best paradigmatic fit. 

 Complexity, in describing a system, does not mean complicated. Cilliers (1998) makes 

the distinction between complicated systems, such as an internal combustion engine, and 

complex systems, such as human language. A system may be complicated, in that it has many 

parts; however, the parts can be easily described, and the interactions between parts are 

predictable. In a complex system, the components may be difficult to describe, and the 

interactions between components cannot be predicted. The difference is that a complicated 

system can be accurately described and analyzed at the component level, the interactional level, 

and the holistic level; for a complex system: 

complexity results from the interaction between the components of a system, complexity 

is manifested at the level of the system itself. There is neither something at a level below 

(a source), nor a level above (a meta-description) capable of capturing the essence of 

complexity. (1998, p. 3) 

Thus, it is difficult, if not counterproductive, to isolate any one element from a complex 

system and analyze it as though it were possible to separate causes and effects (Burns & Knox, 

2011). Another quality of complex systems that confounds a more Cartesian method of analysis 

is that complex systems is that all complex systems are nested within larger systems (De Bot, 

Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007). However, this does not mean that larger systems dominate these 

smaller ones; rather, complex systems are decentralized, and the locally-occurring connections 

between agents or elements form networks of activity. This activity is distributed across systems 

(Davis & Sumara, 2006). Moreover, complex systems are open, not closed systems; with the 
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addition of each new element, for example, information, the system increases in connectivity and 

complexity (Larsen-Freeman, 1997). An example of this is time, which is an aspect of any 

complex system; as a temporal system evolves, so too does the context in which agents and 

elements find themselves (van Geert, 2008). Larsen-Freeman and Cameron (2008) argued that in 

complex systems, context is not merely background information, but an integral part of the 

dynamism of the system. Thus, any study of such a system must include a diachronic, rather than 

synchronic, examination of the system. All of these elements—multiplicity of elements and 

interactions, openness, and temporality—contribute to complex systems’ sensitivity to feedback. 

That is, systems adapt and adjust to changing conditions in an effort to achieve equilibrium. The 

drive to equilibrium should not be interpreted as the same as stability, however, because 

equilibrium is a goal that is always out of reach, as the system is constantly in flux. Rather, it is 

more useful to think of attractor and repeller states—attractor states are those that require less 

energy to maintain, although the strength of the attraction waxes and wanes, while repeller states 

take more energy to effect (De Bot et al., 2007). Repeller states have their purposes, though, as 

negative feedback (another way to conceptualize repeller states) serves as a check to the 

unpredictability that arises from the constant change in complex systems (Davis & Sumara, 

2006). 

 Although an overreliance on cognitive science to explain the processes of language 

acquisition was and remains an aspect of SLA, language is both a cognitive and social practice. 

However, cognition itself is socially constructed. Using a complexity theory framework does not 

automatically fill in all of the epistemological blanks necessary to articulate the assumptions 

necessary to identify and examine resistance in the language classroom. What follows are 

discussions and definitions of concepts I found useful in understanding what students and 
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teachers were achieving in immersion classrooms, and how participants either aligned with or 

worked to redirect interactional practices and goals. 

Conceptualizations About Cognition and Language 

 In contrast to the theory of universal grammar (UG) (Chomsky, 1980), Tomasello (2000) 

argued that children acquire language through a variety of processes, including social interaction; 

UG’s reliance on innate linguistic capacity could not account for how children develop their 

linguistic capacity in the early years. The reconceptualization of language as a complex adaptive 

system contradicts UG, as an underlying, universal, and largely stable structure (as UG is 

conceptualized) is incompatible with conceptualizations of language as a complex system 

(Schumann et al., 2006). Further challenging the primacy of UG, Goodwin  asserted that the 

cooperative nature of human interaction was essential to understanding language, noting that 

“[h]uman beings inhabit each other’s actions” (2000, p. 8). However, Vygotsky (1978) 

articulated many of these ideas decades earlier. Vygotsky was certain that individual 

development had its roots in larger, historical processes; to understand how humans were able to 

engage in higher cognitive work, including activities that appeared on the surface to be rote, one 

needed to understand cognition as being mediated through the activity’s history. Thus, cognitive 

activity could not exist only in the individual, but must also be located in the individual’s 

surroundings. 

 Even our understanding of what cognition is exactly is grounded in cultural and historical 

conceptualizations of what cognition looks like. Rogoff (2003) noted that even our collective 

definitions of cognitive ability (intelligence), as well as its measurement, are culturally and 

historically determined; cognitive tests are often designed to measure skills that are practiced in 

organized schooling. Cole (1998) argued that definitions of cognitive ability based on 
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measurements that coincide with formal schooling overgeneralize the link between task and 

cognition and often misses cognition when it takes unfamiliar forms. Once we acknowledge that 

cognition is culturally shaped and recognized, it is necessary to be aware of the limitations of 

over-interpreting performance in skill-based tasks as a representation of larger intellectual 

processes. 

 Considering the close connection between cognition and language, it is equally important 

to recognize the primacy of the social element in language. The atomization of language in the 

discipline of linguistics, including the scientization of the study of language and the separation of 

the structure of language from its social function has long been a feature of the field. Saussure 

(1972) differentiated between langue and parole, arguing that parole encompassed language in 

use, and separated it from langue, or language as a structure. Saussure’s work served as the 

foundation for American Structuralism. In the American Structuralist school, Bloomfield’s 

(1930) conceptualization of language as separate from its social function and outside of the 

purview of linguists was an important pillar of theoretical linguistics. On the opposite end of the 

spectrum, both Sapir and Whorf argued for an understanding of linguistics that positioned culture 

as the primary (if not sole) locus of language (Sapir, 1968; Whorf, 1956). Vygotsky (1986) also 

argued that language influenced thought, that without language, there could not be cognition. 

 These two poles of studying language have continued throughout the decades. Two 

contradictory impulses have functioned to shape a Bloomfieldian philosophy of linguistics over 

the more Whorfian strain. First, a general bias towards positivism and scientism has been at the 

core of the Western intellectual tradition. Ironically though, pushback on Sapir and Whorf’s 

ideas also came from those who would agree on the importance of culture in the realm of 

language, but were uncomfortable about the potential for cultural determinism within a theory 
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that ties culture to thought. A focus on language as a discrete, cognitive product could sidestep 

characterizations of languages as being differentially able to handle diverse domains, such as the 

overapplication of a Whorfian model as a mechanism to bolster ideologies of European 

languages as better able to handle logic. However, as Cole (1998) and Rogoff (2003) both noted, 

seemingly acultural and ahistorical concepts, such as science, are never divorced from their 

cultural and historical origins. To elaborate, in a discussion of the cultural underpinnings of 

language, Vygotsky discussed the choices made by the Russian translator of La Fontaine’s 

fables, making much of the translator’s decision to change the grasshopper to another insect 

because in Russian, the word for grasshopper is neuter, and the translator wanted to emphasize 

the “feminine” qualities of the character (Vygotsky, 1986). However, this choice would have 

said more about the translator than the qualities of grasshoppers that are embedded in the 

Russian language. To highlight this overextension of grammatical determinism, it is useful to 

note that in French, both ant (la fourmi) and grasshopper (la cigalle) are feminine nouns. Thus, 

the correspondence between language and culture is neither overt nor deterministic, despite the 

powerful connection they share. It is this type of overextension that has led linguists to shy away 

from a social theory of language. 

 Ultimately, the understanding of the social dimensions of cognition is useful in 

conceptualizing language as fundamentally social, without the necessity of resorting to a 

culturally-deterministic vision of language. Another aspect of language in relationship to 

cognition is, in addition to Vygotsky’s (1978) insight that language is the mediational tool we 

use in thought, language is itself mediated through its use. These mediations shape the form that 

language takes, as in metaphor, or representations of literacy (Wertsch, 1991). These culturally-

informed mediational practices influence, even constrain, our actions (Engeström, 1986). 
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 Going further than categorizing language as a mediational tool, it is possible, and 

intellectually consistent, to argue against the assumption that language is a discrete entity. This 

stance entails a rejection of a Saussurian paradigm in which language as a structure and language 

as a social performance are split; moreover, it argues that there is no language outside of its 

social activity—there is no langue, only parole. More specific stances include Kachru (1992), 

with his splitting of English into Englishes, chipped away at the seemingly rigid boundaries of 

language. Makoni and Pennycook (2007) argued that the process of categorizing languages had, 

at its foundation, a Western-centric, positivistic perspective, and the classification and 

documentation of languages was aligned with the project of colonialism. Kachru, Makoni, and 

Pennycook have all approached the epistemology of language-as-object from a critical 

perspective; however, Larsen-Freeman and Cameron (2008) also argued that language is 

dynamic, nor does not exist as outside of its speakers, but they have not used an explicitly critical 

lens, although assuming a critical stance, I would argue, is not inconsistent with a complexity 

theory framework. Indeed, our expectations of how language is used are shaped at multiple 

levels. These expectations are not created anew at each level; rather, they are interpreted and 

reiterated. This perspective of nested systems offers a nuanced method for accounting for the 

influence social organization at the macro level exerts on micro-level practices, while avoiding 

deterministic models that erase local factors. In both critical and complexity theoretical analyses 

of language, it is its use by speakers that gives any language its form, which is in opposition to 

language having intrinsic form that is then used by speakers. For example, conventional views on 

English presume the existence of a “super-English”, which can then be classified into national 

and regional varieties as a function of how they differ from the standard. This is contrary to what 

is argued under a complexity theory view of language, which describes and accounts for 
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variation as emerging from the self-organizational property of language; it is the use of language 

that gives it form. A complexity theory model is better equipped to account for how Arabic is 

used in the world. Regional varieties reflect speaker use at the local level. The variety known as 

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is a language used only in limited contexts, mostly in printed 

form (Abu-Absi, 1986). However, this top-down model of analyzing Arabic language practices 

ignores how speakers and writers use the language locally. The increase of satellite channels in 

the Arab world has increased exposure to standardized forms, but active comprehension remains 

largely a function of educational level (Eickelman, 1992). Even within MSA, regional variations 

are prevalent (Abdelali, 2004). Thus, the practice of Arabic was, is, and remains a local practice, 

despite the existence of academies of Arabic engaged in standardization (Abdulaziz, 1986). Even 

the domains in which MSA and colloquial varieties are used are more complex—regional 

varieties are written (Al-Sabbagh & Girju, 2010; Elalamy, 2006) and used in mass media 

(Alshamrani, 2012). The sociolinguistic situation of Arabic, then, illustrates how complexity 

theory can account for language practices that can be difficult to account for using other 

paradigms. 

Social Interaction, Self-organization, and Complexity 

 The ramifications of understanding language as a collection of locally governed practices, 

particularly as it pertains to the language classroom, should not be overlooked. It is problematic 

to assume a largely static code that exists outside of speakers’ lived experiences, but beyond that, 

it privileges a Cartesian view of language—nouns, verbs, etc.—that must be mastered before 

moving on to the next level. This sets up a paradigm of learner-as-substandard speaker, which 

focuses on what learners cannot do, as opposed to what they are doing. Firth and Wagner (1997) 
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were critical of this stance, arguing that it would be more fruitful to understand what learners do 

and how they deploy their competences. 

 To that end, it is necessary to understand how researchers can identify and analyze what 

is going on in social interaction. As Sacks (1995) noted, the idea that conversation cannot be 

systematic because of its immediacy belies the understanding that people achieve goals through 

interaction. The consequence of this is that, despite the extemporaneousness of conversation, 

there is also a regularity to what goes on. Participants routinely anticipate the contributions of 

their co-participants (Sacks et al., 1974). This is not to say that conversation is predictive, rather 

certain types of contributions are immediately interpretable, and others must be dealt with 

through negotiation. To understand the relationship between structural and local organization of 

interaction, a fruitful place to begin is the idea of “common sense”. Garfinkel (1964) argued that 

a member’s understanding of how his or her social world is constructed through the continual 

practice of social norms; violations of these norms are, after the fact, often rationalized to fit into 

the patterns of behavior that makes up common sense. Although common sense is considered to 

be what is “natural” and “logical”, it is socially constructed and culturally determined; it is also, 

through social construction and reconstruction, not monolithic, although a general predisposition 

towards coherence leads to restructuring experiences to better fit notions of common sense 

(Linde, 1993). Thus, although interaction is locally governed, only those interactions that fit 

within participants’ assessments of common sense are understood and acted upon. In this way, 

social interaction is a microcosm of larger social structures. An example of this feature of social 

interaction is the observation that some students’ attempts at participation are recognized by 

teachers, while others’ are not. This “doing being a competent student” (Mehan, 1980), is a set of 

interactional practices that form and are formed by culturally grounded notions of “common 
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sense”, but are also form and are formed by values that can differ according to ethnicity, class, or 

gender, among other socially-constructed categories. 

Agency as a Feature of Social Interaction 

 Block (2013) argued that in applied linguistics, researchers currently overemphasize 

agency over structure. In doing so, they do a better job of articulating what they mean by agency, 

but underdefine their conceptualizations of structure and its role in constraining agency. Ahearn 

(2001) warned that equating agency with resistance overlooked other expressions of agency; that 

expressing agency through opposition was only one form among others. Starting with a 

discussion of how agency has been used in education, applied linguistics, and SLA, I wish to 

move on to a discussion of how complexity theory can be used to enrich our ideas of agency. 

 Giroux critiqued structuralist perspectives as decoupling human beings from their social 

and historical contexts, ignoring their potential for resistance and change, and overlooking that 

resistance can be a conscious decision (1983). Moreover, he argued, structuralism reified the 

agency-structure dichotomy. This critique of structuralism is worth mentioning because, as 

Block noted, many applied linguists who discuss agency located their work in the 

poststructuralist tradition; thus, the focus is on “the emergent in localised, diverse and variable 

social activity” (2013, p. 129). The problem that arises, according to Block, is that although 

researchers do not believe that agency is unrestrained and they acknowledge the role structure 

plays in shaping agency, this role is not always well articulated.  

 In sociolinguistics, Carter and Sealey (2000) made the claim that the field needed a more 

pronounced role for theory and suggested that social realism, which articulates a distinction 

between agency and structure. This is contrary to a perspective that argues that agency and 

structure are mutually constitutive (Giroux, 1983). Social realists (such as Margaret Archer) and 
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the closely allied critical realists (such as Roy Bhaskar) position realism in opposition to 

constructivist or post-structuralist conceptualizations of structure and agency; however, the 

ontological and epistemological differences claimed by Archer and Bhaskar may be overstated 

(Block, 2013; Mingers, 2004). 

 Perhaps, then, instead of thinking of structure and agency in the abstract sense, it might 

be a better fit to describe specific contexts (a classroom, a school) as complex systems and 

particular types of agency (agency enacted by a student, agency enacted by a teacher) as complex 

systems that are nested. Carter and Sealey argued, that: 

[t]oo great an emphasis on structures denies actors any power and fails to account for 

human beings making a difference. Too great an emphasis on agency overlooks the (we 

would claim) very real constraints acting on us in time and space (2000, p. 11).  

The difficulty in articulating the interplay between agency and structure seems to be another 

version of the difficulty in articulating the interplay between micro and macro; instead of 

approaching agency from a micro-macro or individual-group perspective, complexity theory 

specifically accommodates the interactions between nested systems—in this case, the nested 

systems of agency and the structures with which they interact (Walby, 2003). Thus, in 

conceptualizing the interplay between agency and structure, it may be more fruitful to understand 

this interplay as being mediated across multiple systems, as direct interactions between elements 

within or across systems are local; to reach across longer distances, interaction must use 

mediational means (Cilliers, 1998). Because of this, the exercise of agency by an individual is 

multiply mediated. Although minor perturbations may reverberate disproportionately in a 

complex system, this is a possibility, not a given. In a classroom setting, a student may exert 

agency, but it is how other participants in the classroom (other students, the teacher) take it up. 
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This does not mean that the student lacks agency, which is not exclusively defined by its 

effectiveness. In the complex system of the classroom, the agency of multiple actors are in 

tension with each other. While it is true that structural factors may inhibit the effectiveness of 

agency, it does not render expression of agency as non-existent. Moreover, as Mercer (2011) 

posited, agency is composed of multiple elements, including an actor’s awareness of their 

agency, their exercise of their agency, and other factors, such as the actor’s beliefs, that influence 

the practice of agency. Mercer claimed that awareness of agency does not entail the practice of 

that agency; thus, it is possible that not only does agency not have to be successful to exist, it 

does not need to even be deployed to exist. 

 It is possible to witness the exercise of agency through social interaction, “a primordial 

site for sociality” (Schegloff, 1992, p. 1296). In naturally occurring conversation, agency may be 

exercised through self-selection in turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974), through repetition (Sacks & 

Jefferson, 1995), or through a reporting of one’s subjective experience of a shared event 

(Pomerantz, 1980), among other strategies. Acknowledging that social interaction in institutional 

contexts (such as classrooms) are constrained in way “normal” conversation is not, Drew and 

Heritage (1992) argued that despite the prevalence of the initiation-response-feedback/evaluation 

(IRF or IRE) in classroom interaction, a focus on the IRE structure obscures other aspects of 

social interaction, such as negotiation and alignment. Moreover, as institutional talk occurs 

outside of institutional settings, so too does social conversation exist in institutional talk—the 

boundary between social and institutional is often blurry (Heritage, 2005). Additionally, and 

particularly in the language classroom, changing pedagogical styles have loosened some of the 

interactional constraints articulated in previous research (Gardner, 2012). Students can also enact 

agency by initiating IRE sequences; they may even do so in service of resistance (Razfar, 2005). 
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 By reframing agency and structure as nested complex systems, researchers can more 

nimbly negotiate the ever-present tension between individual autonomy and structural 

immutability. Agency is a function of an individual’s awareness and actions, and it is sensitive to 

the larger context (structure). Although structures may appear to be unchanging as inequality 

persists, it can be argued that only examining the most macro scale neglects a great deal of 

activity, which as in all complex systems, occurs largely at the local level. It is also worth noting 

that not all adaptation in a complex system achieves permanence. Although perturbations and 

feedback are part of any complex system, it is not the case that all possibilities are equally viable: 

[possibilities] can’t be anything. Instead there will be attractor states toward which they 

will tend. They can’t be anything. They can only be certain things and with a given 

evolutionary context or fitness landscape, they will move towards the attractor which is 

closest to their initial starting condition and can only move to another in a way which 

reflects the energy resource character of the fitness landscape of the system [….] (Byrne, 

2002, p. 130) 

In this way, it is possible to acknowledge the constraints of human agency without rendering 

structure as outside of human control; to do so would be to ignore human agency’s role in 

creating social structures.  

Redirectional Strategies 

 After articulating a theoretical accounting of agency, it is worthwhile to discuss how this 

agency can be enacted. Although constraints on agency are often conceptualized as macro, or 

societal level forces (gender, race, class, to name the most robust), constraints exist at all 

systemic levels. Regardless of the political, cultural, historical, or economic natures of these 

macro level restrictions, they are also, and always, enacted at the micro level. One of the reasons 
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I have articulated the relationship between social interaction among individuals and the practices 

and norms of larger societies is to make explicit what I consider to be an underexamined aspect 

of social interaction. I would also argue that it is oversimplification to only distinguish between 

person-to-person conversation and “Society”. Rather, every context in which any given 

interaction unfolds is situated is simultaneously occurring in multiple nested societies—for 

example, that of the classroom, the department or program, the university, the city, the state, the 

region, etc. All of these societies co-exist and interact as complex systems; thus, there are 

multiple sites of conflict. This is noteworthy because the potential for oppositional practices 

increases exponentially, as participants negotiate often contradictory, competing demands. As 

Giroux (1983) argued, the contradictions embodied in oppositional practices, as well as the 

multiple contexts with which these practices are in dialogue, need to be accounted for in 

understanding resistance. Also worth understanding is that resistant practices occur in nearly 

every level and across groups, although members of marginalized groups are often singled out 

for these practices, in part because they are more visible to participants more aligned with the 

practices being opposed (Apple, 1995). This occurs because these oppositional practices are 

grounded in a contradiction that is unexamined, and thus, invisible to other participants. 

Additionally, how oppositional practices are shaped may not be recognizable to co-participants. 

Garfinkel (1964) argued that much of what we, as members of a group, consider “common 

sense” is a collection of norms that are invisible until they are breached. Apple remarked that 

students who appeared to be adhering to adults’ expectations may still be engaged in a 

counterprogram, but they do so while seemingly “playing the game”. Canagarajah’s students 

often engaged in these subversive practices (1999). It is this nuanced understanding of competing 

expectations and norms that breed conflict and resistance that has shaped my understanding of 
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oppositional practices. I would first argue that, instead of relying solely on the terms opposition 

and resistance, although I will often use both terms, I would classify both as subsets of what I 

will call redirectional strategies. By redirectional, I mean that participants are attempting to alter 

the course of an interaction to either change the goal of the interaction, the interactional process 

used to achieve the goal, or both. Studies of social organization have highlighted these practices, 

discussing such elements as preference (Pomerantz, 1984), alignment (Goodwin & Goodwin, 

2010), or mutual orientation (Goodwin, 2000). Although I will also use these concepts to 

articulate how these redirectional strategies are deployed and how they shape the trajectory in a 

particular instance of social interaction, it is important that there is sufficient accounting for the 

more structured nature, both in goal and strategies, in institutional talk, such as classroom 

interaction. As such, these redirectional strategies may become resistance or opposition in the 

classroom context, where they would not in ordinary, naturally-occurring conversation. It is 

these strategies that aid in the identification of opposition or resistance, although it is also how 

these contributions are taken up by other participants that permit a turn to be identified as not just 

a redirectional strategy, but as an element of an episode that can be classified as opposition or 

resistance. 

 Although I am using multiple terms to discuss these types of practices, they are not 

interchangeable. Redirectional strategies signifies a range of conversational practices that can be 

used to achieve a shift in aim or process. The difference between opposition and resistance 

comes from the distinction made by Giroux (1983). Opposition may be grounded in a feeling of 

injustice, but unlike resistance, it is not undertaken to achieve transformative change. Like 

Canagarajah (1999), I find the distinction useful, if slightly problematic. However, a distinction 

should be drawn between practices that are consciously enacted to achieve a goal and 
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unconscious reactions that seek to oppose in the moment. Again there is difficulty in assigning 

motivations to others, which runs the risk of attributing a deeper aim where there is none, or 

underestimating the profundity of a cause or goal, particularly due to the deftness of the 

deployment of a redirectional strategy. In an attempt to circumvent this problem, I first attempted 

to use opposition to describe episodes that are taken up by multiple participants as opposition for 

superficial aims and resistance for episodes where multiple participants seem to engage in 

redirection that is situated within larger goals. In practice, however, I found it difficult to classify 

practices as either “resistance” or “opposition”. In part, this was due to a reluctance on my part to 

assign intent when I lacked the resources to do so. Although a case could have been made that, as 

a member of the immersion program community, my assessment of intent was as valid as any 

other member’s, as the author of this study, my impressions would ultimately have more weight 

than those of the other members. As I unpacked the ideology behind “opposition” and 

“resistance”, it was difficult to escape the conclusion that assigning certain practices “resistance” 

would imbue them with more significance. By extension, the implication would be that 

resistance is more worthy of study than opposition. My reluctance was also grounded in my 

awareness that Rose, the focal student, had done me a great service by consenting to participate 

in my study. Ultimately, it felt like a betrayal to undercut the significance of her interactional 

practices by labeling them according to my value system. Whether opposition or resistance, 

Rose’s practices held a great deal of poignancy, and for teachers, the emotional well-being of 

students should hold importance.  

Understanding Identity 

 Rose’s language practices contributed to her in-class identity. Therefore, clarifying the 

conceptualization of identity within the context of this study, particularly because identity, if it is 
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defined, can be conceptualized in different ways. This study was greatly influence by the work of 

Goffman (1959), who noted that, communication, both direct forms, such as conversation, and 

indirect forms, such as ways of being, was how individuals both enact their own identity and 

interpret the identity of others. All of this, he argued, is done inferentially—social analyses are 

not effected through a cause-and-effect paradigm—using previous communications to anticipate 

and interpret the actions of others. This highlights the importance of context or setting in our 

analyses of social interaction. For example, to analyze the contributions of Rose as part of an 

effort to construct an identity as a bad student, it is necessary to unpack what is required of 

students in a foreign language classroom, so when Rose defies these expectations, participants 

(including the researcher) interpret her contributions and infer that she is doing less than she 

should. Moreover, that the characterization of Rose’s in-class performance was not of someone 

incapable of doing the work. That this interpretation was made, collectively, by the participants 

of the Advanced Beginner classroom, indicates that Rose’s actions, as Goffman had articulated 

nearly 60 years ago, directed her activity to “convey an impression to others which it is in [her] 

interests to convey” (1959, p. 4). Identity, then, is constructed, interpreted, and reified by 

multiple participants according to context. 

 Using Goffman’s conceptualization of identity as, through the medium of 

communication, enacted, managed, and inferred by participants, the next question became “what 

interests was Rose serving through her construction of an identity as a bad student?” Impression 

management, or face, was useful in interpreting in-class identity construction in the Arabic 

immersion program. Students came to the immersion program with expectations to develop or 

improve their skills in Arabic; however, a majority of the students who had previously studied 

Arabic had done so in traditional foreign language classroom contexts. The immersion program 
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context, with its expectation that students would communicate solely in Arabic, required many 

students to adjust their pre-existing classroom practices. For students who had previously studied 

Arabic, there would likely have been an expectation that they had some communicative 

competence in the language. For Rose, who had experience as a successful bilingual (English-

Spanish), as well as previous coursework in Arabic, a situation may have arose in which “the self 

projected is somehow confronted with another self which, though valid in other contexts, cannot 

be here sustained in harmony with the first” (Goffman, 1956, p. 269). Goffman further 

hypothesizes that a strategy for an individual in such a face-threatening situation is to highlight 

another self that corresponds better with the context. Goffman’s notion of identity, then, is 

socially-constructed, contingent on others’ interpretation, sensitive to context. Thus, identity is 

not a single, discrete item, but a collection of practices that interact with people and contexts. 

This understanding of identity is congruent with both complexity theory and ethnomethodology. 
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Research in Arabic as a Foreign Language, Proficiency, Immersion Program, and 

Resistance 

 This study, an ethnomethodological examination of an Arabic language immersion 

program, combines a methodology not often used in studies of language learning, a study site for 

which few studies exist, and featuring a language that is seldom researched outside of the Arab 

world. This section will draw from literature on studies on Arabic as a foreign language (AFL), 

proficiency and study abroad and immersion programs, both for Arabic and other languages. 

Lastly, an overview of the literature of resistance in the classroom will be discussed to further 

serve as a foundation for this study.  

The paucity of studies of immersion programs and Arabic as a foreign language (AFL) is 

particularly troubling as both the number of language immersion programs and the number of 

students studying Arabic have grown considerably. For example, the number of students 

studying Arabic at the post-secondary level has increased dramatically since 2001. Belnap 

(1995) reported that in 1987, 3,393 students were enrolled in Arabic language classes; in 2002, 

10,596 students were enrolled in Arabic language classes, an increase of 98% from 5,505 

students studying Arabic in 1998 (Al-Batal, 2007). Al-Batal warned that this level of growth, 

even with an increase in the level of federal funding for Arabic language education, has not been 

supported structurally. Issues threatening the ability of Arabic language programs to serve their 

students include a lack of adequately trained teachers of Arabic, limited professional training 

programs for Arabic teachers, and limited quality study abroad opportunities for students. 

Further complicating matters, according to Al-Batal, is that despite Arabic’s classification as a 

“critical” language, federal funding fluctuates from year-to-year and has not kept up with 

inflation, making it difficult to plan effectively. Additionally, a lack of structural and financial 
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support has limited the development of opportunities for students to study overseas. Although the 

number of students enrolled in Arabic courses continues to be robust, reaching a historic high of 

32,444 students studying Arabic at the post-secondary level in 2009, it appears that enrollments 

in Arabic have plateaued, with 32,286 students enrolled in Arabic in 2013 (Goldberg et al., 

2015). The increased profile of Arabic language study still has not led to a significant body of 

knowledge. Abboud (1995) called for more research, not only to improve the quality of teaching, 

but also to increase the profile and prestige of language teachers. Ryding (2006) outlined several 

essential avenues of research in the field of Arabic as a foreign language: a) teacher training, b) 

analysis of authentic discourse in Arabic, c) acquisition of Arabic as a foreign language, d) issues 

concerning heritage speakers, and e) innovations in Arabic as a foreign language education, 

including intensive and immersion programs. The field of AFL research is still, clearly, in its 

early stages; all of these avenues remain underexplored.  

Arabic as a Foreign Language (AFL) 

 Badawi (2006) lamented the limited research on the sociolinguistic realities of Arabic, 

which he argued has a negative impact on the research of AFL studies and the development of 

effective, interesting curriculum that would aid learners. This perspective is also held by Ryding 

(2006), whose Arabic language research wish list contained many questions of language-in-use; 

her suggestions for how researchers could learn more about how students learn Arabic emerge 

from a largely qualitative paradigm. However, both in teacher training, as well as in research, a 

dominant focus concentrates on students’ knowledge of morphosyntax and not on their 

communicative skills (Basheer, 2011). This will be reflected in this overview of previous work 

on Arabic as a foreign language. Following Ryding’s “roadmap” for research in AFL, I will 
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focus on research that is germane to teacher education, acquisition of Arabic as a foreign 

language, heritage speakers, and discourse analysis. 

Teacher education/training. 

 Several researchers have called for increased study of teaching education or training for 

teachers of Arabic in order to develop rigorous, appropriate training programs with the goal of 

professionalizing the field. Alosh, Elkhafaifi, and Hammoud (2006), in concert with the 

American Association for Teachers of Arabic (AATA), developed a report detailing the goals 

and requirements for such a program. Abdalla (2006) also called for more TAFL programs, 

including summer immersion programs for professional development purposes. England (2006) 

noted that even in the Arab world, specific training teacher training for Arabic as a foreign 

language is limited. In Egypt, the only master’s-level TAFL program is at the American 

University of Cairo; Nahla (2006) notes that this has been a challenge for the staff in the AFL 

program at Alexandria University, and to overcome this, in-service training, mentoring, and co-

teaching are used to provide new teachers with professional training. A lack of comprehensive, 

rigorous training, both from linguistic and pedagogical standpoints, has constrained the teaching 

of Arabic in Israel, both for native and non-native speakers (Amara, 2006). Al-Rajhi (2006) 

argued that progress in research-based language teacher training has been constrained by a lack 

of scientifically rigorous study grounded in culturally-specific context; instead, research from a 

Western perspective, regardless of the exigencies of Arabic, is co-opted. Abu-Rabia (1997b) 

critiqued the inapplicability of Western reading theory to the realities of reading in Semitic 

languages, calling for a development of theory that takes into account features of Semitic 

language writing systems. Al-Rajhi also noted that lexicography has been constrained by an 

adherence to an idealized, Quranic conceptualization of written Arabic. These factors, which 
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have led to an inconsistent pedagogical foundation for teachers of Arabic, may have 

ramifications for further professional development, particularly at this moment in the field, 

where AFL is currently in a development phase. Seraj (2010) found, in his study of preference 

for teaching methods, that teachers who were not native speakers of Arabic were more likely to 

prefer communicative teaching methods than native speakers. Additionally, Seraj noted that 

preference for grammar translation was positively correlated with age and negatively correlated 

with level of teacher training. Thus, teachers with lower levels of professional training are more 

likely to prefer and use grammar translation; this is at odds with the stated goals of most learners 

of Arabic—they wish to develop oral skills, something that grammar translation is ill-equipped 

to develop. 

Acquisition of Arabic. 

 Despite Ryding’s (2006) criticism that focusing on morphosyntactic development of 

learners of Arabic in isolation is contrary to communicative teaching methodologies, much of the 

research in acquisition of Arabic falls under that paradigm. Mansouri (1995) found that 

Australian learners of Arabic performed better on subject-verb agreement when discourse cues 

were available, even among advanced learners, suggesting that learners used semantic 

information to inform their grammatical choices. Mohamed (1997) found that morphemes 

indicating the dual (both nominal and verbal) were the most difficult for learners to master; one 

of the reasons is that dual constructions are low-frequency, even among native speakers of 

Arabic. Husseinali (2006) sought to test the utility of Processability Theory (PT) in AFL 

learners’ development of syntactic structures. Overall, he found that learners’ interlanguage 

followed the phases outlined in PT, but there was a fair amount of variability within those 

phases. Al-Shatter (2011) also considered Processability Theory as a function of syllabus design, 
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noting that, for example, beginning students had not developed sufficient subject-verb 

agreement; thus, assignments need to be developed with that in mind. Alhawary (2005) 

compared gender agreement for L1 French and L1 English speakers of Arabic; it was predicted 

that the L1 speakers of French would be more accurate with both noun-adjective placement and 

gender agreement, as French has grammatical gender, as well as a similar noun-adjective order. 

However, noun-adjective order was similar for both L1 groups; on the other hand, L1 French 

speakers did appear to be more accurate in gender agreement than the L1 English speakers, 

although both groups improved over time. Contradicting those findings, Alhawary (2007) 

compared L1 speakers of Spanish and L1 speakers of English regarding null subjects in Arabic; 

despite the fact that Spanish allows for subject pronoun deletion, L1 English speakers omitted 

the subject pronoun earlier and with more frequency than did L1 Spanish speakers. 

 Due to Arabic’s non-concatenative morphology, several studies have been done on its 

effect on language learners. Khoury (2008) posited that early introduction of the root and pattern 

system of Arabic’s derivational morphology may aid adult students in learning new vocabulary. 

Al-Batal (2006) called for teaching the root and pattern system as early as the first semester of 

study. Idrissi, Prunet, and Béland (2008) argued, based on results from studies on aphasics, that 

Arabic roots are conceptualized by speakers as semantic morphemes; thus, the root is stored 

along with its meaning(s). Hansen (2010) found that even advanced learners of Arabic read at a 

much slower rate than native speakers, indicating disfluency in reading skills; however, time 

needed to decode decreased when provided fully-vowelled texts. Hansen’s findings are similar to 

studies of native Arabic speakers’ reading comprehension and strategies (Abu-Rabia, 1997a, 

1999, 2000). 
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 Other research in Arabic language learners includes compensatory strategies used by 

students. Khalil (2003) noted that, particularly in situations where students were not interacting 

with native speakers, most compensatory strategies were not especially well-developed, 

recommending that teachers be trained in helping students to develop and deploy a variety of 

strategies. Rabab’ah and Bulut (2007) found that Arabic as a second language (ASL) learners in 

Saudi Arabia were risk takers and deployed a number of compensatory strategies; they too 

argued for integrating these strategies into the curriculum. Studying AFL students in the United 

States, Hobrom (2004) found that his focal students displayed a great deal of autonomy and 

sought out online resources to improve their Arabic skills. Despite a possible assessment of 

learners of Arabic as bold and autonomous, Elkhafaifi (2005) found that students at the 

beginning level were more likely to display anxiety during listening comprehension exercises, 

and that as students continue with their Arabic studies, the level of anxiety drops. As students 

gain experience with the language, they will be less prone to anxiety, suggesting that allowing 

students ample exposure to Arabic and opportunities to use their developing skills in a “safe” 

environment could mitigate anxiety. 

Heritage speakers. 

 Currently, there is not a great deal of research on heritage speakers of Arabic. Sehlaoui 

(2008), traced his own trajectory in interrogating ideas of heritage language literacy and applying 

them to possible contexts for heritage speakers of Arabic, noting that his experience as a 

Moroccan was grounded in the long history and multiple colonizations of that country. Lee 

(2005) found that distinctions between who is and is not a heritage language learner are not 

clearly defined, particularly in the case of languages with a strong religious connection, such as 

Hebrew and Arabic. Muslim students not of Arabic origins may feel themselves to be heritage 
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learners of Arabic because of its importance in Islam. This may be salient in terms of motivation, 

but less so in a more traditional, language acquisition conceptualization of heritage language 

learners. Although it was not the focus of his study, Mohamed (1997) did find that native 

speakers of Urdu and Indonesian appeared to have fewer difficulties in learning Arabic when 

compared to speakers of other languages. He postulated that it was due to its importance as a 

language of religion; thus, the students in the study may have acquired a passive knowledge of 

the language through exposure to Arabic in religious contexts. This may support the assertion by 

the students in Lee’s study that they too were heritage learners of Arabic. Ibrahim and Allam 

(2006), in their study of heritage learners studying at the American University of Cairo, 

described a portrait of heritage learners of Arabic that was much more nuanced; they identified 

four types of heritage learners of Arabic: 1) students with two parents of Arabic origin who 

spoke Arabic in the home, 2) students with one parent of Arabic origin who did not speak Arabic 

at home, 3) non-Arab Muslims who had limited Arabic exposure through religious practices, and 

4) students who were citizens of Arab nations who nevertheless had studied at international 

schools and had never learned Modern Standard Arabic. As Ibrahim and Allam’s study focused 

on motivation, it neither supported nor contradicted Mohamed’s assertion that Muslims of non-

Arabic origins may have an advantage due to passive exposure to the language. 

Studies in Arabic discourse and sociolinguistics. 

 After students spend time in an Arabic-speaking country, they believe that the ability to 

speak a regional spoken variety is essential, not only for communicative, but for cultural, 

competence (Palmer, 2008). This is why Ryding (2006) called for research into discourse 

practices of Arabic speakers as important to the field of TAFL. If the goal is to guide students to 

proficiency, knowledge of Arabic language pragmatics is essential; to do so requires an 
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understanding of what these language practices are. This is compounded by the varieties of 

Arabic and their diversity; the paradoxical nature of Arabic is that psycholinguistic studies 

suggest that Modern Standard Arabic and Spoken Arabic are separate languages (R. Ibrahim & 

Aharon-Peretz, 2005); however, in sociolinguistic studies, the boundaries are porous, belying a 

conceptualization of the two being separate, discrete entities. Albirini (2011) found that in the 

public sphere, code switching from standard to colloquial served specific discourse purposes; 

however, the association with one variety with a particular function did not capture the nuances 

of language use and Arabic discourse. Mejdell (2012) argued that although patterns of mixing 

standard and spoken varieties exist and may to some extent be predicted, a so-called lugha wusṭā 

(middle language) will be determined by context and will not likely be generalizable to all 

Arabics. Furthermore, Mejdell describes lugha wusṭā as being inherently unstable. 

 Other pragmatic issues recently studied include a corpus-based analysis of the common 

discourse marker yaʕni (literally, “it means”); Owens and Rockwood (2008) found that the 

discourse marker’s function and meanings varied according to contextual factors, including 

register, genre, and social context. One example in particular showed that yaʕni was deployed as 

part of a repair strategy, although this was not the only context in which yaʕni was used.1 In a 

cross-linguistic study, Nelson, Carson, Al-Batal and El Bakary (2002) found that despite cultural 

assumptions that Arabic speakers use more indirect discourse strategies than do native speakers 

of American English, both Arabic and English speakers used similar strategies in refusing 

requests. Nelson, Al-Batal, and El Bakary (2002), acknowledged in a different paper on the same 

data that the use of discourse completion tests and interviews to elicit data may not provide the 

same quality of data that other, more naturalistic, forms of data might. They argued that future 
                                                 
 

1 Although it should be noted that Owens & Rockwood did not use conversation analysis to analyze their corpus. 
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research should seek out the collection of naturalistic data of language in use. Overall, research 

in second language pragmatics and TAFL is still in the early stages. A considerable portion of 

the work cited here acknowledged the gaps in the TAFL literature, and still others served as 

more of a call to arms than empirical studies.  

Issues in Proficiency 

 In 2006, then Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings warned that if the US did not 

prioritize foreign language education at the primary and secondary level, monolingual Americans 

would find themselves at an economic disadvantage, as other nations have increased the 

importance of foreign language learning (as cited by Al-Batal, 2007). Despite that call, 

educational reforms still focus on standardized testing and accountability. This places additional 

pressure on foreign language programs at the post-secondary level to shepherd students to 

proficiency. However, Leaver and Shekhtman (2002) noted that only a small number of students 

can perform at an advanced level of proficiency, specifically at the Superior or Distinguished 

(ACTFL) levels; in fact, few programs or instructors have considered these higher levels of 

proficiency as a reasonable goal. As Byrnes (2002) argued, to develop courses and programs to 

facilitate upper levels of proficiency involves privileging of formal discourse, as a 

communicative focus privileges familiarity. However, this highlights a schism with Arabic; the 

variety of Arabic taught in the classroom is the formal register, and is at odds with 

communicating with native speakers in informal situations. Wilmsen (2006) described this 

paradox within AFL, arguing that even the most educated native speakers of Arabic use their 

native, regional variety, even when discussing intellectual and cultural matters. Eisele (2006) 

questioned whether the ACTFL Arabic guidelines, which do account for the diglossic nature of 

Arabic, require an excessively high level of control between high and low varieties at the 
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superior level (ILR Level 3, as opposed to ILR Level 4)2. Winke and Aquil (2006) also critiqued 

guidelines for Arabic proficiency tests by questioning the native speaker target, which, due to 

diglossia, is problematic for Arabic. Allen (1995) and Elgibali and Taha (1995) had raised the 

distinction between what a native speaker of Arabic does and what a non-native Arabic speaker 

should be able to do at a given level of proficiency. Samimy (2008) discussed the strategies of an 

adult learner of Arabic who was rated at the Superior level (4.5 ILR); he did so through pushing 

himself into “an Arabic bubble” (p. 407). This was achieved through seeking out authentic 

materials from a variety of genres (TV, radio, newspapers, and literature), as well as developing 

his metalinguistic awareness. Samimy noted that his focus, self-direction, and maturity were 

likely determining factors in his success. 

 Many Arabic linguists have remodeled Ferguson’s conception of diglossia because a 

particular speech community may have multiple varieties of Arabic; additionally many Arab 

countries are also multilingual spaces (Ennaji, 2005; Sadiqi, 2005). Sociolinguistic studies also 

reframe the distinction between MSA and Spoken Arabic as not a dichotomy, but rather a 

continuum, which may be adjusted according to genre and audience (Mejdell, 2012). Wahba 

(2006), like Ryding (2006), has argued for a more complete and nuanced understanding of native 

Arabic speakers’ conceptualizations and uses of MSA and regional spoken varieties. For Wahba, 

teaching one variety (such as MSA) to the extent that the other (such as a regional variety) is 

neglected does Arabic language learners a disservice, as all competent speakers of Arabic need 

to have both in their repertoire. He has imagined a model which, at the beginning levels, each 

Arabic is taught separately; at the intermediate levels, the varieties are reimagined as an 

                                                 
 

2 ILR is the acronym for Interagency Language Roundtable, the US government’s rating scale for language 
proficiency. Its focus, unlike ACTFL’s rating scale is narrower, focusing on the ability to use the language in a 
professional capacity. 
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interconnected system with some overlap; at the advanced levels, the varieties are integrated in a 

common system, reflecting more closely the mental model of a native speaker. For Arabic, the 

Center for Arabic Study Abroad (CASA) program has been designed to guide students of Arabic 

to these higher levels. In his discussion of CASA’s independent reading course designed to 

facilitate students’ attaining a 4+ (ILR) proficiency level, Badawi (2002) described the model of 

an educated native speaker as having bi-polar competence; that is, in some domains, MSA is 

active and colloquial Arabic is dormant, while in others, MSA is dormant and colloquial Arabic 

is active. These more nuanced ideas that may, in part, redefine what Arabic actually is as a 

system of communication are likely crucial to articulating goals for Arabic classes and language 

programs. 

Language Programs: Study Abroad vs. Immersion vs. the Language Class 

 Study abroad has increasingly been emphasized as the most effective way to gain 

proficiency in a foreign language; the push not only to encourage students to study abroad, but 

study abroad outside of Western Europe, particularly where “critical languages” are spoken, has 

been framed as of the utmost importance geopolitically and economically (NAFSA: Association 

of International Educators, 2003). The Institute of International Education (IIE) called on 

institutions of higher education to strategically improve in the domains of internationalization of 

their campuses, as well as increasing the number of students studying abroad (Institute for 

International Education, 2012). Teaming up with the British Council, the Australian Education 

Office, and DAAD (the German Academic Exchange Service), the IIE acknowledged that 

improving the ability of study abroad programs and their alumni to articulate the advantages of 

study abroad to employers is essential, and these discourses of the benefits of study abroad must 

go beyond improved language skills. Simply equating study abroad with improved language 
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skills, however is complicated, as Allen (2010) found—despite students’ best intentions, simply 

existing in the environment was not enough to increase opportunities for students to use and 

develop their language skills. Moreover, particularly for students at an intermediate (or 

beginning) proficiency level, language use even in informal situations strongly resembled 

classroom (IRE) discourse; students with limited experience in using the target language often 

fell back on the forms of discourse they were most familiar with (Wilkinson, 2002). For Allen’s 

students, studying abroad in France, even the homestay option seemed to offer only limited 

occasions for rich, naturalistic conversation. The success of the students to find and develop 

these connections was related to their tenacity and willingness to risk discomfort. It should be 

noted that the students in Allen’s study were part of a short term program (six weeks). In 

Davidson’s (2010) investigation of outcomes for students in study abroad programs in Russia, 

students in both semester-long and year-long programs generally saw gains in oral proficiency, 

as well as listening comprehension, but year-long students were much more likely to achieve 

Advanced or Superior level ratings. That students in longer programs show greater gains in 

language skills is not surprising; however, Allen noted that the availability of short-term study 

abroad programs is increasing faster than longer-term programs. Thus, although it is important to 

discover what students in longer term study abroad programs are doing, vis-à-vis language 

development and use, researchers should keep in mind the prevalence of these shorter programs. 

Although it follows that semester- and year-long programs afford greater growth in language use 

and development, these gains are possible, if limited, through shorter programs. Thus, research 

on study abroad outcomes varies depending on the length of the program, the level of the 

students, and how much “enforced” exposure students have to the target language. 
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 Immersion programs differ from study abroad programs in that study abroad programs 

may vary in language focus; students in study abroad programs may take content classes in 

English, whereas immersion program courses are conducted exclusively in the target language. 

Many immersion programs, such as the Middlebury language programs, require students to sign 

a language contract, promising to only use the target language. The underlying assumption for 

study abroad programs seems to be that students will, by default, be immersed in the target 

language; as Allen’s study indicated, this is not necessarily the case (2010). Rather, it is up to 

individual students to intentionally choose to immerse themselves in the language. Immersion 

programs may be located overseas, although “domestic immersion” programs exist as well. An 

example of an overseas immersion program is the Lauder Institute program at the University of 

Pennsylvania. The program begins with a summer immersion program overseas, with the goal of 

increasing language proficiency, cultural knowledge, and an understanding of business practices 

in the target culture (Bourlatskaya, Shields, & Diaz, 2003). Unlike domestic immersion 

programs, which may take students with no previous knowledge of the language, students come 

into the Lauder Institute with at least an OPI rating of Advanced Low; a rating of Superior is 

expected for program graduates (Mili, 2011). Middlebury, perhaps the best known of all 

domestic immersion programs (regardless of language), takes beginning students; they also must 

sign a language pledge, although they may switch to English in restricted situations (Milliman, 

2010). Middlebury is generally considered to be the “gold standard” for domestic immersion 

programs; the US government asked Middlebury to develop an Arabic language program for 

them; although the school declined, many of its students are post-collegiate adults affiliated with 

some sector of government (Martin, 2003). 
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 However, a critique of Middlebury’s Arabic program centers on its treatment of culture; 

although Abuhakema (2004) stated that Middlebury did an adequate job in teaching some 

culture, certain topics (politics, for example) were avoided, and many instructors were either not 

sufficiently trained or unsure of how to integrate culture into the language curriculum. Salameh 

(2006) in contrast, was scathing—he argued that Middlebury’s avoidance of politics obscured 

what he considered to be much more dangerous tendency to present a rigid Arabist identity that 

denied the diversity of the Arab world. The argument for avoiding politics and other sensitive 

topics at Middlebury has been that students lack the language skills to express themselves on 

such difficult topics (Martin, 2003). On the other hand, in a critical ethnography of an 

intermediate level course taught in a traditional foreign language classroom context, Abbadi 

(2011) described the instructor’s capacity for allowing students to openly discuss topics of 

interest, regardless of how controversial they may have been. This openness, Abbadi argued, was 

important into developing a nuanced understanding of Arabic cultures3. Despite Middlebury’s 

long history and prestige, very few studies have been done on student experiences or outcomes4. 

Spielmann and Radnofsky (2001) described genres of tension experienced by beginning level 

students of the French School; students in a class that allowed greater flexibility frequently 

experienced “euphoric” tension in performing self-directed language activities that allowed them 

to grow cognitively and creatively in the language. On the other hand, students who were in 

more structured courses found themselves too busy with homework to engage in these 

autonomously-initiated, creative acts, leading to what Spielmann and Radnofsky called 

“dysphoric tension”. Also noteworthy in Spielmann and Radnofsky’s study was that beginning 

                                                 
 

3 It should be noted that Abbadi’s study did not articulate how much code switching from Arabic to English was 
allowed. 
4 Abuhakema (2004) is the only study featuring Middlebury’s Arabic program. 
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students were often frustrated, not only from internal struggles with a reduced communication 

system, but because “more advanced students and faculty members did routinely behave toward 

beginners as though their cognitive abilities matched their very rudimentary language 

proficiency” (p. 272). Hu-chou (2000) did not specifically examine Middlebury Chinese School 

students, but rather included them, along with students in traditional academic year programs 

(Harvard and Wellesley) in a study of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL) writing; the 

Middlebury students’ writing was comparable to the students in the academic year programs. 

Hu-chou found that the Middlebury students scored the lowest on the cloze test, which she 

interpreted as a measure of grammatical accuracy, although it should be noted that the majority 

of the Harvard and Wellesley students were heritage speakers of Chinese5. 

 Overall, there seems to be little research on any domestic immersion program; however, 

two studies of programs other than Middlebury indicate that domestic immersion can be more 

than a “warm up” before study abroad. Ke and Reed (1995) found that a majority of students in a 

nine week domestic immersion program in Chinese saw gains in their oral proficiency scores, 

although students at lower levels showed greater gains overall. Freed, Segalowitz, and Dewey 

(2004) found that students in a domestic immersion program in French scored higher on the OPI 

than students in a study abroad program. Possibly related to this outcome, Freed et al suggested, 

was that immersion program students reported French use was greater than the study abroad 

students, which is consistent with the findings in Allen’s study (2010). 

For Arabic, the issue of diglossia further complicates the difference between immersion 

and study abroad. MSA is the language of the classroom, and it is the primary language taught in 

                                                 
 

5 Although it is unclear how many of the six participants from the Middlebury Summer Chinese School were 
heritage speakers. 
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both domestic and study abroad programs, although some domestic immersion programs offer 

some instruction in regional spoken Arabic (Abuhakema, 2004). However, study abroad 

programs offer classes in the regional spoken variety. Badawi (2002) argued that students should 

receive a foundation in MSA and learn a regional variety during study abroad, where student can 

learn it in the applicable cultural context. Also salient in a discussion of immersion vs. study 

abroad programs is the influence race and gender have on interactions in the target culture. 

Kinginger (2008) cited numerous studies in which gender or race constrained interactional 

opportunities during study abroad programs. Considering the geopolitical tensions which have 

led to the classification of Arabic as a critical language, as well as cultural differences in the 

construction of the role of women in the public sphere6, this should be considered an aspect of 

language study that could exert a disproportionate influence in a study abroad context, as 

compared to a domestic immersion program. 

Resistance 

 Student resistance can be conceptualized and measured in different ways; this study 

conceptualizes resistance as a collection of practices that signal disalignment to classroom 

practices, and the studies below similarly focus on students’ perceptions of and reactions to 

classroom ideologies and practices. One of the most comprehensive examinations of student 

resistance is Canagarajah’s (1999) in-depth study of student resistance in the EFL classroom in 

Sri Lanka, which explored both the genesis of student resistance and how it was differentially 

practiced. In the post-colonial EFL context, the ideologies associated with the curriculum were in 

tension with local ideologies; this tension also interacted with students’ ambivalence towards the 

                                                 
 

6 Although it should be noted that the Arab world contains diversity in its constructions of women in the public 
sphere, it remains, from the perspective of female university students from the US, quite foreign. 
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study of English. Canagarajah discovered that students used annotating and marking up their 

materials to enter into an oppositional dialogue with the problematic curriculum. Another way in 

which students engaged in resistance was to avoid engagement with the material, preferring 

instead an acontextual, instrumentalist approach towards language learning. Cultural conflict that 

arises from the internationalization of English language learning was also hypothesized by 

Western English instructors to be a source of student resistance; student resistance was theorized 

by these instructors to be a response to threats to students’ belief systems, ignorance of students’ 

past learning experiences, and a mismatch between Western instructors and Chinese students’ 

goals (Shi, 2009). Shi’s study differed from Canagarajah’s in that instructor perspectives were 

central to the identification of student resistance. Student practices were referred to, but it was 

the instructors’ interpretations that were the focus of the study. This emphasis on instructor 

beliefs and practices continued to the implications of the study, in which Shi suggested that 

student resistance might be mitigated by adapting teaching practices to be more responsive to the 

local context, as well as engaging with local colleagues. 

 Similarly, conflicts between teachers and learners’ agendas or conflict between students’ 

short-term and long-term learning priorities can engender learner resistance (Jing, 2006). Learner 

resistance was primarily identified through interpretation of students’ journal writing 

assignments, as well as student comments on the utility of the journal assignments. In addition to 

the tension between students’ goals and teachers’ agendas, Jing also identified both micro 

(classroom) and macro (institutional, societal) factors as shaping resistance. Students’ 

interpretations of these macro-level factors, such as the importance of national exams, served as 

a lens through which students judged the utility of classroom practices. Thus, although teacher 

practices can exacerbate or ameliorate student resistance, focusing solely on teacher practices 
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neglects the myriad factors instructors have little control over. Demonstrating the effect teacher 

practices may have on student resistance, a study of resistance in a beginning Italian class at a 

US university found students rebelled against implicit ideologies promoted by the course 

instructor; the instructor’s enthusiasm for Italian culture alienated students’ pre-existing cultural 

affiliations, and an assumption that students were learning Italian to go to Italy ignored students’ 

motivations (Worth, 2006). The ways students enacted resistance in the classroom included using 

English in opposition to the local policy of target language-only use; the goal of this form of 

resistance was to counteract threats to students’ identities as articulate adults. Worth’s definition 

of resistance was thus grounded in students’ classroom practices; these practices contradicted 

either stated classroom policies, the instructor’s discourse, or more implicitly, ideas of what it 

meant to be a good student. 

 Students who lack the linguistic capital of the classroom may resist “linguistic 

surveillance”, or instructors’ attempt to police language choice by refusing to use the target 

language; however, the status of a student’s linguistic capital, as perceived by the teacher, may 

affect how student resistance is interpreted—a student with more linguistic capital may be taken 

more seriously (Miller & Zuengler, 2011). In Miller and Zuengler’s study, students’ negotiations 

of classroom practices, such as redefining the parameters of an assignment, or engaging in 

linguistic practices that contradicted the preference for English were examples of student 

resistance. A taxonomy of student resistance comes from communication studies, and includes: 

a) “expressive dissent”, which may be directed towards friends or family members in an attempt 

to manage perceptions of failure; b) “rhetorical dissent”, or the attempt to redress perceived 

unfairness; and c) “vengeful dissent”, or retaliation against the instructor (Goodboy, 2011). 

Goodboy used student questionnaires in developing this taxonomy; the study focused on student 
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response to operational issues (grading, group assignments, perceptions of “fairness”), and not to 

course content or classroom ideologies. 

 Student behaviors, however, are not the sole source of identifying student resistance. 

Wortham (2004) analyzed the trajectory of one student from “good” student to “bad” student. At 

the beginning of the program, the student’s contributions were characterized as engagement, in 

contrast to other students’ more passive participation. As more students began to participate 

according to program ideology, the focal student’s practices were re-categorized as problematic. 

This was compounded by the student’s sometimes enthusiastic embrace of an oppositional 

identity. The instructors, the student, and the classmates co-constructed an identity based 

partially on classroom participation. Thus, student resistance, although recognized through 

students’ participation practices, illustrated the importance of classroom identity in enacting and 

defining resistance. 

 Overall, resistance in the classroom is a group effort; teachers and students are implicated 

in its creation and maintenance. Although locally situated, larger-scale factors may shape the 

parameters of resistance, both its causes and its practices. Studies from the EFL/ESL context are 

useful in that they have highlighted the role curriculum, culturally-situated practices, and student 

ambivalence may play in creating contexts that promote student resistance. Worth (2006) and 

Miller and Zuengler (2011) highlight the ways in which linguistic competence are implicated in 

the generation, enactment, and perception of student resistance.  

 The goal of this chapter was to synthesize research from disparate fields to establish a 

foundation for this study. Previous literature on immersion programs is sparse, specifically 

evidence that the immersion context has affordances traditional classroom contexts do not. Calls 

for more research on Arabic as a foreign language (AFL) continue as funding constraints for 
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many programs hinder the development of institutional support for research in the field of AFL. 

The context of research on resistance in the classroom has, for excellent reasons, focused on 

students confronted with dominant ideologies; although useful as a starting point, many of the 

insights in those studies are less applicable to the context of a graduate student studying Arabic 

in a domestic immersion program. Although Worth’s study is a natural fit in terms of student 

population, the immersion context added complexity to classroom practices. 
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Methodology 

For this study, the use of ethnomethodology has been chosen because of its focus on 

locally-organized social interaction. The research questions outlined earlier have a strong focus 

on how actors engage in language practices, particularly resistance in the classroom; 

ethnomethodology, with its focus on mundane practices, offers the sort of structured inquiry well 

suited to the discovery of both the canonical and resistant activities that take place in a language 

immersion program. As has been dryly noted by ten Have (2007), Harold Garfinkel, the father of 

ethnomethodology, is known for his opaque treatment of his methods, and other 

ethnomethodologists have followed his lead. However, ethnomethodology is best described as a 

framework for approaching the uncovering of the tacit. Ethnomethodologists often use multiple 

methods to uncover what are largely unexamined practices; for this study, set in a university 

summer immersion program, I began by observing classroom activity and took fieldnotes. I 

observed each class at least once a week; the program had four classes, each corresponding to a 

different proficiency level. Thus, I was not only able to visit each class once a week, my visits 

fell on a different day of the week, so I was able to see a full range of activities for each class. 

Starting in the second week, I began to collect video and audio recordings of classroom 

activities, as well as copies of written assignments. I distributed questionnaires to participating 

students in order to gain a better sense of students’ language learning and study abroad 

backgrounds. Near the end of the program, I conducted interviews with the Arabic instructors. 

These diverse data collection strategies allowed me to access multiple perspectives on the same 

set of contexts. Without these differing perspectives, it would have been less likely that I would 

have discovered students’ practices of resistance, which were first noticed by me in the course of 
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my observations, discussed spontaneously by instructors in the interviews, and analyzed through 

a close study of the classroom recordings. 

Study Description 

 This study investigated language practices in an intensive immersion program for Arabic 

as a foreign language designed for university-level learners. The program, one of roughly two 

dozen such programs currently operating in the US, offers a full immersive experience for 

beginning up through advanced students, including classroom instruction, conversational 

opportunities in casual settings, and cultural activities and events. IRB approval for this study is 

included in Appendix A. The students sign a language contract, promising to communicate only 

in Arabic, with certain limited exceptions. The eight week program is considered the equivalent 

of one academic year of college-level language instruction. Program participants may be 

undergraduate, graduate, or post-graduate students. The program site is at a large, public 

university in the Midwest located in a medium-sized city with limited opportunities to speak 

Arabic outside of the confines of the program.7 

Study participants included students and program staff. Beginning, intermediate, and 

advanced students were recruited to participate in the study. Of the 25 students enrolled in the 

session, 19 agreed to participate in the study; as for the instructors, all 6 agreed to participate in 

the study. A copy of the recruitment letter is in Appendix B; a copy of the consent form is 

included in Appendix C. In the interest of collecting the highest-quality recordings, I did not 

usually record the class in its entirety; instead, I focused on only a few students at a time during 

                                                 
 

7 However, such opportunities do exist for motivated students. The city is home to multiple post-secondary 
institutions, as well as two private intensive English schools. Although there is not a sizable permanent Arab or 
Arab-American population, there is a substantial temporary (student) population from the Middle East and North 
Africa. 
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the recording process. To that end, my recordings focused on small group activities. These 

decisions are described in more detail in the subsection on data collection. 

Study Participants 

 In the previous section, I noted that of the 25 students enrolled, 19 of them agreed to 

participate in the study, along with all of the program’s instructors. Table 1 shows each class in 

the program, how each class corresponded to the academic year equivalent at the host institution, 

class size, instructors (whether the class was co-taught) and how many students were study 

participants. 

 

Table 1 – Program organization 

Level Beginner Advanced 

Beginner 

Intermediate Advanced 

Material 

covered 

Alif Baa 

Al-Kitaab Book 1 

Al-Kitaab Book 

1 (2nd and 3rd 

editions) 

Al-Kitaab 

Book 1 (2nd 

edition) 

Al-Kitaab 2 

(2nd edition) 

Al-Kitaab Book 2 

(2nd edition) 

Al-Kitaab Book 3 

(2nd edition) 

Number of 

participating 

students 

6 (Simone, 

Sylvie, 

Alexandra, 

Derek, Jess, and 

Geoffrey) 

2 (Nathaniel and 

Rose) 

5 (Ferris, 

Stuart, Nadiye, 

Nash, and 

Miranda) 

6 (Omar, Assad, 

Andrew, Xia, Becky, 

and Tessa) 
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Researcher Positionality 

 Many ethnomethodologists argue that becoming a member of the group is important, if 

not essential, to uncovering the practices and interactional organization group members engage 

in. As a participant observer, I was engaged in the practices of the immersion program—I may 

not have done homework or taken tests, but I was often called upon to participate in group 

activities. I ate lunch, and occasionally dinner, with the program. Even non-participating students 

engaged with me, asking about my research. That I spoke Arabic was essential to receiving 

approval for my research by the program. Arguably, my status as a researcher who was also a 

learner of Arabic was necessary for students to feel comfortable around me and to accept me as 

part of the group. 

 However, my position as a researcher was not always clear. Some of this was due, in part, 

to personal relationships that predated the beginning of the research. Because I had previously 

studied Arabic at the host institution, I had studied with the instructor of the Advanced Arabic 

class. Additionally, during the previous academic year, I had occasionally audited a Colloquial 

Arabic class taught by the Beginning Arabic instructor. Finally, the instructor of the Intermediate 

Arabic class and I had been classmates in graduate courses, and during the course of our 

friendship, had discussed what it was like to teach in an immersion program long before I had 

ever conceived of this study. It is likely that these previous relationships exerted some influence 

on how I approached my observations and recordings. In the interest of transparency, I should 

also note that Alexandra, one of the students in the Beginning Arabic course, and I were 

classmates (not in a language class) in a previous semester. Although ethnomethodology does 

not foreground personal backgrounds in the way an ethnography or a narrative study would, it is 
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reasonable to expect they may have had some influence in the way we, as participants in an 

immersion program, interacted during the eight week period. 

 It is also important for me to note that as I spent a great deal of time with the study 

participants, both instructors and students, the interactions I had with each participant were 

influenced by the nature of these relationships. It is not surprising that some students were 

outgoing, some were introverted; some students were interested in my research (regardless of 

their participation), and some were interested in other aspects of my identity (previous 

experience studying abroad, my outside job as a French instructor, among other things). I also 

responded differently to students based on that vague notion of rapport; I, like all people, have 

my personal preferences, and I simply liked some students as people more than others. If this 

were an experimental study, such relationships would be considered a methodological weakness. 

However, in qualitative methodologies, it is recognized that connections between researcher and 

participant are part of the research and should be acknowledged. Indeed, the purpose of 

becoming an active participant in this study was to maintain an emic perspective; instead of 

merely being an observer, not interacting with the instructors or students, I was engaged with the 

work of communicating in an immersion program. Thus, what makes me qualified to analyze 

this data is not some theoretical perspective, nor that I’ve read the literature (although that may 

have heightened my awareness of where to look), but that I was there as a member of the Arabic 

immersion program community. 

Data Collection 

 I collected data over the course of the eight week program. It was important for me, as a 

researcher, to take the first few weeks to observe and take notes, so that I could understand what 

to record (Duranti, 1997). In a perfect world, it would be possible to record everything; however, 
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aside from issues of consent, I would have run the risk of drowning in data, particularly when 

using a fine-grained analytic method. For this reason, I made the decision to record small groups 

of students selectively, as well as limiting recording to smaller chunks of time (no more than one 

hour at a stretch). As all the classes were relatively small, it would have been possible to record 

whole-class discussions and still maintain small groups, and in some cases, I did occasionally 

record whole class discussions. However, an issue with whole class discussions becomes the 

prominence of the instructor. Although having some instructor-student interactions was 

important, I was originally more interested in student-student interaction. During the course of 

the program, I noticed that, in many of the classes, students did flip the IRE (initiation-response-

evaluation) sequence found in teacher-led discourse to clarify their understanding of 

metalinguistic issues. Because of this, I began to pay more attention to student-teacher 

interactions. This more inclusive focus led me to collect a variety of practices that I would later 

come to understand as resistance. 

Because the immersion program was eight weeks long (roughly half the length of a 

semester during the academic year), it was necessary to visit each level (beginning, advanced 

beginning, intermediate, and advanced) at least once a week, according to the syllabus. Certain 

class periods (for example, exam days) were inappropriate for observation or recording. 

Originally, I had hoped to record less formal out-of-class contexts, with half the data being from 

the classroom and half being out of the classroom. Unfortunately, this was not possible. One 

issue was access; the immersion program was residential, and as a researcher with no official 

program standing, I did not live in the dorms, which were locked at all times and only accessible 

with a key. The times I did visit, I had to make arrangements to be let in. Another issue was that 

of consent; although I had a high level of consent, six students did not wish to be part of the 
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study, with one of those students refusing to allow videorecording in the classroom. Thus, out-

of-class contexts made the protection of students’ rights difficult to the extent I feared violating 

the study’s IRB protocol. Finally, there were limited out-of-class events that would have 

captured the type of naturally-occurring conversation I was hoping to collect. Extracurricular 

activities still largely followed a classroom type structure, with the exception of meals and 

Saturday excursions. However, both technical and consent issues made recording those 

interactions infeasible. Instead, I used my observational fieldnotes to capture my impressions of 

mealtime conversations.  

Observation and fieldnotes. 

 Early on in the study, observation and the fieldnotes that resulted from it were the 

foundational data collected. By foundational, I mean that this set of data partially answered the 

preliminary research questions I discussed in the introduction. This was an important first step in 

uncovering the processes in each focal classroom. It was also my observations before, during, 

and after recording sessions that allowed me to see other interactional activities that were not 

specific to a particular level. Observation also assisted me by giving me a baseline to judge what 

was and was not considered ordinary language practices in each focal classroom. This was 

paramount to identifying resistance as an area of focus. As I wrote up the notes, I annotated them 

with further insights and impressions. I found it important to cross-reference, in my fieldnotes, 

any activities that were being recorded. That way, the recordings almost served as a method of 

triangulation, allowing me to compare my impressions as I had experienced them, insights I 

gained through reflection during the annotation process, and new perceptions I had listening or 

watching events as they had originally happened, now shaped by my understanding of the 

program as a whole, as well as through my analytic work. As Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) 
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note, ethnographic fieldnotes are embedded in the context of the observation, but also the context 

of the researcher’s understanding over time.  

Videorecording. 

 The next phase of data collection involved videorecording classroom activities. To 

engage in the type of fine-grained analysis that was proposed for this study, recording was 

essential in order to see the interactions as they actually happened, not solely from my 

impressions (although my impressions may have had an element of truth to them). I chose video 

over audio recording because of the salience of embodied action, particularly when a participant 

may have a restricted lexicon (Goodwin, 2003), when students work in groups (Ford, 1999), and 

when people interact in multilingual contexts (Björk-Willén & Cromdal, 2009; Planas, Iranzo & 

Setati, 2009). Charles Goodwin noted that this was particularly observable when one participant 

was “impaired” (in the study, the impairment was aphasia), but the use of embodied action is a 

profound part of communication in so-called “normal” conversation (C. Goodwin, personal 

communication, April 11, 2013). I found parallels of the type of negotiation seen in Goodwin’s 

study with the types of negotiation found in pedagogical discourse. Videorecording began in the 

fourth week of the program; by that time, I had a strong sense of the rhythm of each classroom, 

and was able to anticipate what would be useful to record. Another purpose of waiting before I 

began recording is that my presence became relatively routine, and the introduction of a camera 

was minimally disruptive. Although there is always a concern that the presence of an observer 

will distort the data collected, particularly in the case of an observer operating a camera, Duranti 

(1997) notes that this effect is short-lived—consciousness of a camera is no match for our 

deeply-rooted communication practices. In my experience, students were generally aware of the 

camera as I was recording, particularly since most episodes recorded were under 30 minutes, and 
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were often shorter. However, particularly with the new digital video recorders, the camera 

operator is looking at a screen instead of through a viewfinder, so participants can see the 

researcher’s eyes during the recording. I would also note that I did not shy away from 

interacting, when appropriate, with the students. Because my voice was also being recorded, 

students appeared to feel more comfortable about the recording process, knowing that I was also 

putting myself under scrutiny. My plan was to record roughly an hour each class day, when it 

was feasible (some days were not appropriate for recording—testing days, for example), at least 

once a week for each level. Ultimately, the amount of recording was connected to the level of 

each class. The Beginning Arabic class, for example, had much less student-student interaction, 

focusing more on instructor-led discourse. Thus, most of my recordings from that class were 

brief interactions of between 30 seconds to 10 minutes. In the Advanced Beginning Arabic class, 

most student-student activity was goal-oriented pair-work; although the interactions were not 

rote, the context of the interactions was quite restricted. The recordings from the Advanced 

Beginning class were usually from 15 to 30 minutes in length. The Intermediate Arabic class had 

the most variety in speaking activities. Small group or pair activities with a strong interactional 

component could include goal-oriented pair work, such as discussion of a homework exercise; 

structured or semi-structured question-answer activities, designed to prepare students for the oral 

proficiency interview (OPI); or longer, open-ended discussions on pre-selected topics, usually 

based on material previously covered in class. These activities could be quite short (in the 10 

minute range), or they could be quite long (30 minutes). The Advanced Arabic class had a great 

deal of student-student interaction, usually in groups of three. Some examples of activities 

included discussion of a reading, a writing activity where students crafted a short story based on 

a homework assignment, or guided discussion based on some element of an earlier lesson (a 
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reading, a listening exercise, or new vocabulary items). These interactions were often quite long, 

lasting from 30 minutes to just over an hour. 

After recording, I wrote up a detailed description of each recording (date, time, activities 

recorded), and assigned keywords based on activity, content, and context. This intermediate step 

facilitated the eventual analysis of these recordings, but it was the recordings and their detailed 

transcripts that served as data. 

Interviews and questionnaires. 

 In addition to observation and recording, I interviewed all the Arabic program’s 

instructors. Because all the recordings were from classroom activities, the instructor’s role in 

shaping the classroom context was vital. Seidman (2006) asserts that interviewing is a primary 

avenue to gain insight into participants’ sense-making of their experiences. Although, as Schutz 

(1962) argued, our understanding of the motives and experiences of others will always be 

incomplete, an interview can shed light on one of the multiple realities that exist. Observation 

highlighted some aspects of the reality of the program’s classrooms, videorecording allowed for 

the analysis of other aspects of the reality (as it was constructed in real time) of the same context, 

and interviewing offered other discrete slices of reality, as interpreted by the instructors. 

Interviewing each instructor was done according to his/her preference, particularly as it pertained 

to time of interview and its duration (one longer, or several shorter interviews) and place. My 

rationale for doing this was that although it is difficult, if not impossible, to erase the 

asymmetrical relationship of interviewer/interviewee, I believe that foregrounding the 

collaborative nature of interviewing, even to the extent of operational issues, helps in creating a 

more equitable relationship. The interview protocol contained informational questions (regarding 

the teacher’s linguistic profile and education and training), operational questions (classroom-
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related, such as lesson planning), and philosophical questions (his/her beliefs and ideas about 

language, education, and teaching). A copy of the interview protocol is included in Appendix D. 

 As was previously mentioned, I asked each participating student to complete a brief 

questionnaire to learn a little of each student’s background as a language learner, as well as any 

experience they might have had in an immersion or study abroad program. I used open-ended 

questions to capture atypical language experiences. I discovered that although some students 

revealed the bare minimum of information in the open-ended format, others used the space to 

provide rich answers that I would have missed using a standardized instrument. Another 

rationale for using an open-ended questionnaire was that, due to the language contract, it would 

have been difficult to obtain background information through an interview; thus, my best 

opportunity to learn more about the participants’ language histories and motivations was the 

questionnaire. A copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix E.  

Data Analysis 

 As can be expected from a study with multiple forms of data, each genre of data was 

analyzed differently, and the interpretations from each collection of data were used to answer the 

research questions. Table 2 below illustrates how I envisioned each set of data within the process 

of answering the questions outlined in the Introduction. 
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Table 2 – Questions, data, and methods 

Research question Observation/ 

fieldnotes 

Video 

recording 

Interviews 

What kinds of student 

resistance can be 

found in a language 

immersion program? 

Coding and memoing 

from fieldnotes and 

researcher narratives of 

observations 

Conversation 

analysis 

Content analysis 

How do students enact 

this resistance?  

Coding and memoing 

from fieldnotes and 

researcher narratives of 

observations 

Conversation 

analysis 

 

How do other 

participants align with 

or counter-resist 

student resistance 

Coding and memoing 

from fieldnotes and 

researcher narratives of 

observations 

Conversation 

analysis 

Content analysis  

How do these episodes 

of resistance shape 

language learning? 

Coding and memoing 

from fieldnotes and 

researcher narratives of 

observations 

Conversation 

analysis 

Content analysis 

 

The following analytic procedures, detailed in the next few sections, allowed me to move from 

collection to processing to analysis to interpretation. 
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Coding and memoing. 

 Two types of analytic procedures common in qualitative research are coding and 

memoing, which are often used in tandem. I made use of both processes in the analysis of the 

data collected. In descriptions of qualitative research, coding is often glossed over, mentioned in 

passing on the way to the discussion section; however, as Saldaña (2009) argues, “qualitative 

codes are essence-capturing and essential elements of the research story that, when clustered 

together according to similarity and regularity—a pattern—they actively facilitate the 

development of categories and thus analysis of their connections” (8). This was particularly 

important to uncover the context of the classroom and to answer the typological (“what”) 

questions outlined in both the dissertation proposal, as well as the questions, as they evolved, to 

the final questions articulated in the Introduction. To that end, the fieldnotes arising from the 

observations were coded as part of this process. Although this is not a grounded theory study, 

ethnomethodological studies also share the quality of emergence. However, despite this quality, 

the use of these data to answer particular questions suggested certain types of codes. For 

example, I included operational codes (which lesson in the textbook, genre of the activity), as 

well as impressionistic codes (judgments of the success of the activity, commentary on student 

engagement). The first stages of coding data primarily focused on the “what”—what was 

happening, what was present, and what the relationships were. Subsequent stages then shifted to 

the “how”— how I recognized what was happening, what was present, and what relationships 

were salient, and how these actions, elements, and influences fit within a larger context. 

 These coding procedures were applied to the fieldnotes, recordings, and interview 

transcripts, as well as handouts created by program instructors. Although coding was more useful 

for the fieldnotes and interview transcripts, coding was also used, in a limited way, in the 
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handling of the videorecorded data. Transana, the transcription software used in the analysis 

phase of this study, allowed me to use keywords, which function much like coding does—to 

label data in order to see the larger context. I also created an inventory of recordings in an Excel 

spreadsheet, in which I also recorded codes. 

 However, coding is just one phase of the analytic process. Memoing is an integrative 

process that allows the researcher to take the still largely disparate pieces accumulated during the 

coding process and synthesize the insights gained through the analytic, yet preliminary step, of 

coding. This intermediate analytic stage of writing was particularly useful in this 

ethnomethodological study because of the variety of data types collected and the multiplicity of 

analytic tools used. Thus, memoing, although mentioned in this section, along with coding, as an 

early analytic tool to be used in the course of this study, was a process that worked well (and was 

used) at all intermediate stages of the analysis phase of this study. It was through memoing that I 

moved beyond the research questions from the proposal, which quickly became too broad to 

permit in-depth analysis, to the focused questions articulated in Introduction.  

The primary analytic strategies that were used in this study are detailed in the following 

sections. The relationship between the genre of data collected and the research questions asked in 

this study was the driving force behind the selection of these methods. It is important to reiterate 

that although each of these methods can be and have been used as methodologies, framing the 

entirety of the study, the methodology of this particular study is ethnomethodology, which was 

the overarching analytic framework. 

Conversation analysis. 

 As I have previously argued, some of my preliminary questions were typological in 

nature (the “what” questions) and some were process-oriented (the “how” questions). I outlined 
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that the observation data was collected and analyzed to answer the “what” questions; the 

videorecorded data was collected and analyzed (through applied conversation analysis) to answer 

the “how” questions. Conversation analysis is closely related to the ethnomethodological 

tradition. However, this is not a pure conversation analytic study; rather, this is a study that uses 

applied conversation analytic methods. One of the main methodological differences between 

these two distinctions is that conversation analysis as a methodology entails “unmotivated 

inquiry” (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974), whereas applied conversation analysis as a 

method requires an inquiry that is motivated by a particular set of circumstances. Applied 

conversation analysis is thus common in what is known as “institutional settings” (ten Have, 

2007).  

 In the data collection section, I stated that after each recording session, I drafted a 

description of each recording. Additionally, I completed a preliminary transcription, although 

this often happened several weeks later. Using Transana software allowed me to connect these 

memos to the preliminary transcriptions. The benefit of this is that it was possible to search 

across recordings for particular genres of interactions (e.g., genres of code switching or genres of 

pedagogical activities) as part of my analysis. This was essential in identifying resistance as a 

phenomenon of interest. This also allowed me to easily find the salient interactions to transcribe 

in more depth (using the Jeffersonian conventions of transcription, which is located in 

Appendix F). The process of transcription for conversation analysis requires multiple close 

listenings/viewings in order to document such micro-level details such as pauses, breaths, 

pitch/loudness/length of utterances, and overlapping utterances. Transcribing a video recording 

can also entail descriptions of gestures, particularly those that co-occur with talk or function as 

talk in an interaction. 
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 There are several considerations to keep in mind with transcription. First, there is the 

question of level of detail necessary for an “appropriate” CA transcription. The decisions made 

by the transcriber (in the case of this study, I transcribed all recordings), are not atheoretical and 

will reflect the interests of the researcher (ten Have, 2007). Additionally, the researcher should 

always use the transcripts in concert with the recordings—no transcript can fully capture 

everything that is in the recording (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). Even if this were possible, such 

a level of detail would make the transcript unreadable, even to the researcher. The rationale 

behind providing the transcript in the written reports of a study is to allow the reader to see the 

data for themselves, so balancing the level of detail with readability is a delicate act that is 

decided by the salience of particular features. This is ultimately an analytic decision. Another 

issue applicable to this study is the issue of transliteration and translation. As this study took 

place in an immersion program where the language of communication was almost exclusively 

Arabic, the question of how language is used and documented in the transcript arises. Because of 

the academic context in which this study is undertaken, the metalanguage was English. However, 

Arabic needed to be accurately rendered in the transcript. The original Arabic was transcribed, 

underneath that, on a separate line, was a word for word gloss in English of the utterance. If that 

direct translation remained relatively opaque, the English equivalent was provided underneath 

that. This is consistent with other interactional studies in which the language studied and the 

metalanguage differs. The interlinear nature of the final transcripts required additional 

processing. The word processing function in Transana does not have the same level of features 

that a dedicated word processing program has. However, Transana allows for transcript files to 

be exported into other file format. For this study, I exported the transcripts for this study to .txt 

files, which I further formatted in Microsoft Word. However, it should be noted that in the 
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course of formatting, I occasionally made further refinements to the transcription. Because of 

this, I had to regularly update the transcript files in Transana to better align with the transcripts in 

Word. A formatting issue related to these procedures is the use of alphabet. Use of the Arabic 

alphabet is problematic for transcription, regardless of software, for two reasons. First, readers 

who cannot read the Arabic alphabet will lose information as to how the original utterance was 

articulated. In the context of CA, this is a serious issue. A second concern is that of formatting; 

Arabic script is written right-to-left, and in word processing programs, this causes formatting 

nightmares. Transliteration into the Latin alphabet is a reasonable solution (and one used 

throughout the CA literature). However, transliteration conventions are notoriously inconsistent, 

so it was necessary for me to determine my transliteration conventions before the transcription 

process began. I used a form of transliteration based on the Arabic chat alphabet, developed and 

used by Arabic speakers for platforms (such as SMS) that do not always support Arabic text. 

This alphanumeric system uses numbers instead of symbols to render sounds present in Arabic 

that do not have a suitable equivalent in Latin script. This alphanumeric system facilitated the 

transcription process, avoiding the need for special symbols. The Arabic chat alphabet is not 

codified (there are some regional and stylistic variations), but a key to the correspondences I 

used is provided in Appendix G. Another element worth discussing is the treatment of errors. 

Conversation analysis does not focus on errors in the same way other analyses in second 

language acquisition would. The goal is to capture, as accurately as possible, the speech of 

participants. In many of the transcripts, students in particular produced speech that would be 

considered full of inaccuracies. However, I make minimal mention of these potential disfluencies 

if they were not pertinent to the interaction. As I have noted in my review of the literature on 

both the acquisition and sociolinguistics of Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic is not the native 
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language of Arabic speakers. Thus, in some of the transcripts, instructors may be using either a 

regional spoken variety or a situational hybrid of Colloquial Arabic and MSA (lugha wusṭā); on 

the other hand, language instructors, like any speaker, they simply may have misspoken in a 

context in which they must produce a large amount of extemporaneous speech. Although these 

aspects of a CA transcription are assumed for the conversation analyst, to readers unfamiliar with 

CA, the language presented in the transcripts may seem problematic from a fluency standpoint. 

However, both students and instructors displayed skill in producing, negotiating, and co-

constructing meaning. 

 After identifying episodes of interest in the data and expanding the level of detail in the 

transcriptions, the transcripts and recordings were then analyzed. As Heritage (1984) argued, it is 

the “deviant” case, the instance where the interaction does not unfold as expected, that 

illuminates the normative practice. This can be tied back to Garfinkel’s breaching experiments, 

where the implicit is made explicit through the violation of common sense practices (1967). This 

is how CA and ethnomethodology examine the unexamined. These features of both EM and CA 

are likely what led me to identify opposition and resistance in the recordings. 

 As Clayman and Gill (2012) note, the analytic action of transcription requires multiple 

viewings and allows the researcher almost as much access as the participants had during the 

interaction. This is in contrast to ethnographic fieldnotes, which can only capture the researcher’s 

fleeting impressions. However, due to my status as a participant-observer, my observation and 

fieldnotes were an important part of shaping my research questions, as well as noticing the 

prevalence of resistance, which I had not been expecting. Ultimately, my analysis of the 

fieldnotes and classroom interaction ended up straddling the line between etic and emic. For 

although I was a member of the Arabic program’s community, I was neither a student nor a 
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teacher; thus, my observations and their analyses reflected this paradox. The aim of conversation 

analysis, however, is to approach the data from an emic perspective. This process of working 

toward an emic perspective occurs through limiting the analysis to only what can be seen 

through the words and actions of the participants—through their pauses, false starts, responses, 

or gestures, for example. This necessarily requires both a fine-grained analysis and a limited 

scope. Markee (2000) noted that this was both a methodological strength and weakness; his 

suggestion was to supplement the close reading of interactions with broader analysis through the 

collection of ethnographic data. Although I did include other methods (observations, 

questionnaires, interviews) that leaned more toward ethnography, both the data itself and the 

purpose it served was more contextual than the rich description associated with traditional 

ethnography. 

Content analysis. 

 Although it certainly was possible to analyze the interviews with conversation analysis, 

the purpose of collecting those data is not the same as collecting classroom interactions. My aim 

with the collection and analysis of the interview/questionnaire data was to glean any contextual 

data that augments my understanding of the classroom interactions gained through the 

application of CA methods. In some cases, this more nuanced understanding came the teacher’s 

articulation of his/her interpretation of institutional goals or policies; Maynard (2003) found that 

this genre of data could provide a rationale not evident from a strictly CA framework. 

Additionally, because I interviewed the instructors near the end (and in some cases shortly after) 

the program, they often discussed their impressions of what the students were doing and how 

they were doing it. Seedhouse (2004) posited that more ethnographic methods could supply the 

answers to “why” questions, in concert with CA’s answers to the “how” questions. However, 
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none of my research questions ask these “why” questions. Part of the reason for this is that due to 

the current state of AFL research I find myself, as a researcher, with more “how” than “why” 

questions. That stated, in some cases, I found the instructors’ meaning-making and 

interpretations of actions and activities in the program illuminating, and where germane, I have 

included those interpretations. My purpose, ultimately, in collecting interview and questionnaire 

data was to capture as fully as possible, the common sense interpretations the teachers and 

students had of their language practices and of language in general. If ethnomethodology is the 

pursuit of the common sense rules and practices of a group of individuals, working collectively, 

then in addition to common sense as it is practiced (uncovered through analysis of classroom 

practices), it was fruitful to learn how the members of this group (this particular immersion 

program) talked about this common sense. Linde (1993) noted that people strive for a sense of 

coherence; this coherence is fashioned according to each individual’s interpretation of common 

sense, which is socially and culturally grounded. To that end, I analyzed the data from the 

interviews using qualitative content analysis. Although content analysis is often thought of as 

largely quantitative (Carley, 1993), Krippendorff (2012) makes a case for qualitative forms of 

content analysis. However, frequency of concepts is still a point of entry in qualitative content 

analysis, and I certainly paid attention to those concepts that appeared frequently and across 

multiple contexts. Although content analysis is considered context sensitive, in the sense that 

content analysts, particularly qualitative content analysts, ground their analyses within the 

broader social contexts in which these texts are produced, content analysis, much like 

conversation analysis, seeks to articulate and codify its methods in the interests of transparency 

and replicability (Stemler, 2001; Krippendorf, 2012). Despite a long-standing acknowledgment 

of the value of a qualitative approach to content analysis (Kracauer, 1952), many content 
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analysts display what I would characterize as a bias toward positivism. As a method however, I 

found the process of coding for concepts and making connections among these concepts a useful 

way to handle the data that was collected through this study. 

Limitations of the Study 

 Complexity theory is a relatively new framework for studying language learning. 

Additionally, very little work has been done on AFL, particularly within a classroom context. As 

I noted in Chapter 3, there is a lot to learn about AFL, immersion programs, and resistance in the 

language classroom; thus, this study represents a fraction of what still needs to be learned about 

these issues. However, it must be articulated that, as Mehan and Wood (1975) argued, 

ethnomethodology does not seek the “capital T” truth, but rather a description of reality as it is 

constructed by members of a group engaged in a collective practice. The methodological choices 

I have made did restrict the scope of this study. However, I would argue that this smaller scope 

does not make for “small” knowledge.  

Using an ethnomethodological approach for this study allowed me to articulate the actual 

practices of the teachers and students, and in doing so, focus on successful practices as well as 

those that might be problematic. Because of this, and because of the limited body of work current 

researchers in AFL have to draw on, this was an emergent study. I made a decision to collect a 

considerable variety and amount of data; some of this has been decided by my own experience of 

a learner of Arabic studying in an intensive (but not immersion) program. However, as Cilliers 

(1998) stated, no one participant in a complex system has knowledge of the entire system. To 

that end, I have made an attempt to anticipate what might help me in understanding the system 

and its rules, knowing that not every element will be equally salient. Thus, during analysis and 

interpretation, some elements were set aside; additionally, in an attempt to strive for a form of 
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distributed representation, there was a fair amount of redundancy. During the data collection 

process, it was necessary to make adjustments, such as a stronger focus of classroom behavior, to 

more accurately capture what was happening at the site. Operating from a principle that scaling 

down is easier than scaling up, I designed this study with a broader idea of what would be useful.  

The steep increase in the number of students studying Arabic has caused a dramatic shift 

in materials and methodology. In the broader fields of language education and second language 

acquisition, as well as in Arabic language and literature programs, a call has gone out for studies 

that used a richer, more nuanced understanding of second language acquisition. This study, 

through ethnomethodology, highlighted language as it was used, both in and out of the 

classroom; the focus on the mundane, on the implicit, and on language as a practice, which 

resulted in a smaller scope and answers to “how” rather than “how much”. This, in turn, led me 

to notice the robustness of resistance; this was unanticipated because I had classified these 

students as extremely motivated, unlike the students in Worth’s (2006) study. However, this 

illustrates the salience of resistance in all language learning contexts. Although this focus on 

resistance narrowed the scope of this study even more than I had originally planned, it also, I 

would argue, indicates that any singular genre of classroom interaction contains multitudes, and 

as such, contains larger implications. 
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“Look at Me, Knowing Stuff”: Rose 

 As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the “deviant” case (Heritage, 1984) is 

often used as a guiding principle in ethnomethodological and conversation analytic studies. 

Often, this deviant case describes a sequence that does not follow the anticipated pattern, 

analyzed in order to better understand the underlying, presumed interactional order. However, 

the central thesis of this chapter is that a member of an organization can function as a “deviant” 

case—a member, who working contrary (either inadvertently or intentionally) to the functioning 

of the system, can illuminate not only how an individual student (in concert with contributions 

with co-participants) can undermine the activity of the classroom, but also how participants 

implicitly co-construct the work of the classroom. It is important at this point to underscore that 

deviance by this definition is neither a psychological nor a moral judgment; the focal student was 

not obscene, nor violent, nor was she psychologically unsound. In fact, I argue that she 

demonstrated a great deal of agency in shaping the activity of the classroom through her 

interactional contributions. Additionally, the deployment of agency was in pursuit of an 

interactional goal. This chapter details how the contributions of the student, Rose, evolved over 

the course of the program. Through an analysis of representative interactions, I will argue that 

Rose’s interactions often displayed opposition to the project of the Arabic classroom; however, 

she did not do this in a vacuum. Co-participants, be they instructors or students, shaped and were 

shaped by the interactions, both explicitly, but more durably, implicitly. 

Rose’s Domain: The Advanced Beginner Classroom 

 The Advanced Beginner course started with Chapter 7 of the third edition of Al-Kitaab 

(Brustad, Al-Batal, & Al-Tonsi, 2011); for the host university, Chapters 1 through 6 were 

considered roughly equivalent to one previous semester of formal Arabic study. The material 
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covered in the course extended from Chapter 7 through the end (Chapter 13) of the third edition. 

Chapters 14 through Chapter 20 of the second edition of Al-Kitaab, Book One (Brustad, Al-

Batal, & Al-Tonsi, 2006) were also covered. The materials were a combination of the newest 

edition, mixed with photocopies of the previous edition, to ensure that students covered the 

equivalent material to previous years. The class was co-taught by two instructors, working 

together to determine the class planning. The first instructor was an Egyptian woman whose 

experience largely came from teaching Arabic (both MSA and Egyptian Colloquial) at American 

universities in the Middle East. Her undergraduate degree was in Communications, but after 

some experience teaching, she earned a master’s in Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language. The 

other instructor was a doctoral student from the host university. Originally from Morocco, he 

started as an English teacher at a private school there. After some time as a Fulbright teaching 

fellow to gain more teaching experience and strengthen his English skills, he found that his 

professional training as part of the Fulbright program was incredibly valuable, and he wished to 

continue with his studies. The instructors split teaching duties, each teaching either the morning 

or afternoon session; neither instructor taught exclusively in the morning or afternoon. The two 

instructors had different teaching styles—the male instructor preferred a more analytical 

approach to teaching foreign language, and he used a combination of lectures and whole class 

activities that required little collaboration; the female instructor preferred a more communicative 

approach, limiting lectures to under 15 minutes and relying more on pair work that required 

students to engage in more unscripted activities. Because of this pedagogical difference, most of 

my data comes from the class time led by the female instructor. 

The Advanced Beginner class began with five students, but one student had enough 

difficulty with the material that the program staff transferred him to the Beginner Arabic class; 
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the class finished with four students, two of whom agreed to participate in the study. The two 

students, Nathaniel and Rose, often worked together in pairwork activities. This turned out to be 

deliberate, but not on their part. In an interview with the female instructor, she noted that Rose’s 

increasing use of English caused the other two students (who chose not to participate in the 

study) to refuse to work with her. As Nathaniel never complained to either instructor, he ended 

up working with Rose by default. Thus, through the information provided through the instructor 

interviews, we have a hint of how Rose’s linguistic choices shaped the context of the classroom. 

To see how this happened diachronically, I have organized pertinent excerpts chronologically, as 

well as thematically, to illustrate how participants interpreted and shaped Rose’s contributions 

(or lack thereof) to the classroom practices.  

Aligning with the Goals of the Class 

 Initially, Rose’s participation appeared to be unproblematic. Her participation often 

aligned with practices sanctioned by the program instructors. The excerpt below, recording 

during the first week of the program, is presented here to indicate the initial conditions of Rose’s 

interactional practices in class. The students read a short news article about a famous hotel in 

Abu Dhabi (Appendix H). The article was typed by the female instructor from its original source; 

a photo of a Christmas tree (mentioned in the article) accompanied the text. Under the text were 

several comprehension questions. The students read the article out loud, one at a time, with the 

instructor stopping to check students’ comprehension of key words (for example, funduq 

 hotel). After the first reading, students were asked to read it again to themselves. Then, the/[فنوق]

instructor asked the comprehension questions from the handout. 
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Transcript 1: Sayyara wa Yakht (Week 1) 

Question (1) 1 Ustetha: aya. su2e:l raqm↓ arb3↑a::, 
      yeah. Questio:n number↓ fou↑r: 
   2 (1.1) 
Question (2) 3 Ustetha: ME:tha↓ 
      wha:↓t 
   4 (1.0) 
Question (3) 5 Ustetha: TESHmel↓ (0.9) el ghurfa. 
      comprise↓(3rd sg fem) the room. 
      is included in the room. 
   6 (1.0) 
Recast (1)  7 Ustetha: ↑GHUR↓fa fa↑QU6↑(0.8) milio↓n DOHlar↓ ↑GHURfa↓            
      a room only (0.8) a million dollars for room 
Recast (2)  8   ↑fa↓qut 
      only 
      A million dollars just for a room? 
Response  9 Rose: =sayyara wa ya:ht↓ 
      =car and ya:t↓ 
      a car and a yacht 
Eval/Recast 10 Ustetha: brav. SAYyara WA?  
      bravo. Car AND? 
      bravo a car and 
Repetition  11 Rose: ya:t. 
      yacht 
Evaluation (2) 12 Ustetha: yaKHt. brav. 
      yacht bravo 
 

 The above excerpt represents a fairly standard IRE sequence. The instructor announced 

which question she wanted the answer to, identifying it by number before giving the content. She 

then extended the reading of the question across multiple turns, with a 1.1 second pause in 

between the identification of the question (su2el raqm arb3a/سؤال رقم أربع), an isolation in line 3 of 

the question word (metha/ماذا), a one second pause in line 4, then the bulk of the question in 

line 5. However, this meticulous set up of the question did not result in a student response. After 

another one second pause where no student response was forthcoming, the instructor recast her 

question, circumventing a potentially problematic lexical item (teshmel/تشمل) by using known 

vocabulary items only (vocabulary previously covered in earlier chapters of the textbook). In 

line 9, Rose quickly jumped in, providing a response, which received a positive evaluation from 
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the instructor. Although Rose’s response was not in the form of a complete sentence, the 

instructor did not pursue an extended response from Rose. However, the instructor did repeat the 

first half of the answer, stressing the conjunction wa (and). In doing so, she encouraged Rose to 

provide the second half of her original response (yakht/یخت). Rose repeated the word, yet she 

used the English pronunciation. The instructor modeled the Arabic pronunciation, placing special 

emphasis on the letter خ, which is not a sound in English. However, the instructor did not appear 

to require Rose to approximate a more Arabized pronunciation, as she closed the sequence with 

another positive assessment.  

 This sequence, although relatively unremarkable, is presented here for two reasons. First, 

it demonstrates that early on in the program, participation by Rose was occasionally voluntary 

and unproblematic. Additionally, Rose demonstrated proficiency in Arabic consistent with the 

other students in the class; as this excerpt shows, she was able to read and comprehend a simple 

text, understand spoken MSA, and produce intelligible responses within the classroom context. 

However, it should be noted that Rose did not frequently volunteer responses in class; usually, 

she waited to be called on. More problematic was that Rose increasingly used English in the 

classroom, which was in violation of the language contract students signed at the beginning of 

the program. Overall, students in the program adhered to the language pledge, at least publicly 

(in class, at meals) when I was observing them. In fact, communication with both the Program 

Director and the Arabic Program Director indicated that my presence in the program, either 

directly or indirectly, resulted in fewer violations in the language pledge. Thus, it was not just 

my perception that students took the immersion environment seriously; program staff believed 

that all students (not just the students enrolled in my study) spoke less English than students in 

previous programs. That is not to say that English was never used—even instructors, in practice, 
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recognized the utility or even necessity of using English to reinforce points or to ensure 

comprehension. This, as can be expected, was deployed less frequently as presumed proficiency 

increased. However, an exception to this decreasing reliance on English can be seen in Rose’s 

interactions; she, contrary to what might be expected in an immersion program, used 

progressively more English.  

Although Rose’s use of English in the classroom was contrary to explicit norms of the 

program, not all of her interactions in English were in opposition to implicit norms of the 

program. An example of this can be seen in this excerpt from Week Two of the program. The 

target vocabulary word, dekhena (دّخن), to smoke, is from Lesson Nine of the textbook (Brustad 

et al., 2011), and a discussion of both the prevalence of smoking and the cultural implications of 

smoking in public in Egypt preceded this activity. Following the general discussion, the 

instructor called on each student and asked the same question, “ھل انت تدخن(ین) امام اسرتك؟/Do you 

smoke in front of your family?” Rose was the fourth student in the sequence, and because 

question remained the same for each student, she had heard candidate answers. However, in the 

face of interactional difficulty, she relied on English. 

Transcript 2: But Al An La (Week 2) 

Response (1) 1 Rose:  hmm, (1.3) u::m, (0.4)ENa, like, (0.8) u:m  
     hmm, (1.3) u::m, I, like u:m  

2   (1.8) 
Response (2) 3   fi ena um 0.6)ta dakh in: tu? 

in I um #was smoked? 
Modeled form 4 Ustetha: udekh:in. ena u[dekh:in?] 
        smo:ke (1st sg).[ I smoke?] 
Clarification 5 Rose:       [ud: ek] but in the past 
 6   tense its:, 
Modeling (1) 7 Ustetha: ena, ena,  
        I, I 
Repetition (1) 8 Rose:  ena, de- 
     I, de- 

Observ. Resp. 9 Nathaniel: dekhentu? 
          smoked (pst 1st sg)? 
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Modeling (2) 10 Ustetha: d[ekh:entu] 
        smoked (pst 1st sg) 
Rep (2)/Exten 11 Rose:   [dekh: en ]tu? but al an la 
        smoked (pst 1st sg) but now no 
       I used to smoke but now I don’t 
Evaluation 12 Ustetha: el a:n le. mumtez. mu7adtha jamila ya Rose. 

now no excellent discussion beautiful 
(particle) Rose 

     Now, no. Excellent. Great discussion, Rose. 
 

 In this sequence, Rose, when called on to answer the question, was trying to express that 

she used to smoke. Earlier in the sequence (not shown), Rose relied heavily on English. Here, 

however, she was making an attempt to construct a grammatically correct expression in Arabic. 

The use of discourse markers, particularly um, which previous research has indicated is a sign of 

interactional trouble (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Fox Tree, 2002). Additionally several pauses, 

many longer than one second, as well as a few repairs, demonstrate her struggle. However, her 

first attempt at the verb (tadakhintu) demonstrated some understanding of how to form the past 

tense (-tu is the first person singular ending for past tense). Rose’s utterance, though, is 

ambiguous; Rose’s construction of the verb with ta-, which before the root can mark person in 

the present tense—appeared to have caused trouble for the instructor. This interpretation is 

bolstered by the instructor’s other repair, which involved proffering of the correct form for 1st 

person singular present—I smoke—after which the instructor recast the repair with rising 

intonation, leaving space for Rose to accept or reject the form. As she repeated the (supposed) 

target form, Rose began to repeat the instructor’s utterance, but then started a repair. This repair 

functioned as both a self- and other- repair, as Rose recognized the form proffered by the 

instructor was, although grammatically correct, semantically incorrect because it positioned 

Rose’s smoking as an ongoing activity. She then switched to English to correct the instructor’s 

misunderstanding. 
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 Despite correctly interpreting Rose’s contribution as a recasting of the utterance as 

happening in the past, the instructor encouraged Rose to guess the correct form of the verb in the 

past tense. As an aspect of Arabic grammar, this should not have been beyond Rose’s 

knowledge, which we can interpret from Rose’s original, yet ambiguous initial utterance, as well 

as through contextual information (the lesson on the past tense was in Chapter 7 of the textbook). 

The vocabulary word was new and contained a sound, /ħ/, that is often difficult for native 

speakers of English to produce. From this first excerpt presented in this chapter, we have 

evidence that this is a sound that had previously given Rose trouble. These factors likely 

contributed to Rose’s hesitation to produce the form, and another student, Nathaniel, provided 

the answer. Nathaniel’s contribution was repeated by the instructor, but did not receive 

evaluation. In this way, Nathaniel’s input was handled as existing outside of the interchange 

between the instructor and Rose. Rose took up the contribution of Nathaniel and the instructor by 

repeating the correct form. She then extended the turn by explaining in a mixture of English (but 

instead of lekin) and Arabic that she no longer smoked. The instructor did not ask Rose to repeat 

her contribution, as she did earlier, but she did repeat the last part of Rose’s turn. This repetition 

included only the new information of Rose’s utterance, and only the Arabic portion of her turn; 

thus, I argue that it was only repetition, and not repair or an implicit request for Rose to repeat 

the entire contribution. Before moving on to the next student, the instructor closed the sequence 

with two positive evaluations—the first, a general evaluation (mumtez, excellent) and the second, 

a more specific assessment (mu7adtha jamila ya Rose). 

 Although Rose fell back on English in this sequence, it is possible to argue that although 

this was not sanctioned by the instructor, it was not considered out of line. The instructor only 

used Arabic (although, in limited contexts and in other circumstances, she did use English), but 
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neither did she comment on Rose’s use of English. Additionally, although the instructor recast 

most of Rose’s English-language contributions into Arabic, she let some of them go untranslated, 

and at the end of the sequence, did not request, either explicitly or implicitly, that Rose repeat her 

entire statement (dekh:entu lekin al an la/I smoked but now I don’t). However, as I will argue in 

a later chapter, the instructor’s reluctance to overtly comment on Rose’s language choices 

reflected both implicit rules of the classroom and the dispreferred status of language policing in 

the immersion program. Still, Rose’s participation conforms to that of other students in the class. 

This understanding of Rose’s language use, however, is incomplete. This 30 second clip 

demonstrates the interactional practices of a student who, although bending the language pledge, 

is still engaged in aligning her utterances to the form (Arabic) preferred by the class. In addition 

to her reluctance to volunteer and overreliance on English, Rose also demonstrated a reluctance 

to guess. Instead, she would deploy pauses and discourse markers to display her difficulty. This 

often resulted in a contribution from an instructor or another student. In the excerpt above, this 

resulted in a great deal of assistance from the instructor, as well as a contribution from Nathaniel. 

A clearer example of Rose’s strategy to solicit contributions from other participants can be seen 

in the excerpt below, which immediately preceded the previous excerpt. 

Transcript 3: Ebeden (Week 2) 

Initiation 1 Ustetha: wa Roo:s? hel enti tudekh:iniin amaam el usra?  
and Ro:s? (question particle) you (fem sg) 
smoke (2nd fem sg) in front of the family?   

2   baba wa mama °(wa ukhtii)° 
  papa and mama(and my sister) 

Resp/Req 3 Rose:  uuh↓ le. °(would be) no one? is° 
Modeling (1) 4 Ustetha:  le a7ed, 

    No one 

Rep (1)/Exten 5 Rose:  le ahad. °uh fii um uu° 
         No one. Uh in um uu- 

Pause (1) 6 (1.8) 
Modeling (2) 7 Ustetha:  fii usratii 
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    In my family 

Rep (2)/Check 8 Rose:  fii us ra °ti↓ right?° 
    In fa mi ly(poss) 

Modeling (3) 9 Ustetha:  yudekh:in. 
      Smoke (3rd sg) 

Repetition (3) 10 Rose:  yudekhin. 
         Smoke (3rd sg) 

R/R Model (4) 11 Ustetha: mara ukhra ya Rose. le a7ed, 
    Another time (address particle) Rose. No one 

Repetition (4) 12 Rose:  le °ah ah↓° 
    No ah ah 

Modeling (5) 13 Ustetha: le a7ed yudekh:in, 
    No one smoke(3rd masc sg) 

Repetition (5) 14 Rose:  le ahed yudekhin, 
    No one smoke (3rd masc sg) 

Pause (2) 15 (0.9) 
Modeling (6) 16 Ustetha: fii usrat[i.] 

    In my family 

Repetition (6) 17 Rose:           [°fi] usrati° 
     In my family 

Extension 18 Ustetha: ebeden. ebeden. 
    Never. Never. 

Req for Def 19 Rose:  what does that mean. (.) like. 
Focus on Lex 20 Ustetha: ebeden. 

    never 
Repetition 21 Rose:  ebeden? 

    Never? 
 

 Rose understood both the context of this question and its content, as she produced a one 

word answer, le (no). She was also aware that this was not enough to qualify as a satisfactory 

answer, as she tried to extend her response to a complete sentence. Unsure how to add the 

desired content, she, at a lower volume, produced the meaning she wanted through providing the 

English word. The instructor then offered the Arabic construction for “no one”, but shaped it 

with a midtone, indicating that the utterance was not complete. This was to encourage Rose to 

add to this, creating her own utterance in Arabic. This was also Rose’s interpretation of the 

instructor’s turn, as she attempted to finish the utterance. She did this, however, at a much lower 
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volume than her was her habit, much as she did for her utterance in English. Rose’s lower 

volume for her English utterance seemed to have been an attempt to mitigate the use of English, 

a strategy she eventually abandons, both within the context of the interaction as well as within 

the context of the program. Here, Rose’s attempt to produce Arabic at a lower volume than the 

first part of her utterance indicates that she was trying to draw attention away from a less than 

ideal utterance. If we look into the content of her utterance, through examining what comes after, 

her strategy becomes more puzzling. In line 7, the instructor offered a candidate response, fii 

usrati (in my family). Rose repeated the instructor’s response in the next line. The repetition of 

usrati reoccurred in lines 16 (the instructor) and 17 (Rose) when the instructor asks Rose to 

repeat the phrase. A reason why this is puzzling is that the problematic expression in line 5 

appears to be fii usrati; however, this expression itself should not be problematic, as it is, within 

the context of the Arabic language curriculum in the US, an expression taught in Chapter 1 of the 

textbook. Additionally, in her phrasing of the question, the instructor added information (baba 

wa mama) to help parse the meaning. We can also note, through Rose’s initial turn, that she 

understood the meaning of the question (line 3). We may be able to extrapolate from the 

previous excerpts, that Rose may have been hesitant to articulate words with unfamiliar 

phonology; however, the prepositional phrase fii usrati contains no sounds that would be 

problematic for speakers of English. Thus, we have an expression that presumably has been part 

of Rose’s repertoire well before the start of the program, which also has a familiar phonotactic 

structure. Moreover, within the context of the interaction, Rose understands the meaning of the 

expression. 

 Looking at all of Rose’s turns in which she used Arabic, but did so at a low volume (lines 

4, 6, 10, and 14), she seemed to lack confidence in her replies. However, when repeating the new 
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word, yudekh:in, she used a comparatively louder volume. Additionally, in lines 8 and 14, she 

waited for the instructor to model the correct form. Although a lack of confidence may explain 

Rose’s interactional practices in this excerpt, I would argue that much more is going on. 

Throughout the course of this sequence, when Rose hesitated or stumbled over an Arabic word 

or expression, the instructor responded by modeling a candidate response. Additionally, even 

when the instructor left interactional space for Rose to attempt potential replies, Nathaniel 

proffered a response. Within this interaction, then, Rose received assistance when engaging in 

strategies to avoid producing Arabic on her own, whether through the use of hedges, discourse 

markers, or English. Avoidance, both of risk and full participation in classroom activities, I 

would argue, were central to Rose’s interactional practices, even those that fall short of 

opposition to classroom ideologies and practices. A pattern which became increasingly robust 

over the course of the program was that Rose would shape her turns minimally—she often 

produced utterances that did little more interactionally than hold her turn; other participants 

(generally the instructor or Nathaniel) would contribute models and cues, which Rose would use 

to further extend her turn. In this way, she was able to participate by producing less Arabic than 

other students. Because this strategy was successful for Rose, she continued to engage in this 

practice, which was further supported by her co-participants. Rose could and did construct longer 

turns; I would argue, however, that the precedent set by this pattern of interaction created an 

attractor state, in which the default pattern of interaction was this minimal contribution model of 

classroom participation. A further analysis of attractor and repeller states in the Advanced 

Beginner classroom can be found in Chapter 8. 

Taken as part of a larger collection, a pattern emerges—not only did Rose prefer not to 

volunteer, waiting instead to be called on, she also exhibited a preference to switch to English in 
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the face of interactional difficulty. In doing so, she spoke less Arabic than her classmates, which 

contributed to additional difficulty in making meaning in Arabic. In these earlier weeks, her 

practices did not constitute resistance or opposition, in the sense that her practices did not operate 

contrary to the goals of the class; nevertheless, they did foreshadow her problematic 

contributions in later weeks. With a small class (as mentioned earlier, the Advanced Beginner 

class began with five students and ended with four), it was impossible for any student to escape 

the expectation of class participation, so a reluctance to volunteer in class did not entail, in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom context, an unwillingness or inability to participate in the work of 

learning Arabic.  

Trouble in Al-Firdaus (الفردوس) 

 Although Rose’s reluctance to volunteer did not, by itself, signify misalignment with the 

work of the Advanced Beginner classroom context, her interactional practices beyond waiting to 

be called on signaled increasing disengagement with the class and with the program as a whole. 

Rose’s increasingly contested participation in class was reflected in her dwindling attendance at 

mealtimes; her absence from lunch and dinner (the meals at which I was in attendance) was 

notable both because mealtimes were a rich opportunity for unstructured conversation in Arabic 

and part of the social fabric of the group. In class, instances of contested participation by Rose 

became more noticeable. For example, this excerpt from the third week illustrates the type of 

resistance to classroom participation Rose would enact. In the segment, the class went over the 

previous night’s homework assignment. This type of review was popular in the program because 

it served as a comprehension check for the instructors, gave students the opportunity to obtain 

additional clarification, and involved reading, speaking, and listening skills. In this activity, each 

student read a sentence from the homework assignment; they were not creating novel utterances. 
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The custom in the class, and indeed for this particular activity, was to go over the sentences in 

order, with each turn following a counterclockwise pattern. Thus, each student, if they had been 

paying attention to the activity of the class, would be aware when their turn would arrive, as well 

as which sentence they would read. The structure of sequences of this activity followed a general 

intiation-response-evaluation (IRE) pattern: first, the instructor would call on the student 

(although within the context of activities such as this, students often self-initiated in place of the 

instructor calling on them by name); next, the student would respond with their reading of the 

sentence (the assignment required the student to fill in the appropriate verb); then, the sequence 

would close with the instructor evaluating the accuracy/correctness of the student’s response. In 

some cases, the sequence would be extended by students, asking for clarification or proffering 

other candidate responses. However, in this sequence, Rose is slow to take up the response; her 

turns are largely composed of pauses and English discourse markers, in particular, um, which led 

the instructor to either offer hints or model appropriate responses. 

Transcript 4: Yalla ya Rose (Week 3) 

Initiation 1 Ustetha: yalla ya Roo:s:, 
    Come on, (address particle) Rose 

Stall/Resp (1) 2 Rose:  uhshhh↓ ((sigh)) (.) u↓:m (0.6) ya (0.5) as  
    (address particle) fri-  

Response (2) 3   °di°- ya asdiqa↓ um: kul, 
    (address particle) Friends um: all 

Pause (1) 4 (1.9) 
Modeling (1) 5 Ustetha: °hel:,° 

    (Y/N question particle) 
Repetition (1) 6 Rose:  hel, 

    (Y/N question particle) 
Pause (2) 7 (1.7) 
Response (3) 8 Rose:  °ta° (0.6) °teskun ((to Nat)) ta teskun?° 
     #ta (0.6) (2nd sg masc) live #ta you live? 

Assist  9 Nathaniel: °le° 
    no 

Pause (3) 10 (0.9) 
Hint  11 Ustetha: EH (0.4) fe3l maa9'ii. 

    AH (0.4) verb past 
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    ah, past tense verb 
Pause (4) 12 (0.6) 
Response (4) 13 Rose:  wha- o↑::↓h. um. okay. (0.6) u:m, #um, se, the,  
Response (5) 14   # ta, se let tah 
Modeling (2) 15 Ustetha: ye: a9diqa2, 

    (address particle) Friends  
Response (6) 16 Rose:  oh um[ salat] oom? 

    You (2nd pl) pray? 
Feedback 17 Ustetha:      [toom.]       9aLIEtoom. 
       You (2nd pl) pray 
Repetition 18 Rose:  >salatoom< 

    You (2nd pl) pray 
 

In line 1, the instructor called on Rose to read her answer. Rose’s response involved markers that 

indicate misalignment—a lengthy sigh, a micro pause, followed by a discourse marker (u:m). In 

non-institutional talk, this is indicative of potential trouble. In the data collected for this study, 

this also appears to be the case. This opening to Rose’s turn indicates trouble. This is further 

supported by what follows—a 0.6 second pause, followed by the first word of the target 

sentence, which was then followed by another pause, this one 0.5 seconds. She then continued 

with the second word in the sentence, but then initiated repair, starting the sentence again (ya 

asdiqa, hey friends). Furthermore, Rose’s turn is marked by false starts and extended pauses. She 

used stalling techniques to get help from the instructor and another student. Rose’s participation 

in this excerpt was marked with false starts and pauses; without the assistance of the instructor 

(or in the case of line 9, Nathaniel), Rose would appear to be unable to participate. However, 

there is also ample evidence in the data that Rose was able to participate in class, but she 

engaged in these practices for her own agenda, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

 In the following two sequences, both from the last week of the program (week 8), Rose 

took her resistance to participating in class to a more explicit level. In the following sequence, 

this time during a review session for the final exam, Rose was called on, and after a false start 

she requested to be ignored. 
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Transcript 5: Magic Hat (Week 8) 

1 Rose:  endema (0.5) WHAT? 
   when 
2 Ustetha: hh hh Rose. 

(pause in the recording due to consent issues) 

3 Ustetha: ta3thib. ta3thib. hh hh hh 
   Torture. Torture. 
4 Rose:  can you pretend im not here? 
5 Ustetha:  masha2allah masha2allah, tafu9’uli hh ena lestu huna. 

What God willed what God willed please hh I not here 
   This is what God has willed please hh I’m not here  
6   hunaka film fi ma9r ya Rose film film fi televiizone 

There film in Egypt (addr part.)Rose film film in 
television 
There is a film in Egypt, Rose, a television movie 

7 Rose:  mmhm 
8 Ustetha:  munthu zama↑::n khamseen sena, kana hunaka taqiya? hat? 
   Since time 50 years was there hat? 
   About fifty years ago, there was a hat 
9 Rose:  mmhmm, 
10 Ustetha:  erajul yelbis, wa le ahed yushadihu 
   The man wears and no one watches him 
   The man wears (the hat), and nobody sees him  
11 Rose:  na3m ena [(            )] 
   Yes I 
12 Ustetha:      [hh hhh hhh hh] 
13 Ustetha:  wa mumkin neshtariihu a3n el walmart. 
   And possibly we buy it from the Walmart 
   Maybe we can buy it at Walmart 
14 ((laughter)) 

 The above sequence began with Rose participating in the activity of the class; however, 

something occurred that triggered a defensive response from Rose (WHAT?). It was unclear to 

me what that was; furthermore, when a non-participating student contributed to the interaction, I 

needed to stop recording. Rose’s participation was a target of comment; a student asked what the 

Arabic word for “torture” was, which the instructor provided. In the face of such scrutiny, Rose 

took a non-participating stance, switching to English with a request to “pretend I’m not here”. 

The instructor’s response refers to God’s will (ما شاء هللا/masha2 Allah), commonly used in 

Colloquial Arabic to ward off the evil eye (Mughazy, 1999). A trigger for this type of use of 

masha2 Allah occurs after a compliment, which can be interpreted as an invocation of the evil 
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eye8. Here, instead of a compliment, Rose expressed a desire to be elsewhere; the instructor 

responded with what Mughazy labeled a religious formula to protect against the evil eye9. 

Although the majority of the participants in Mughazy’s study treated the idea of the evil eye 

seriously, the instructor does not, at least not in this context. During her turn in line 5, she did 

invoke masha2 Allah twice, although she also laughed, and translated Rose’s statement into 

Arabic (ena lestu huna); thus, for the instructor, Rose’s contribution is problematic from a 

pedagogical, not a metaphysical, perspective. The instructor then continued with a description of 

an Egyptian movie where the protagonist has a magic hat that renders him invisible (Niazi, 

1959). At salient points throughout the instructor’s extended turn, Rose contributed with receipt 

tokens (Goodwin, 1986; Jefferson, 1984; Schegloff, 1982) More specifically, the token of Rose’s 

choice was mmhm, which in English, is canonically used as a continuer (Gardner, 1998). This 

interpretation is consistent with the context of the above excerpt. Rose inserted mm-hm in line 7, 

after the instructor established the topic (there is a film in Egypt on television), and in line 9, 

after the instructor elaborated on the film (about 50 years ago [when the movie was made], there 

was a hat [that made the protagonist invisible]). More importantly, Rose’s contribution in 

line 11, partially obscured by laughter, is in Arabic. 

 The excerpt begins with an interaction potentially fraught with drama; Rose, laboring to 

participate in the classroom activity, appeared to have been at best derailed, and at worst 

distressed, by something that was co-occurring in the classroom. As a response to this, she 

switched to English and opted out of the classroom activity (can you pretend I’m not here). The 

                                                 
 

8 The idea behind this is that the success or attributes of another may engender envy, which may drive a person to 
invoke the evil eye. 
9 Speakers of Egyptian Arabic have informed me that parents use masha2 Allah to scold their children. Like the 
invocation against the evil eye, this interpretation is plausible. Through analysis of this interaction, I believe the 
function of masha2 Allah here is a hybrid of its invocation against the evil eye and its scolding funtions.  
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instructor’s response, with the invocation against the evil eye (masha2 Allah), the repetition of 

that formula, permission (tafu9’uli), laughter, and the translation of Rose’s request into Arabic 

(ena lestu huna) appear to mitigate Rose’s request, in English, to be ignored. The instructor then 

extended her turn by relating Rose’s problematic contribution to an Egyptian film. Although the 

entire class is present, the instructor explicitly addressed this to Rose (ya Rose). For her part, 

Rose remained an active participant in the interaction, using (English) continuers to indicate her 

awareness of the interactional framework, as well as encouraging the instructor to continue with 

her turn. Rose’s final contribution in the sequence is (at least partially) in Arabic. Finally, the 

instructor closes the interaction with a suggestion that they might be able to buy a magic hat at 

Wal-Mart. Although Rose would not have understood the cultural implications of masha2 Allah 

in this context, she did respond to the instructor’s redirection of both what was perceived by 

Rose to be a critique of her class participation and her subsequent refusal to participate further in 

the work of the classroom. In this way both Rose and the instructor negotiated a space in which 

Rose was protected from potential face-threatening activities, while still being engaged in 

classroom activities, and more importantly, doing so in the prescribed language of the classroom 

(Arabic). Moreover, the instructor’s redirectional strategies shape her counter-resistance to 

Rose’s non-participatory stance. Although the instructor appeared to let Rose escape from her 

obligations to her role as a student, she did not, in fact, pretend that Rose was not there. Rather, 

she redefined, within the context of the interaction, what it meant to be present in class. For the 

instructor, in this context, this did not need to take the form of a canonical IRE sequence; being 

an active co-participant could also encompass, albeit briefly, non-institutional talk. 
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In the sequence below, Rose refused outright to participate. The instructor interpreted this 

refusal as not serious; however, Nathaniel interpreted Rose’s refusal to read the target sentence 

as genuine. In doing so, he read the sentence and kept the classroom activity moving. 

Transcript 6: Outright Refusal (Week 8) 

1 Ustetha: aywa ya yalla Rose. 
   Yeah (add part)let’s go, Rose. 
2 Rose:  le. 
   no 
3 Ustetha: hhh hhh hhh hah aha 
4 Nathaniel: eskun fi 6abiq arabi3 
   I live in floor fourth 
   I live on #fourth floor. 
5 Ustetha: brav. eskun fii a6:abiq ar:abai3. jayyid. 
   Bravo. I live in the floor the fourth. Good 
   Bravo. I live on the fourth floor. Good. 

 

The above excerpt occurred on the same day as the previous one, although roughly an hour later. 

Although both excerpts share some features, such as a refusal to participate by Rose and 

mitigating laughter by the instructor, the trajectory of each interaction is different. In this 

sequence, the instructor did not try to redirect Rose’s participation, as she did in the previous 

excerpt. Additionally, after Rose’s refusal to participate in the classroom activity, she does not 

participate in the general (non-pedagogical) interactional framework. However, I would argue 

that the contributions of the other students are, in large part, responsible for the difference in the 

instructor’s reactions in the two excerpts. In the first excerpt, Rose is disturbed by perceived non-

verbal contributions by another student. Whatever it was (and I have no evidence of whether 

there was indeed such a contribution), it put Rose on the defensive. Although I could not record 

the interaction, it included a question that the instructor answered (ta3thib, or torture). Rose’s 

response was to ask to be treated as invisible; thus, the contributions by another student led Rose 

to attempt, through both the content of her request (can you pretend I’m not here) and its form, 

English, to disengage from the classroom activity. In the excerpt above, Nathaniel’s contribution, 
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in response to Rose’s refusal to participate in the activity, was to provide what was asked of 

Rose. Through self-selecting and reading the sentence, Nathaniel relieved Rose of her task. Thus, 

Nathaniel’s engagement not only took the burden of participating off of Rose, it relieved the 

instructor of the necessity of managing Rose’s problematic participation stance. 

 The excerpts analyzed in this section illustrate how Rose would resist aligning with 

classroom practices. These excerpts were chosen, not because they were outrageous, but because 

each could be analyzed to highlight particularly robust practices. Rose did not always resist 

participation, but she did so enough that it affected the dynamic of the classroom. As I have 

mentioned earlier in this chapter, according to one of the instructors, two students refused to 

work with Rose in pair activities. This, along with her absence from meals, left little sociability 

in Rose’s interactions within the program. Her roommate, Tessa, was in the Advanced class and 

was an active conversationalist at mealtimes, although that would not have precluded her from 

breaking the language pledge within the privacy of their dorm room. However, I have ample 

evidence of Rose breaking the language pledge in class. The next section specifically analyzes 

language pledge “violations” and their significance. 

Breaking the Language Pledge 

Rose’s flouting of language pledge was the primary signal of Rose’s opposition to the 

classroom practices. As I have previously argued, it was not that Rose used English during the 

program that marked her participation practices as oppositional. Rather, it was how she deployed 

English and to what extent she did so. The analysis and discussion in this section is centered 

around the types of language pledge breaking/bending that many students deployed, and how 

they can be compared to the more problematic genre of language pledge breaking/bending that 

Rose engaged in. Previously discussed excerpts have shown some of Rose’s English language 
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use, and I have argued that although Rose’s use of English was considered problematic, not 

every instance of her pledge-breaking was interpreted as such. In order to highlight the 

differences between non-oppositional and oppositional uses of English, I have selected 

sequences of non-oppositional uses of English to contrast with oppositional practices as deployed 

by Rose. In cataloging and transcribing the data, I found that no other participant engaged in 

these oppositional English language practices with the frequency and robustness that Rose did. 

In the segment below, Rose and Nathaniel were engaged in a paired activity, playing a 

Shoots-and-Ladders style board game (a copy of the game board is found in Appendix H). 

Spaces on the board represented new vocabulary words. Upon landing on a space, the student 

was to create a sentence using the pertinent vocabulary word. The instructor circulated around 

the room, listening to the students play the game, and answering questions. I videorecorded Rose 

and Nathaniel as they played the game, and they occasionally interacted with me, such as asking 

me questions, during the activity.  

Transcript 7: Shoots and Ladders 1 (Week 5) 

1 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. arba3a ((moves his piece four spaces)) 
good. four an:gry. a:h, 

→ 2   gha:9'iba. a:h, ((looks at handout)) gha9'iba, u:h  
Angry. Angry, 

3   adhunu fii angry at? u:m 
u:h think (1st sg) #in angry at? u:m 

 
 
In line 2, we see that Nathaniel translated the vocabulary word in question. This was a common 

practice in the lower levels of the program; students in the Intermediate and Advanced classes 

were encouraged to explain what vocabulary words meant through their existing Arabic 

vocabulary. Although Nathaniel directs this translation in the direction of Rose, as can been seen 

by the direction of his gaze, his gaze was not directed at her, nor was her gaze directed to him. 

They did, more accurately, maintain joint attention, focusing on the game board. Additionally, 
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Nathaniel did not await for confirmation from Rose; his use of um indicated his desire to 

continue with the turn, while still signaling that he was encountering some difficulties (crafting 

an appropriate sentence). 

 

Figure 1: Gaze during activity 

 

 

Rose also deployed this strategy, which is a non-oppositional use of English. This excerpt 

taken from another paired activity, involved describing their dream house (بیت احالمي). One 

student served as the “describer”, while the other wrote the description on the board. During 

Rose’s turn as the describer, she asked for confirmation on the preposition amaam (أمام).  
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Transcript 8: Bait A7laamii 1 (Week 4) 

→ 1 Rose:  hunaak (.)7amaam (.) saba7a, (.) u:hm,°a:maam, in  
→ 2   front of°? 

3 Nathaniel: na3m. 
4 Rose:  n3am  
5 (2.2)  
6 Rose:  >amaam el bait< (0.6) wa:  

 

As we can see, Rose used English in much the same way Nathaniel did in the previous excerpt. 

In both sequences, Rose and Nathaniel were working in a pair activity and used English to check 

their understanding of a given word. Nathaniel’s use of adhunu ( ّأظن/I think)10 indicates that he is 

taking an epistemic stance that the vocabulary word in question (gha9’ba fii11/غضب من means “to 

be angry at”). The deployment of this epistemic stance, particularly in light of Nathaniel’s action 

of checking his vocabulary list (line 2), weakens his epistemic status; that is, he presents himself 

as a learner with an incomplete command of the chapters’ vocabulary (Heritage, 2012; 

Kärkkäinen, 2006). Thus, Nathaniel’s goal, with his gaze, his epistemic stance, and his use of um 

after his English translation of the vocabulary item, was not to solicit confirmation from Rose; 

she did not provide confirmation, nor did Nathaniel pursue the matter. On the other hand, Rose 

did not preface her English translation with any sort of epistemic stance, nor did she follow her 

translation with any sort of marker that would be interpreted as self-selecting for the next turn. 

Although Nathaniel was facing the chalkboard, Rose was looking at him, directing her address to 

his back. He offered confirmation, which Rose repeated. After a pause, concurrent with 

Nathaniel writing her contribution on the board, she repeated her phrase, and indicated that she 

                                                 
 

10 There are been very few studies that examine conversation in Arabic, but I argue that because Nathaniel is a native 
speaker of English and has had limited exposure to native Arabic speaker norms, he used American English 
pragmatics in Arabic. 
11 Nathaniel knew that the verb in question took a preposition, but he selected the wrong one. I indicated this on the 
transcript with a pound sign, but the incorrect preposition did not become germane until later on in the activity. 
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was ready to move on to the next description (wa, and). Further analysis of their differing uses of 

epistemic stances and their significance will be discussed in the next chapter. 

 

Figure 2: Attention on collaborative action 

 

 

 Another type of legitimate English language use in the Advanced Beginner classroom (as 

well as the other classrooms) was a request for the Arabic equivalent of an English word. The 

canonical form of this type of English was prefaced with keifa naqul/ ولكیف نق  (how do we say). In 

these types of sequences, keifa naqul signals that English is coming, but that its presence is only 

because the speaker does not yet have the salient Arabic word or expression. In the excerpt 

below, Rose deploys keifa naqul to gain an Arabic translation. 
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Transcript 9: Kayfa Naqul (Week 2) 

How do we say 1 Rose:  Kayfa naqul, (0.2) alREDy. 
     How do we say 

Pause   2 (0.8) 
Lexical Proffer 3 Ustetha: f↑A3:le↓n. 

     #REAlly 
Student Practice 4 Rose:   faah [len?   fahalen?] 
Instructor Model 5 Ustetha:   [fA↑3:le↓n. fA↑3:le↓n] 
Student Repetition 6 Rose:  fahalen. 
 

Here, during a transition between one activity (revision of an in-class worksheet covering if/then 

and counterfactual statements) and the next (a brief lecturing covering new material), students 

asked the instructor various questions, including Rose’s question in line 1. This type of keifa 

naqul question represents a stand-alone interaction—the question is not in response to an 

interactional need (Rose did not speak before this sequence), nor did it engender further 

interaction. This type of interaction left space for English, but a very circumscribed space.  

 Although the Arabic expression keifa naqul was a common way to structure these 

interactions, it was not the only way. Below is a sequence from Week 4 in which Nathaniel 

introduced an English word with an Arabic expression. 

Transcript 10: El Kalimet Difference (Week 4) 

1 Nathaniel: uh (.) ya usteth, (.) u:↓m 
    (add part) professor(masc.) 
2 (0.5) 
3 Ustetha: ustethahh [hh] 
   Professor(fem.) 
4 Sunny:      [hh hhh hhh] 
5 Nathaniel:      [na3m.] hh. me↑:tha↓::, u:↓h >(nesitu) el 
     Yes        what              I forgot the 
6   kalimet< difference, 
   word 
7 Ustetha: el ikhtile:f 
   The difference 
8 Nathaniel: ikthilef? ma hethe ikhtile:f bai:n uh uh arsala wa  
   Difference? What this difference between send (Form IV) and 
9   rus:ula 
   Send (Form II) 
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This excerpt differs from the keifa naqul sequence involving Rose because it was embedded in a 

larger interactional context. Nathaniel sought to clarify what the semantic difference was 

between the root ل –س  -ر  in the Form IV pattern and the same root in the Form II pattern. 

However, because he could not remember the relatively new vocabulary word for difference, 

ikhtilef (إختالف), he articulated his interactional trouble (nesitu el kalimet difference). The 

instructor responded with the sought after word (el ikhtile:f). Nathaniel then repeated the word, 

and resumed his original utterance, using the lexical item provided by the instructor. In both 

excerpts, English was used in service to interaction in Arabic, although Rose’s use of keifa naqul 

did not arise out of an imminent interactional need. These types of strategies were used to adhere 

to the spirit of the immersion program, yet still recognizing the utility, and even necessity to use 

the other common language of everyone in the program (English)11F

12. 

 If we imagine that the relationship between students’ English language usage and 

adherence to the program’s goals can be located on a spectrum between no English use/complete 

adherence to the program’s goals (NEU/CAPG) and extensive English use/rejection of the 

program’s goals (EEU/RPG), then the keifa naqul genre of English use was located near the 

NEU/CAPG end of the spectrum. Located somewhere in the middle of the spectrum would be a 

genre of language practices that involved the use of English to ask questions on aspects of Arabic 

grammar. Two examples of this practice, both deployed by Rose in the second week in the 

program, are discussed below. 

                                                 
 

12 Although everyone in the program was a proficient speaker of English, not all of the students were native speakers 
of English—there was one international student (L1 Turkish); additionally, there were three students who had an 
additional home language, although they all considered English to be their native (or co-native) language (Assad, 
English/Arabic; Xiong, English/Hmong; and Rose, English/Spanish). 
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 In the following excerpt, the primary language for her question is in Arabic, with 

significant additions in English.  

Transcript 11: Dahiman Lazim En? (Week 2) 

1 Rose:  wuh dahiman lazim en? al- you always need en? 
   And always necessary “en”? the- 
2 Ustetha: da2im[an.] yureedu [en] 
   Always. He wants to 
3 Rose:   [oh.]  [oh.] 
4 Ustetha: wants TO. yureedu en. da2iman en. da2iman en. 
     He wants to. Always “en”. Always “en”. 
5 (1.9) ((Ustetha writes on the board)) 
6 Ustetha: jayyed? yu7ibb EN. yuR↑EED EN↓. Yesta6i3ia EN. da2iman. 
   Good? He likes to. He wants to. He is able to. Always. 
7 Rose:  wa: um ma etha wa lao? 
   And with if and if (hypothetical) 
8 Ustetha: na3m. 
   yes 
9 Rose:  oh. 
10 Ustetha: na3m. itha wa lao. itha wa lao. da2iman raqm WA7id,  
   Yes. If and if (hypothetical). If and if. Always number one (verb) 
   Yes. Both ifs. Both ifs. The first verb is always past tense. 

maa9'i. WA7id, maa9'i. fuq6. Fuq6. jamiil? 
    Past (tense). One, past. Only. Only. Lovely? 
    First verb past tense. Only the first. Good? 
 
Rose first shaped her turn by beginning in Arabic (wuh dahiman lazim en?). As she reached a 

possible end of her utterance, she appeared to begin an expansion or recast in Arabic (the definite 

article al-), but then she initiated self-repair and recast her original utterance into English. The 

instructor responded in Arabic; the first half of her turn was to answer in the affirmative 

(da2iman/always). Rose’s response, a change of state token (the English “oh”)13, indicates that 

she read the instructor’s response as an answer to her question. The instructor continued, 

however, with an example of the use of the Arabic conjunction en (أن), which also received a 

change of state token from Rose. The instructor then elaborated her explanation, beginning with 

                                                 
 

13 Discourse markers for all students showed a preference for English-language discourse markers, although many 
students were able to adopt some Arabic-language discourse markers. On the one hand, it should be mentioned that 
Rose exclusively used English discourse markers; on the other hand, due to the difficulty many students had in 
acquiring and successfully using appropriate discourse markers in Arabic, Rose’s use of English in these contexts is 
not especially telling. 
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a rare use of English to highlight the analogy between en and the English to, then ending her turn 

with examples of similar verbs that take a verbal complement. Rose’s follow-up question, in 

Arabic, strives for greater specificity (the necessity of the particle en in both conditional and 

counterfactual expressions). The instructor has no difficulty in understanding either of Rose’s 

questions. Notably, both of Rose’s questions served as a point of expansion for the instructor; in 

lines 2 and 8, the instructor answered Rose’s questions, in her other turns (lines 4 and 10, as well 

as line 5 when she writes on the board), she used Rose’s questions as a springboard for additional 

instruction directed at all of the students, who were having difficulty with conditional 

constructions. The above segment is an instance where Rose used English incidentally, but not 

only was it not disruptive to the class, her interactions contributed and added to the work of the 

classroom. 

 In the following segment, recorded the same day, Rose once again used English to ask a 

question about grammar, but the prevalence of English and the function of the question resulted 

in a very different trajectory. 

Transcript 12: Endi Suel (Week 2) 

1 Rose:  um endi suel, about, um el um el ems 
     I have a question about um the um the yesterday 
2 Ustetha: ems na3m 
   Yesterday yes 
3 Rose:  yeah ems. the: like, the prounoun? on the end of the verb? 
        yesterday 
4 Ustetha: na3m. 
   yes 
5 Rose:  li:ke, she gave it to me, like well, she told me, 
6 Ustetha: na3m. 
   yes 
7 Rose:  tha:t o:nly: is >applicable< to: pe:ople, like um, 
8 Ustetha: =le. >ay shay2< 
   No. any thing 
9 Rose:  uh >okay< 
10 Ustetha: ay shay2 
   Any thing 
11 Rose:  =things too? 
12 Ustetha: na3m. 
   yes 
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13 Rose:  okay. 
14 Ustetha: na3m. 
   yes 

 

Here, Rose began her utterance with Arabic (endi suel). Although endi su2el (عندي سؤال/I have a 

question) could be used, much like keifa naqul to license a situationally-grounded use of English 

(usually arising out of a mismatch between language skills and the complexity of what was being 

attempted to express), it was also used to preface questions formed in Arabic. It is possible to 

presume that the structure of a question prefaced by endi su2el, or the structure of its Arabic-

language opening may differ based on whether endi su2el prefaces a question in English or 

Arabic (at least within the context of this Arabic language immersion program). However, as 

students often asked questions without prefacing them with endi su2el, an equally probable 

interpretation was that questions prefaced with endi su2el, whether the subsequent utterance was 

in Arabic or English had more in common, interactionally, than those questions without the endi 

su2el preface. 

 Pre-sequence turns, such as Rose’s (endi su2el, about, um el um el ems) in line 1, seem 

paradoxical from an interactional point of view—what purpose does announcing (or asking 

permission for) one’s intentions serve the interactional framework? As Schegloff (1980) argued, 

these sorts of “pre-sequence” turns may arise in contexts in which the speaker (in this case, 

Rose) believes that they have unequal rights to ask a question. In the case of endi su2el openers, 

either in Arabic or English, the main interactional activity is one in which student-teacher 

questions are dispreferred. An example of this that is particularly salient for a discussion of the 

practices of the Advanced Beginner classroom is student pairwork. In those instances, the 

instructor, although present and available for answering questions, was simultaneously a non-

participant of any given interaction taking place in the classroom. Thus, endi su2el functioned as 
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a mechanism to make claims on the instructor’s participation. In the excerpt above, endi su2el 

functions slightly differently. In line 1, after endi su2el, Rose previewed the potentially 

problematic nature of her request (about, um el um el ems). Although she used an English word 

(about), the turn is largely in Arabic. However, the topic of her question was not directly related 

to the topic under discussion; she was requesting clarification for something covered in a 

previous class (ems/yesterday). Once the instructor confirmed that a question about something 

from yesterday was allowed, Rose asked her question, first repeating the adverb of time (ems). 

That the rest of Rose’s question was in English could have been a gap between her knowledge of 

Arabic and the ideas that needed to be expressed, but Rose had also prefaced her question with 

an endi su2el pre-sequence. With this preface, she had successfully acquired the instructor’s 

sanction to go ahead with an unexpected question, as the same phrase endi su2el could be used to 

mitigate English use, it was interactionally possible for Rose to abandon Arabic and ask the rest 

of her question in English. Because Rose’s question in the first segment was on-topic and largely 

in Arabic, it took less negotiation on the part of the instructor to build on Rose’s practices, co-

constructing learning. In the second excerpt, both the unanticipated topic and the extensive use of 

English created an interaction that would have made such a negotiated learning event difficult. 

However, Rose’s practices in the second excerpt did not rise to the level of resistance. 

 The next excerpt, from the fifth week, is offered as an example where Rose’s English 

language use did rise to the level of opposition. This interaction occurred during an activity that 

focused on relative clauses. Another student had expressed confusion about which noun both the 

relative pronoun and the pronominal clitic at the end of the verb referred to in a sample 
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sentence14. The instructor tried to explain the larger significance of relative clauses, that it was 

not a low-frequency construction presented to teach formal grammar, but a useful function to 

further modify nouns. Rose then described her approach (not focusing on the meaning, focusing 

only on the grammatical structure); however, the instructor critiqued Rose’s approach, 

highlighting the communicative goals of understanding relative clauses in Arabic. 

Transcript 13: These Sentences Don’t Mean Anything (Week 5) 

1 Ustetha: alethi ureedu en aqulu, na7nu fiila3lum nureed- 
   That which I want to say we in the world we want  
2   netekellum akthar. ya3nni kalam endema endema 
   We say more. It means speaking when when 
3 Rose:  just remember those sentences don't mean anything.  
4   that's what i [do, (well you know, treat them like an equation] 
5 Ustetha:    [le le le le le le]  
      No no no no no no 
6   ROSE yejib en nefham yejiib en nefham en nefham  
   Rose, it is necessary that we understand it is necessary that we understand we understand 
7   endema entum- seyetekelemun ma3 hetha. hetha laysa  
   When you people will speak with this. This isn’t 
8   faqu6 fii kitaaba fii kalaam ena qabaltu nathaniel. 
   Only in writing in speaking I met nathaniel.  
9   men nathaniel. nathaniel alethi yedrus ma3ii fii 
   Who’s Nathaniel. Nathaniel who studies with me in  
10   binayat filmore. ishtara3ytu fusta:n. ay fustan, el 
   Filmore building. I bought a dress. Which dress? The  
11   fustan alethi ishtaraytuhu ems (fi)suq. 
   Dress which I bought (it) yesterday at the market. 

 

In lines 1 and 2, the instructor was trying to articulate a rationale for understanding the 

goal of mastering relative clause construction in Arabic. She did so, not by focusing on the 

grammatical aspects (gender agreement in both the noun being modified and its corresponding 

relative pronoun), but on the communicative purpose of relative clauses. Rose, however, self-

selected in line 3, and in English, offered her strategy for interpreting relative clauses—to ignore 

the semantic information in the sentence and focus on the structure, treating sentences as 

                                                 
 

14 In MSA, transitive verbs in relative clauses need to be marked with a direct object pronoun. This can be seen in 
the instructor’s example, el fus6an alethi ishtaraytuhu ems fi suq/ سوقالالفستان الذي اشتریتھ أمس في  . 
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mathematical equations15. The practices enacted by Rose in her turn offer points of opposition on 

multiple levels—interaction (self-selection outside of a transitional relevance place), form 

(English, as opposed to Arabic), and content (contradicting the words of the instructor). First, if 

we go back to the instructor’s original turn, she began her utterance with alethi (الذي, the 

masculine relative pronoun), crafting a target utterance that conformed to the lesson under 

discussion. The next clause of her turn is in the first person singular (I want to say), putting 

emphasis on what she, the instructor thought; she then shifted the subject of her sentence from 

first person singular (ureedu en aqulu, I want to say) to first person plural (na7nu fiila3lum 

nureed- netekellum akthar, we in the world we want- we say more). This shift indicates that she 

was intending to broaden her scope—not just her opinion as a teacher of Arabic, but as a speaker 

of Arabic. It is also possible to interpret her change in scope to be even broader; it is the context 

of the Arabic immersion classroom that constrain the scope of the instructor’s claims, but 

particularly in the light of her use of the word “world”, it is possible for a listener to make a 

broader interpretation. She then initiated a recast (ya3nni, an Arabic discourse marker that serves 

in much the same manner as the English discourse markers, like, you know, and I mean16), and 

then broadened her scope even further, favoring the ma9dar ) رمصد /verbal noun), eschewing any 

reference to person. Thus, the instructor moved from most specific (أقول, I say) to more general 

 ,عندما) During her recast, she repeats endema .(speaking ,كالم) to most general ,(we speak ,نتكلم)

when), but did not finish her recast, as Rose self-selected and began her turn in line 3.  

                                                 
 

15 Rose’s tendency to draw an analogy between language and math is unsurprising, given that she had been a double 
major (Math/Spanish) as an undergraduate; this theme has further implications in her interactional practices, which 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
16 Cf. Owens and Rockwood (2008). 
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This preemption of the instructor’s turn in ordinary conversation would not necessarily be 

considered oppositional, or even disalignment. However, within classroom talk in general, and 

within the interactional practices of the Advanced Beginner classroom, Rose’s taking of that 

particular turn at that particular time constitutes a breach in the implicit norms of the classroom. 

Rose addressed her turn to the student who had asked the original question, offering her some 

advice, “just remember that those sentences don’t mean anything”. Her advice to her colleague 

was in fact, the opposite of what the instructor was offering—whereas the instructor was trying 

to put relative clauses within a larger context of why people use them (we say more), Rose’s 

suggestion was to completely discount meaning and focus merely on the structure. Moreover, 

Rose’s stance was not merely to look at the structure, then consider the meaning—for Rose, 

Arabic sentences have no meaning, at least none that has any meaning for her.  

In response to this, the instructor contradicted Rose’s contribution (le le le le le); this 

torrent of negation was not in direct response to the language pledge violation performed by 

Rose, but rather the content of her comments. Although the original catalyst for this sequence 

was the contribution made by another student, the instructor addressed her comment to Rose. 

The original student’s concern was that she had gotten the right answer but she didn’t know why; 

for Rose, not understanding was not necessarily a problem. This is what the instructor resisted—

a strategy that ignored the meaning behind the sentence was contrary to what the instructor felt 

was important (yejib en nefham); in fact, the repetition of nefham (we understand) highlights 

how salient this was for the instructor. She also began to articulate that when you (the class), but 

then repaired to seyetekellum ma3 hetha (people will speak with this), focusing on the 

importance of understanding interlocutors. She then ended her turn with two examples of 

illustrating how the relative clause could further modify the noun. 
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Rose’s use of English is superficially indicative of her resistance to the work of the 

classroom, but it is the use of English in the service of other modes of resistance that complicates 

classification use of English as, by itself, a form of resistance. In the previous excerpt, it was not 

that Rose spoke English that drew the rebuke from the instructor; it was the meaning of that 

English. Although the use of English, both in the program and in general, had specific, limited 

parameters, Rose extended those parameters. However, this, as I have argued through the close 

analysis of several episodes, did not always rise to the level of opposition. Her practices may 

have, at times, been contrary to preferred classroom practices, but how Rose and her co-

participants shaped those interactions are essential to understanding how dispreferred practices 

did not always lead to resistance. In instances of opposition, co-participants also displayed a 

great deal of agency in negotiating the trajectory of these interactions. Throughout this chapter, I 

have argued that Rose’s practices were crafted by her, demonstrating agency in pursuit of a goal, 

but I have not yet articulated what that goal was. I argue, in the next chapter, that Rose’s goal 

was to craft an identity as being “bad at Arabic” to dictate the terms of her language learning, 

which in the context of the immersion program, became a face threatening activity for her. 
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“Ena Faking”: Interaction as Identity Construction 

 In the previous chapter, I have argued that Rose’s interactional practices indicate a great 

deal of agency on the part of Rose as a co-constructor of interaction in the Advanced Beginner 

classroom. This agency was deployed in performing an identity as being Bad-at-Arabic. 

However, as with Rose’s acts of opposition, her performances of being Bad-at-Arabic evolved 

through the negotiation of the other participants; “[t]he identity assumed by one party is ratified 

not by her own actions, but by the actions of another who assumes a complementary identity 

toward her” (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990, p. 292). Rose’s efforts to construct an oppositional 

identity, that of being Bad-at-Arabic, consisted of her oppositional practices, including the use of 

English; interactions that privileged a competing identity, that of being Good-at-Math; the use of 

humor; and use of a complementary identity, comparing herself to Nathaniel, to co-construct an 

identity for him as being Good-at-Arabic. However, it was not only Rose who constructed the 

dichotomous Bad-at-Arabic/Good-at-Arabic identities; as Goodwin and Heritage articulated, all 

identities are contingent on the contributions of other participants. In this chapter, I will present 

and analyze several episodes in which Rose enacts, through oppositional practices, an 

oppositional identity—that of a student who is Bad-at-Arabic. These practices are, of course, 

contingent on other participants’ contributions and negotiations, and this will also be discussed. 

Finally, I wish to consider the purpose of crafting an identity as being Bad-at-Arabic, particularly 

as Rose had a wealth of experience as a successful student, and more specifically, a successful 

language learner. 

Self-Presentation as Identity Construction 

 Before the development of micro-analytic methodologies, such as conversation analysis 

and ethnomethodology, Goffman (1967) laid the case that communication, which he defined as 
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both explicit interaction (such as talk) and implicit “ways of being”, is how we interpret who 

people are and what they are likely to do. What methodologies such as conversation analysis and 

ethnomethodology are designed to do is understand how participants engage in these sense-

making activities. As Goffman further noted, an individual’s self-presentation activity is a mix of 

the deliberate and the unintentional. In this chapter, my analysis of the identity work effected by 

the participants in the Advanced Beginner classroom acknowledges that, in particular, Rose, was 

neither a master manipulator who carefully considered the causes and effects of her every gesture 

and utterance, nor was she a hapless victim whose lack of understanding of the “rules of the 

game” caused her to make interactional missteps in the classroom. Rather, her actions were a 

combination of intentional and unintentional practices that served as a presentation of self. These 

practices were then interpreted by other participants. 

 A way to conceptualize Rose’s identity work through her classroom interactions is to 

consider, as Morin (2005) asserted, human activity (including social interaction) as both a bet 

and a strategy. In the case of Rose, her self-presentation was a wager that enacting an 

oppositional stance would provide her with more advantages than disadvantages. The strategy 

then, was to align with the practices of the classroom when it was advantageous for her to do so, 

but operate contrary to the implicit norms of the classroom in certain situations. I would argue 

that Rose’s interactional stances were part of a larger strategy because of their connection to 

particular contexts—although human action is not predictable in the sense that every effect has a 

particular cause, human action is interpretable because it is in response to certain contexts and 

interpreted in concert with multiple participants. It is this co-constructed nature of social 

interaction that brings us to another point Morin made about human activity; that our actions 

may lead to unanticipated results. Her instructors’ and classmates’ responses to her oppositional 
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practices led, in part, to lower expectations for her Arabic language production, which was likely 

intentional. However, she was not particularly well-integrated into the social fabric of the 

program (as evidenced by her absence at mealtimes), and that consequence may not have been 

intended. Additionally, as one of the instructors reported to me, Rose was not considered a 

“good” partner to work with during pair activities, and Nathaniel became the only student who 

did not complain about her behavior. Although her frequent pairing with Nathaniel appeared to 

be beneficial for her, alienating the other students may not have been her intended goal. It 

appears to me, through my analysis of the classroom data, that whatever benefits accrued to Rose 

through her oppositional practices, these benefits underwent the law of diminishing returns, and 

she found it increasingly difficult to shift between aligned and misaligned stances. By the end of 

the program, then, her oppositional practices were part of an attractor state in the Advanced 

Beginner classroom, and her alignment with the work of the classroom became the repeller state. 

What follows are analyses of Rose’s interactions that help to construct her classroom identities, 

and what her goals appeared to have been, as interpreted through the participation of the other 

members of the class. 

Rose as Mathematician 

 Although students’ identities as learners of Arabic were foregrounded during the 

program, these identities were incorporated into their pre-existing academic identities. Within the 

program, these alternate academic identities were given space; this was particularly the case with 

the graduate students enrolled in the program, who had specific, discipline-centric reasons for 

studying Arabic. Although Rose was a Masters student, her alternate academic identity was 

drawn from her undergraduate experience—that of a dual major in Spanish and Mathematics. In 

particular, her identity as being a math major was given additional weight in the Advanced 
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Beginner classroom. Rose cited her identity as mathematician in relation to her interest in 

grammar over communication17. An aspect of Rose’s performance in class was that she did 

interpret the patterns of Arabic grammar correctly, although she often claimed not to know what 

the sentences themselves meant. For Rose, both the meaning of words and using contextual cues 

to understand spoken or written Arabic was not of a high priority, or rather, she articulated this 

(often in English) as her stated belief.  

An example of this can be found in the following excerpt, recorded during the Shoots-

and-Ladders game in Week 4. As discussed in the previous chapter, this activity consisted of a 

gameboard on which each square represented a vocabulary word. Players were to define the 

word (ideally in Arabic, but the English equivalent was also acceptable), then use it in a 

sentence. During the course of the game, Rose struggled with remembering the meaning of 

vocabulary items, occasionally circumventing traditional rules of board games to avoid certain 

words. Rose landed on the space for مالیة (bedsheet). 

Transcript 14: Shoots and Ladders 2/Bedsheet (Week 5) 

1 Nathaniel: maliya 
   bedsheet 
2 Rose:  maliya? 
   Bedsheet? 
3 Nathaniel: na3m. 
   Yes. 
4 Rose:  [maliya 
   bedsheet 
5 Nathaniel: [(feh     ) 
    (so      ) 
6 Nathaniel: (bedsheet) 
7 Rose:  oh, na3m. hetha boring (1.0) u:::h 
   Oh, yes. That’s boring 
8 Sunny: mumil. 
   Boring. 
9 Nathaniel: hhhh hhhh hhhhh 

                                                 
 

17 I may have had a role in the co-construction of this metaphor. When paired with Rose in a conversational activity 
in the early weeks of the program, I stated that I thought math and languages had more in common than most people 
thought. In response, Rose agreed with me. 
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10 Rose:  na3m. mumil. mumil. hetha mumil. el ism, nouns, mumil. 
   Yes. Boring. Boring. That’s boring. The noun, nouns, boring.  

 

After Rose places her game piece on the space, Nathaniel, who has a better vantage point, reads 

the vocabulary word (مالیة/milaya/bedsheet). Rose repeats the word, with a rising tone, which 

appears to be an indication that she does not know the word. However, Nathaniel interprets this 

rising tone differently; with the affirmative (na3m), he confirms that milaya is the word he said. 

Rose repeats the word, while Nathaniel begins to give an explanation in Arabic. In response to 

Rose’s apparent lack of uptake, he provides her with the English gloss (bedsheet). Rose receives 

this information with a change of state token (oh, na3m). However, she also offers an assessment 

of the value of the word—in a mixture of Arabic and English (hethe boring). This is followed by 

a one second pause, and a lengthened discourse marker (u:::h), presumably as she attempts to 

come up with a sentence with the “boring” vocabulary word. I then provide the Arabic 

equivalent for Rose’s assessment of “boring” (ممل, mumil), and Nathaniel laughs in response (line 

9). Rose then takes up my contribution (line 10). In contrast to her lack of interest in the 

vocabulary word, مالیة, she repeats the new word I had given her, ممل, twice, then uses it in two 

sentences (Hetha mumil. El ism, nouns, mumil.).  

The way in which Rose constructs this turn, using the new vocabulary item, contains 

ambiguity. After her affirmation and repetition of the vocabulary word (na3m. mumil. mumil.), 

she uses the new adjective in two sentences, modifying three things—hethe (this), which refers 

back to her original “hethe boring” turn from line 7; el ism (the noun), which also seemingly 

refers back to مالیة, as well as nouns (said in English). However, with her shift from Arabic to 

English, she extends her scope of what is boring, from one particular noun to nouns as a class of 

words. Rose’s interactional practices, as seen in this and other excerpts, demonstrates a tendency 

towards a passive participation stance. In this activity, as well as in the excerpts analyzed in the 
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previous chapter, her strategies appear to be deployed to minimize her risks by encouraging 

others (largely Nathaniel and the instructors) to give her hints or model appropriate sentences. 

Although she exhibits signs of not knowing the target word (rising tone, repeating the word, 

delaying the start of her novel sentence), she neither looks up the word herself, nor does she 

explicitly ask Nathaniel the meaning of the word. Instead, she waits for Nathaniel to give her the 

English gloss. Additionally, Rose displays little interest in learning the vocabulary from the 

book; we can see evidence of this not only in the above interaction, but also in the two excerpts 

below. However, she takes up the new vocabulary item I gave her (ممل, mumil), repeating it in 

isolation twice, then using it in two simple sentences. This could indicate that Rose needed 

access to more personally-relevant vocabulary to increase her engagement with the material; 

however, in the previous chapter’s examination of keifa naqul sequences, I discussed how Rose’s 

use of keifa naqul to learn Arabic words did not appear to support integration of new vocabulary. 

While it is true that the word مالیة (bedsheet) is not particularly exciting, it has a certain utility, 

especially for those students planning on living or visiting an Arabic-speaking country. 

Moreover, Rose’s interactional practices indicate that she was not only not invested in learning 

the vocabulary, she actively resisted learning words that she did not find interesting. This 

suggests that she had few long term goals for using Arabic. Additionally, her participation stance 

highlights that Rose may not have had the short term goal of doing well in the class, which could 

have motivated her to practice even uninspiring vocabulary items for the purposes of scoring 

well on homework assignments and exams. 

According to Rose’s practices, privileging her identity as “Good at Math”, in essence, 

removed the “language” aspect of Arabic by focusing on structure over meaning. As I have 

articulated in the previous chapter, the excerpt below demonstrates Rose’s resistance to 
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communicating in Arabic. Here, Rose suggests to another student that it isn’t necessary to 

understand the meaning of the sentences to get the right answer; in fact, she broadens her claim 

that the sentences have no meaning. This, along with her suggestion to the other student to treat 

sentences like an equation, highlights her identity as Good-at-Math, Bad-at-Arabic. 

Transcript 13: These Sentences Don’t Mean Anything (Week 5) 

1 Ustetha: alethi ureedu en aqulu, na7nu fiila3lum nureed- 
   That which I want to say we in the world we want  
2   netekellum akthar. ya3nni kalam endema endema 
   We say more. It means speaking when when 
3 Rose:  just remember those sentences don't mean anything.  
4   that's what i [do, (well you know, treat them like an equation] 
5 Ustetha:    [le le le le le le]  
      No no no no no no 
6   ROSE yejib en nefham yejiib en nefham en nefham  

 

In another excerpt from week 5, Rose and Nathaniel were completing a pair activity that 

required them to determine if the missing verb was a Form I verb, a Form VII, or a Form VIII 

verb. Knowledge of which verb form to use requires knowledge of the semantics associated with 

the triliteral root, the transitivity or intransitivity of the context, along with other contextual and 

grammatical knowledge. In the excerpt, Rose is able to identify that the verb should be a Form 

VII verb, but claims little to no understanding of the context of the sentence or the meaning of 

the word. The instructor tries to explain, both through gestures (making a motion of separating) 

and explanations, the meaning of the word إنفصل, infu9ula (to become separated). Rose had 

previously articulated her knowledge that Form VII and Form VIII verbs are often reflexive and 

are used in circumstances that, in English, would be expressed through the passive voice. The 

meaning of individual words, however, was not something she explicitly expressed concern over. 

In the excerpt below, Rose seeks confirmation that the answer she chose (infu9ula) was the 

correct one. The instructor asks why; is it that she does not understand the meaning of the word? 

Rose then claims that she does not understand anything (line 4). This triggers a rebuke from the 
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instructor (line 5). Then, Rose asks if she has the correct answer (line 6). The instructor confirms 

that infu9ula was the right answer (line 7). Rose then, implicitly, requests a definition of the 

word. In response, the instructor makes several attempts, using gesture (lines 10, 12) and 

circumlocutions in Arabic (line 12), without giving the English gloss. However, despite her use 

of a change of state token (oh), Rose does not demonstrate a change of state. Instead, she shrugs 

her shoulders and shakes her head, which contradicts an interpretation that Rose’s “oh”, in 

line 15, actually denotes a change of state (from not knowing to knowing the meaning of 

infu9ula).  

For Rose, the goal of the exercise was to get the correct answer, and knowing the 

meaning of the sentences was useful only so far as it helped her get the right answer. Although 

she did attempt to learn the meaning of the word, the instructor’s resistance to translating the 

word into English created an impasse—Rose’s resistance to participating in Arabic, through her 

choice of language, met the instructor’s resistance to using English to define a vocabulary word, 

the meaning of which could be located in her textbook. Ultimately, the participant who displayed 

the most agency was Rose, who did not exhibit any uptake, but neither did she pursue the matter. 

This indicates a possible boundary of Rose’s alignment with classroom practices; she did display 

curiosity about the meaning of the target word, and she did pursue a definition of the word, but 

her interactional practices indicate that the acceptable definition was to be in English. Thus, 

alignment with the work of the classroom conformed to her norms, not those of the other 

members of the class. 

Transcript 15: It’s Infu9ula and I don’t Know Why (Week 5) 

 1 Rose:  its infu9sla and i dont know why.  
     To separate 
 2   like i think im just making stuff up. 
 3 Ustetha: li- limetha le nefhem el kalima? le na3rif el ma3na kalima? 
    Wh- why do we not understand the word? Do we not know the word’s meaning? 
 4 Rose:  ene le efhem kul shay like ((shakes head)) heh heh 
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    I don’t understand each thing 
 5 Ustetha: Rose. 
 6 Rose:  in- is it infusula? 
 7 Ustetha: na3m 
    yes 

8  Rose:  okay. ene le a3rif limetha. ena a3rif what that word means  
     I don’t know why. I know 
9    but like its infusula. 

 10 Ustetha: infu9ula ya3nni ((makes a motion of separation with her hands)) 
    To separate it means 
 11 Rose:  ((shrugs)) 
 12 Ustetha: el welid rajul huna el mara2 huna 
    The boy man here the woman here 
 13 Rose:  infusula. 
    To separate 
 14 Ustetha: darasna ems ya Rose. infu9ula. 
    We studied (this) yesterday Rose. To separate 
 15 Rose:  oh. ((shrugs shoulders)) hh hhh hh infu9ula jayyid 
          To separate good 
  

Although Rose seemed dissatisfied with not knowing why her guess was the correct 

answer, she took a characteristically passive role in the learning process. In line 3, the instructor 

asks, specifically, if not knowing the word’s meaning was the problem (le nefham el kalima? 

Don’t we understand the word? Le na3if el ma3na kalima? Don’t we know the meaning?). Rose, 

however, does not directly answer either of these questions, claiming that she doesn’t understand 

anything, then laughs. Clearly, Rose did understand some things, as she arrived at correct verb 

form. She was also able (in English) to articulate the significance of Form VII verbs. The 

instructor engaged in some minor scolding, not because Rose claimed not to understand 

anything, not because Rose used English throughout the exchange, but because Rose laughed at 

not understanding anything. Rose interpreted this admonition because she returned to the task at 

hand, asking if infu9ula was the correct answer. Much like in the previous excerpt, Rose used 

stalling techniques to get the response she desired (an English gloss). However, the instructor 

was not willing to do so, and uncharacteristically chided Rose again (darasna ems ya Rose). 

Ultimately, Rose’s priorities did not seem to be mastering vocabulary, but attaining a right 

answer. This indifference to vocabulary in favor of understanding grammatical patterns can be 
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seen in excerpts analyzed in the previous chapter, where Rose asked detailed grammatical 

questions. This focus was contrary to the focus of the instructor, who privileged spoken 

communication. That the instructor wanted Rose to be able to learn the word’s meaning without 

resorting to direct translation into English was consistent with her stated teaching philosophy; 

however, Rose appeared not to enjoy communicating in Arabic and went to great lengths to limit 

the necessity of doing so.  

Rose as Joker 

 Another strategy Rose used to craft her identity as Bad-at-Arabic was to joke about her 

failings in class; thus, paradoxically drawing attention to her troubles. The excerpt below is a 

particularly rich example of how Rose used humor to draw attention to, yet create a distance 

from, her shortcomings in the Arabic classroom. Recorded during the Shoots-and-Ladders game 

activity in the fifth week of the program, Rose, in a relatively short period of time, constructs 

three jokes about her Arabic speaking abilities. Nathaniel’s participation in the joking activity 

decreases with each subsequent joke. The episode is reproduced in its entirety below, to give a 

sense of the trajectory of Rose’s joking and Nathaniel’s reactions, but in order to understand each 

joke as a mini-sequence, the transcript has been divided roughly by the boundaries of each joke. 

Overall, the excerpt takes place within a single “turn” of the game. Nathaniel lands on the space 

that represented the expression aqal min/أقل من, or less than. After landing on the space, he has 

difficulty placing the expression and coming up with an appropriate sentence, although in 

lines 21-22, he manages to do so. In between line 2, when he reads the vocabulary word, and 

lines 21-22, when he constructs his sentence, Rose drives the interaction, focusing on humor 

based on her perceived failings as a student of Arabic, specifically in contrast to Nathaniel. 
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Transcript 16: Shoots and Ladders 3/Three Jokes (Week 5) 

1 Rose:  Nathaniel:, 
2 Nathaniel: aqa[l aqal]  aqal [min] 

less  less   less than 
3 Rose:    [ena ena]  [ena] hunak 

                 I   I             I   here 
4 Nathaniel: [hhh 
5 Rose:  [hethe means ena [ata]kalam el arabi[yahh ]kahhhthir, better thahh- 

              this means I talk the Arabic more, better than 
              This means I speak Arabic more, better than 

6 Nathaniel:   [hh]   [hh hh] 
7 Sunny:      [hh hh] 
8 Rose:  ena, like ena, ena- 

         I,    like I,  I- 
9 Nathaniel: mumte:z. 

              excellent. 
10 Rose:  ena a3rif kathirin arabi↑ya↓ like, this this is what it means.  

         I know (1st sg present) a lot Arabic 
      11   the ga:hhme has spoken. 

12 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. 
         good. 

13 ((Rose and Nathaniel laugh))  
14 Nathaniel: u:m a- aq- aqalla, aqalla min, u:hm  

15   ((consults textbook) °less than° aqal min, u:m a:h, 
16 Rose:  ena arif aqalla min Arabiya 

         I know (1st sg present) less than Arabic 
17 Nathaniel: na3m, 

              yes, 
18 Rose:  than, enta? na3m? 

          you? yes? 
19 Nathaniel: u:hm, na3m. u:m 

          yes. 
20 ((Nathaniel coughs)) 
21 Nathaniel: na3m. u:hm, a:h, aqalla min u:hm, aqalla min a3shara tullab, fii 

              yes. u:hm, a:h, less than u:hm, less than ten students, in  
              jemi3ati, u:h yedrusun el lughrata el a3rabiyeta. 
      university (possessive), u:h study (3rd masc pl) the Arabic language. 

22 Rose:  jayyid, 
         good, 
 
 The first section of the interaction, starting at line 1 and continuing until line 13, begins 

with Rose trying to attract Nathaniel’s attention by calling his name. Nathaniel is, in line 2, 

repeating the target vocabulary word; in line 3, concurrent with line 2, Rose continues with her 

attempt to gain Nathaniel’s attention. By the end of line 3, she had establishes joint attention and 

begins her joke (ena ena ena hunak), drawing attention to the fact that she is further along in the 

game than he is, and in line 5 (concurrent with Nathaniel’s laughter in line 4) proffers an (ironic) 
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interpretation that her place on the game board is representative of her proficiency in spoken 

Arabic. Even without the larger context of previous interactions in the classroom, where Rose 

had established pattern of speaking in English, displaying reluctance to participate in Arabic, and 

performing displays of ignorance, Rose’s contribution is interpretable as a display of irony, in 

which she deliberately constructs a representation of herself as better at speaking Arabic than 

Nathaniel. However, it is also interpretable as such divorced from that rich context—at line 6, 

she begins to laugh (thahh-). The laughter is then taken up by Nathaniel (and me). Rose 

continues with her joking (ena, like ena, ena-), albeit with multiple self-repairs. Nathaniel then 

offers a positive assessment (mumte:z), which is often used to close a sequence. Nathaniel shifts 

his gaze to the gameboard, not meeting Rose’s gaze. 

Transcript 16: Shoots and Ladders 3/Aqall Min (Week 5) 

1 Rose:  Nathaniel:, 
2 Nathaniel: aqa[l aqal]  aqal [min] 

less  less   less than 
3 Rose:    [ena ena]  [ena] hunak 

                 I   I             I   here 
4 Nathaniel: [hhh 
5 Rose:  [hethe means ena [ata]kalam el arabi[yahh ]kahhhthir, better thahh- 

              this means I talk the Arabic more, better than 
              This means I speak Arabic more, better than 

6 Nathaniel:   [hh]   [hh hh] 
7 Sunny:      [hh hh] 
8 Rose:  ena, like ena, ena- 

         I,    like I,  I- 
9 Nathaniel: mumte:z. 

              excellent. 
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Figure 3 - Gaze at First Joke 

  

Although Nathaniel continues to laugh at Rose’s joke, his attention turns to the board, and as can 

be seen in the above picture, is focused on the activity of the game (holding his game piece, 

looking at the board). 

 Despite Nathaniel’s signals that the joke sequence has ended, Rose continues with a 

reiteration of the joke, although this time, she expands the scope of her game-based claims (ena 

a3rif kathiirin el arabiya, or I know a lot of Arabic); then, highlighting the contradictory nature 

of her claims, she switches to English (like, this is what it means). Nathaniel’s gaze still remains 

focused on the board, although he does continue his affiliative laughter. Rose continues her turn, 

as she articulates the epistemic source of her claims of superior Arabic (the ga:hhme has spoken). 

With this utterance, she places responsibility for this knowledge on the game and her position on 

the board. Nathaniel once again attempts to close the sequence with another evaluative token 
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(6oyyib, good); although Nathaniel engages in affiliative laughter with Rose during this second 

joke, his gaze and attention are not directed to Rose. Although the second joke is linked to the 

first joke in content and Rose’s turn-taking, Nathaniel’s attempts to close the joke sequences 

offer an interpretation that these are three separate joke-telling sequences. Also noteworthy in the 

analysis of these first two joke sequences that Nathaniel downgraded his sequence-closing 

evaluation from the first joke to the second (mumte:z, excellent to 6oyyib, good). Additionally, 

the first closer was lengthened (mumte:z), while the second was not (6oyyib), indicating more 

emphasis, and by extension, more engagement in the first joke sequence over the second. This is, 

as I have previously argued, supported by Nathaniel’s gaze, which is not turned to the 

interactional work at hand, but rather the pedagogical activity (the gameboard). 

Transcript 17: Ena A3rif Kathirin Arabiya (Week 5) 

10 Rose:  ena a3rif kathirin arabi↑ya↓ like, this this is what it means.  
         I know (1st sg present) a lot Arabic 
      11   the ga:hhme has spoken. 

12 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. 
         good. 

13 ((Rose and Nathaniel laugh))  
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Figure 4 - Second Joke Gaze and Laughter 

 

 

 The third and final joke is embedded within Nathaniel’s work to complete his turn at the 

game. Beginning in line 14, Nathaniel initiates a topic change (from Rose’s humorous takes on 

her Arabic prowess to the target vocabulary word, أقل من). He struggles with the word, eventually 

looking up the word in the textbook and repeating its English gloss. In line 16, Rose constructs a 

sentence, ena arif aqalla min arabiya (I know less than Arabic). Rose’s contribution is heard by 

Nathaniel as a legitimate attempt to use the target expression in a novel sentence, as we can see 

from Nathaniel’s continuer (na3m,) in line 17, encouraging Rose to finish her sentence. He does 

not laugh nor give any other cue that he interpreted her sentence as anything other than part of 

the activity. Rose, either because Nathaniel did not interpret her joke as a joke, because she 

encounters grammatical trouble in constructing her sentence (min functions much like than does 
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in English comparisons), or both, is tentative in finishing her utterance (than, enta? na3m?). 

Nathaniel’s response in line 19 indicates that he had difficulty formulating what he considered to 

be an appropriate response to Rose’s turns—consisting of a yes (na3m), but sandwiched in 

between two elongated discourse markers (u:hm and u:m, respectively). Nathaniel’s gaze 

remains fixed on the gameboard. Nathaniel then excuses himself and began to cough (he had 

suffered a bad cold and felt the effects for a few weeks after). After coughing, he resumes the 

work he began in line 14. He constructs a sentence using the aqalla min expression, which Rose 

then assesses positively (jayyid, good). It was the third joke, with the weakest amount of 

alignment from Nathaniel, that allowed him to finally take control of the conversation and focus 

it back on the game. However, this only occurred after Rose’s jokes, directed at her weaknesses 

in Arabic, received little uptake from Nathaniel. Although he had given signals, particularly 

through his gaze, that he was at least partially ambivalent about Rose’s jokes at her own expense, 

it was Rose’s more overt commentary on her failings in the Arabic classroom that resulted in the 

weakest affiliation. As Pomerantz (1984) noted, in instances of self-deprecation, alignment is not 

as straightforward as it is in other assessment sequences. In line 19, we can see evidence of 

Nathaniel balancing the demands of aligning with his co-participant, yet not reinforcing Rose’s 

self-deprecation. Although recognizing the shape of Rose’s first two jokes is predicated on the 

ironic interpretation of prowess in the board game, I would argue that the irony offers enough of 

a distance that allowed Nathaniel to laugh with Rose without laughing at Rose in a way that 

would cause the alignment issues that occur for participants when faced with self-deprecating 

humor (Pomerantz, 1984). 
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Transcript 18: Shoots and Ladders 4/Aqalla Min (Week 5) 

 14 Nathaniel: u:m a- aq- aqalla, aqalla min, u:hm  

15   ((consults textbook) °less than° aqal min, u:m a:h, 
16 Rose:  ena arif aqalla min Arabiya 

         I know (1st sg present) less than Arabic 
17 Nathaniel: na3m, 

              yes, 
18 Rose:  than, enta? na3m? 

          you? yes? 
19 Nathaniel: u:hm, na3m. u:m 

          yes. 
20 ((Nathaniel coughs)) 
21 Nathaniel: na3m. u:hm, a:h, aqalla min u:hm, aqalla min a3shara tullab, fii 

              yes. u:hm, a:h, less than u:hm, less than ten students, in  
              jemi3ati, u:h yedrusun el lughrata el a3rabiyeta. 
      university (possessive), u:h study (3rd masc pl) the Arabic language. 

22 Rose:  jayyid, 
         good, 
 

Figure 5 - Third Joke Gaze and Laughter 

 

What is significant about all three jokes is that Rose not only used her own perceived 

shortcomings as part of her Bad-at-Arabic persona, she also used these jokes to craft and reify 
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Nathaniel as someone who was Good-at-Arabic. Thus, her interactional practices were not 

merely to enact her own identity, but to co-construct a counter identity of a “good student”, 

which she assigned to Nathaniel. 

 In the excerpt below, recorded a week later, Rose and the instructor engaged in some 

light banter during the transition between activities. After some back and forth about the easiness 

of the new lesson, Rose states that she is faking her lack of Arabic knowledge (ena faking). At 

this juncture (line 18), Rose’s stance goes from largely affiliative (although her commentary in 

lines 6 and 8 could be interpreted otherwise, the instructor did not treat it as such), to 

oppositional. The instructor then asks for a definition for the word “faking”, which she does not 

recognize. Another student provides her with a definition (لیس صحیح, laysa 9a7ii7, not true), 

which the instructor repeats. This occurrs concurrently with Rose’s repetition of her original 

claim, “ena faking”. Rose then expands her claim that she is faking by saying, “laysa sa7ii that 

la afham” (it isn’t true that I don’t understand), to which the instructor laughs. Rose then 

continues “le afham. It’s all an act”. The instructor’s response to is was to offer an invocation 

against the evil eye (as seen in an excerpt in the previous chapter), which is directed to Rose, 

using the address particle ya (یا). 

Transcript 19: Sahel Jidden (Week 6) 

1 Ustetha: el a:n, shay2 jadeed,  
   Now, a new thing 
2 Rose:  (°oowa°)   
3 Ustetha: heh heh ha ha (0.2) .hh sahel jidden 
       Easy very 
4 Rose:  .hhh 
5 Ustetha: wallahi.  
   By God. 
6 Rose:  na3m 
7 Ustetha sahel jidden. 
   Easy very 
8 Rose:  sure. 
9 (4.2) 
10 Ustetha: ta3ban ta3ban 
   Of course of course 
11 ((students murmuring and chuckling)) 
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12 ((instructor writes on the board – 4.3 seconds)) 
13 Rose:  ku:↑l shay, sahal. 
   Everything is easy 
14 Ustetha: kul shay bil[a3rabiya sahel.] 
   Everything in Arabic is easy 
15 Rose:    [kul, shay, sahel] 
16 Rose:  sahal jidden. 
   Very easy 
17 Ustetha: jidden jidden 
   Very very 

→ 18 Rose:  ena faking this 
19 Ustetha: faking? ma ma3na. 
    What does that mean 
20 Rose:  [ena faking] 
21 Student: [laysa sa7ii]  
22 Ustetha: [laysa 9a7ii7?] 
   It’s not correct? 
23 Rose:  laysa sa7ii that [la afham-  
   It’s not correct that I don’t underst- 
24 Ustetha:    [hhh hhhh 
25 Rose:  -le afham it's all an act. 
   I don’t understand it’s all an act 
26 Ustetha: masha2allah, ya Rose 
   What God has willed, Rose 

 

In this sequence, as in the extended joke sequence, Rose implicitly acknowledged her 

counterproductive practices in the classroom; however, in this episode, she claimed to be 

engaged in these practices as an act. The instructor’s use of the masha2allah is, as in the example 

in the previous chapter, an admonition to Rose to avoid these anti-social practices that went 

against the norms of the classroom. Unlike in that previous example, where Rose’s license to 

participate in the classroom activity was challenged in some way by another student, here Rose 

participated in a manner that was well within the norms of the classroom—in particular, she used 

Arabic and supported (albeit ambiguously) the instructor’s claim that the next activity would be 

sahel jidden. When Rose changed her claim to the Arabic-English hybrid ena faking, she was no 

longer aligned with accepted practices. Although this claim would seem to be contrary to her in-

class identity as being Bad-at-Arabic, it is similar to her earlier claims during the Shoots-and-

Ladders activity when she claimed to be better at speaking Arabic, as well as having a lot of 
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Arabic language knowledge. Additionally, the Rose-as-Joker aspect of her Bad-at-Arabic 

classroom persona was grounded in her disregard for the norms of classroom practices (speaking 

English instead of Arabic) and her lack of seriousness regarding the work of the classroom 

(learning Arabic), as well as a form of “carnival” (in the Bakhtinian sense), where she found 

space to say that which she did not otherwise dare. 

 “Look at Me, Knowing Stuff” 

Rose would also demonstrate her “bad at Arabic” persona through a performance of 

amazement when she provided a correct answer. In the first excerpt, from week 5, she does this 

twice in two turns. She proffers a candidate response, and when receiving confirmation from the 

instructor, switches to English with an assessment of her correct answer. She extends the final 

word in her utterance (tha:t, referring to her answer). After Nathaniel’s positive assessment of 

her contribution, she reiterates surprise at knowing the answer (look at me, knowing stuff). 

Transcript 20: Mumkin Wahid (Week 5) 

 
 1 Nathaniel: oh na3m shokran. hm. 
     Oh yes thank you  
 2 Rose:  3adad, mumkin, wahid, na3m? na3m. look at tha:t. 
     To consider maybe, one, yes? Yes.  
 3 Nathaniel: ah, na3m. 
     Oh, yes. 
 4 Rose:  look at me, knowing stuff. 
 5 Nathaniel: hh hh a3dadtu? 
      I considered? 
 

In another excerpt, this time from week 6, Rose provides a correct response. In the next 

turn, the instructor gives her positive feedback (brav. mumtez.). Rose then expresses wonder at 

getting the right answer (look at me, knowing stuff). The instructor reaffirms her positive 

assessment. Rose’s next turn is worth noting: in response to the instructor’s positive feedback, 

mumtez, or excellent, Rose contests the instructor’s feedback (what?), then downgrades the 

feedback (JAYyid, or good). It is unclear from the sequence whether Rose’s self-assessment is a 
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deliberate downgrading (from excellent to good), is a model of the level of enthusiasm desired 

(with the emphasis on the first syllable), or is a misunderstanding of the strength of both mumtez 

and jayyid. Regardless of her specific rationale for providing an alternative evaluation, Rose 

downgrades (either intentionally or accidentally) the evaluation for her own contribution. 

However, in line 5, she draws attention to the correctness of her response by evaluating it in 

English, and explicitly drawing attention to herself (look at me). It is also significant in the light 

of other instances where she provided the correct answer but claimed ignorance of how she 

arrived at the targeted form. Here, instead of framing Arabic knowledge as something to be 

guessed at (it’s infu9ula and I don’t know why, like I think I’m making stuff up) or privileging 

grammar over content (these sentences don’t mean anything/I treat them like an equation), Rose 

claimed an epistemic stance of “knowing” the answer, as opposed to privileging form over 

meaning to guess the right answer. Yet even with this claim, she positioned this achievement as 

noteworthy, something to draw attention to. Thus, even in a situation where Rose’s interactions 

fit within the goals of the classroom (demonstrating comprehension and speaking skills in 

Arabic, active participation in the class activity), she reframed her behavior as aberrant, using 

English to not only highlight her achievement, but to do so in a way that deviated from approved 

classroom practices. Finally, Rose “corrected” the instructor’s positive assessment, downgrading 

it from “excellent” to “good”. Again, it is unclear whether Rose did this intentionally; either way, 

it’s particularly poignant—she either knowingly judged her own performance more harshly than 

the instructor, or she inadvertently undercut her own performance as being worthy of note. 
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Transcript 21: What? JAYyid (Week 6) 

 
1 Rose:  ana no ena.  
   I no I 
2 Ustetha: ena. 
   I 
3 Rose:  ustetha mafrul bi? 
   Professor (fem) is the direct object? 
4 Ustetha: brav. mumtez. 
   Bravo. Excellent. 
5 Rose:  look at me, knowing stuff, 
6 Ustetha: mumte::z. 
   Excellent. 
7 Rose:  what? JAYyid. 
    Good. 
8 Ustetha: wa hetha wa hetha. 
   And that and that 

 

 “Mithl Nathaniel”: Good Student, Bad Student 

 It would have been difficult for Rose to position herself as Bad-at-Arabic without 

someone who would serve as Rose’s analogous exemplar as Good-at-Arabic. For Rose, 

Nathaniel served that purpose. In my analyses of recordings in the early weeks, Nathaniel 

struggled as much as Rose did. However, Nathaniel unambiguously aligned with the work of the 

program—he volunteered in class, took interactional risks, and adhered to the language pledge. 

Nathaniel’s classroom practices were only part of his identity as Rose’s antithesis; Rose reified 

Nathaniel’s “good” identity to support her “bad” one. This can be seen in the extended joke 

sequence analyzed earlier in the chapter. Part of the humor Rose drew on in the first two jokes 

relied on an understanding of Nathaniel as Good-at-Arabic in addition to Rose as Bad-at-Arabic. 

In the third joke, Rose switched her joke linchpin from the ironic to the straightforward—

explicitly remarking on her inferior Arabic language ability.  

 Another element of Rose’s Bad-at-Arabic person relied on her oppositional stance in the 

classroom; as a consequence, Nathaniel’s consistent alignment with classroom practices and 

goals was also used by Rose in constructing the binary of Rose = bad student, Nathaniel = good 
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student. Although Rose showed great agency in crafting this type of identity work, this was, as 

the Heritage and Goodwin quote at the beginning of this chapter illustrates, a collective, 

negotiated effort. To demonstrate how this was done in the Advanced Beginner classroom, two 

excerpts, from the Shoots-and-Ladders activity in week 5, are analyzed—the first focuses on an 

extended interaction between Nathaniel and the instructor, and the second looks at an interaction 

between Rose and the instructor. An interesting feature of these two excerpts is how the 

participants reify the identities of Rose as Bad-at-Arabic and Nathaniel as Good-at-Arabic. 

 In the first excerpt below, Nathaniel has landed on gha9’iba (غضب), or to be angry, on the 

board. His two-part turn begins with him working out (out loud) the meaning of the vocabulary 

word, as well as its accompanying preposition. The instructor is standing by, but is not, at first, 

an active participant in the interaction. Rose jumps in with her own sentence, ena gha9’iba min 

hetha sof (I’m angry at this class). Rose’s sentence reinforces her identity work as an 

oppositional member of the language class. Here, she expresses that she was angry, specifically 

at the Arabic classroom. Interestingly, although Rose does not correctly conjugate the verb 

(leaving it in 3rd person masculine singular past, which is the default form presented in the 

textbook’s vocabulary lists), she does use the correct preposition, contrary to Nathaniel’s 

previous turn. Although this would seemingly undercut Rose’s performance as an oppositional 

student who is Bad-at-Arabic, it highlights how much of Rose’s identity, and by extension, 

Nathaniel’s, is co-constructed, not on the basis of linguistic accuracy, but rather alignment with 

the practices and goals of the classroom. Rose’s declaration of anger towards the Arabic 

classroom appears to shock the instructor; she gasps. The instructor’s gasp was follows by a 

smile from Rose, which results in the instructor’s gasp evolving into laughter. At the same time, 

Nathaniel repeats the word, seemingly not implicated in Rose and the instructor’s interaction 
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around the gha9’iba min hetha sof statement. Rose then reasserts (the first assertion being her 

smile) that her ire is not directed at the instructor (el SOF LAYSA EL USTE:THA), with Rose 

emphasizing this through volume (almost the entirety of her utterance) and length (uste:tha, or 

female professor). This results in the oath articulated by the instructor and the affiliative laughter 

from the entire group. This joint laughter lasts for three seconds. 

 Nathaniel introduces a topic change in the waning of the group’s laughter (6oyyib) and 

asks for clarification on which preposition to use. Then, as Nathaniel practices the vocabulary 

word with the correct preposition, Rose once again creates another sentence with the target word. 

This time, Rose broadens her scope from the Arabic class to the whole world (line 13). This 

hyperbolic statement receives a chuckle from both Nathaniel and the instructor, but then 

Nathaniel begins his sentence, which is a multi-turn narrative about him and his brother, and how 

his brother would get angry at him when they would swim (lines 14-24). 

Transcript 22: Gha9’iba Min (Week 5) 

1 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. arba3a ((moves his piece four spaces)) gha:9'iba. a:h,  
     good. four an:gry. a:h, 

2 gha9'iba, u:h adhunu fii angry at? u:m 
angry, u:h think (1st sg) #in angry at? u:m 
angry, I think it’s angry at?  

3 Rose:  ena gha9'iba min hetha sof. 
        I angry(3rd masc sg past) from this class. 
        I am angry at this class. 
4 Ustetha: .hhh  [hhh hhh hhh] 
5 Nathaniel:  [gha9’iba? gh]a9’iba? 

angry? 
7 Rose:  el SOF LAYSA EL USTE:THA, hhhh 

the CLASS NOT THE TEA:CHER 
8 Ustetha: wALLAH hh hhi 

Dear God 
9 ((laughter from Ustetha, Nathaniel Rose, and me)) 
10 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. gha9'iba, fii? 

good. angry, in? 
11 Ustetha: gha9'iba min. 

angry from. 
12 Nathaniel: min? gha9'iba min, to be angry at, u:h 

from? angry from, to be angry at, u:h 
13 Rose:  gha9'iba min kul a3lim. 

angry (3rd masc sg past) from all world. 
      I’m angry at the whole world 
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14 Nathaniel: [hh hh hh hh u:]m, a:h endema kuntu 9aghir, la3btu ma ekhii, 
when be (1st sg past) small, play (1st sg past)with my brother, 
When I was little, I played with my brother 

 15 Ustetha: [hh hh hh hh] 
16 Nathaniel: wa la:kin, wa da2iman a:h seb7a seba7a? 

but, and always a:h swim (3rd sg masc past) swim (3rd sg masc past)? 
but and he always swam 

17 Ustetha: seba7a, brav. 
         swim (3rd sg past), bravo. 

He swam, good. 
18 Nathaniel: wa da2iman seba7a, 
        and always swim (3rd masc sg past), 
        and he always swam 
19 Ustetha: wa da2iman yesba7. 
        and always swim (3rd masc sg present) 

and he was always swimming 
20 Nathaniel: wa da2iman yesba7, a::h, u:m, a:h yukhtib? 

and always swim (3rd masc sg present), a::h, u:m, a:h #angry 
and he was always swimming and angry 

21 Ustetha: yagh9'ub, 
angry (3rd masc sg present) 

22 Nathaniel: ah. huwa da2iman ah ah wa lekin huwa da2iman gha9'iba, gha9'iba 
he always ah ah and but he always angry (3rd masc sg past) angry 
he was always angry   

23 minni 
with me 

24 Ustetha: limetha, 
why 

25 Nathaniel: um ena la6ifa wa ena ((waves hands)) aaaa: 
um I nice and I  
I am nice and I 

26 Ustetha: he he he he wa enta rajul wa lesta 6ifl. 
         and you man and not child. 

and you’re a man and not a child. 
27 ((Ustetha and Nathaniel laugh)) 
28 Nathaniel: hh shokra↓n hh 

thank you<1 
  

The implicit identity work in this section of the interaction can be found in Nathaniel’s 

lengthy narrative and the instructor’s use of her participation to not only confirm or correct the 

morphosyntax of Nathaniel’s sentences, but also to model a narrative style in MSA that uses the 

present tense after an initial past tense verb to indicate the past imperfect. This particular 

rhetorical strategy is taught much later in the Al-Kitaab curriculum. Nathaniel was able to model 

back this twice, but reverted back to the past tense. However, the instructor’s contribution 

aligned with her stated pedagogical philosophy that privileged communication and 
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communicative practices over a more formal grammar-centric model. The goal appeared to be 

not to teach Nathaniel this narrative structure, but to expose him to it, priming him to recognize 

and eventually use it on his own. At the end of Nathaniel’s narrative, the instructor responded not 

to the successful completion of the narrative, but on its content (limetha, why). After Nathaniel 

gave an explanation for his brother’s anger, which was one part irony (ena la6if) and one part 

gesture (waving his hands, signifying roughhousing physicality) to compensate for insufficient 

Arabic to construct an explanation, the instructor’s closing comment, once again, did not contain 

a closing evaluation, but a comment on the content of Nathaniel’s story. This comment, wa enta 

rajul lestu 6ifl (and you’re a man and not a child), highlights both that the Nathaniel of the tale 

has grown up and would no longer engage in that specific behavior, and implies that the present-

day Nathaniel would not engage in behavior that would anger another. 

Thus, we see that Rose managed to enact her oppositional identity (a person who is angry 

at the Arabic class and is, in fact, angry at the whole world). More importantly, however, we see 

that Nathaniel enacts an affiliative identity, through his focus on the task (by initiating topic 

changes when Rose enacted her oppositional identity) and by his construction of a jumla 6aweela 

(long sentence), which allowed the instructor to model more advanced aspects of Arabic and to 

comment on the content of Nathaniel’s narrative. What then comes out of this interaction is a 

shift from a strict IRE classroom sequence, although there are certainly elements of IRE in the 

exchange, to an interaction that is closer to naturally-occurring conversation. It is worth noting 

that at the end of the interaction, the instructor offered no explicit evaluation (although there was 

some evaluation in the middle of the narrative). Counterintuitively, this indicates that the 

instructor was particularly pleased with the interaction. Although the two maintain their roles as 
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student and teacher, the interactional difference between them contracts slightly, reinforcing 

Nathaniel’s in-class identity as being Good-at-Arabic. 

In the second excerpt, which occurred nearly 30 minutes later during the same activity, 

Rose and the instructor are the main co-participants, with Nathaniel playing a minimal role. A 

striking feature of this excerpt with Rose, in comparison with the earlier excerpt featuring 

Nathaniel, is that both excerpts share similar features—Rose and Nathaniel engage in many of 

the same interactional practices, including initiating self-repair, using the English discourse 

marker “um”, and ending turns with a rising tone to encourage instructor feedback. There are, 

however, two differences. The first is one of scale—Nathaniel’s turns were longer, although 

Rose took more turns. Related to this, the second difference is the effect on the instructor’s 

contributions based on the qualities of the turns the students crafted. As I previously argued, both 

the shape of Nathaniel’s turns and the instructor’s responses shifted the dynamic from a 

pedagogical interaction to more of a conversational one. Thus, while Nathaniel took fewer turns 

than Rose, he spoke more during those turns, and the instructor’s turns were quite short by 

comparison. However, Rose’s turn lengths are quite short; whereas Nathaniel’s turns are 

composed of multi-turn units, Rose extends a single utterance across several, short turns.  

The turning point in this excerpt is at line 18, after the instructor’s evaluation. As Rose 

ends her contribution, she switches to English (line 16) and flounders, apparently seeking 

guidance on what to do. The instructor then offers a positive evaluation (mumtez), but as she is 

about to offer feedback (which is partially obscured by Rose in the recording), Rose jumps in, 

and reminiscent of the excerpt analyzed earlier where Rose asserted that the Arabic sentences in 

the homework “didn’t mean anything” and the instructor unleashed a torrent of negation, Rose 

unleashes her own torrent of negation. This is not in response to the instructor’s feedback, which 
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in part, classified the sentence as basee6 (بسیط, simple), as we can verify by the rest of Rose’s 

turn. She understands that her sentence fell short of the stated goal of the activity (although the 

majority of her sentences in the game were single-clause sentences), and in fact, negates the 

instructor’s positive evaluation of the sentence. That she talks over the instructor’s additional 

feedback indicates that Rose does know what was not “mumtez” about her sentence, and this is 

confirmed by the content of what follows: ena uhibb jumla 6aweela (I like a long sentence). The 

instructor chuckles and agrees with Rose—ene ureed ei9’an (I want [one] too). Rose’s following 

turn is plaintive and poignant—ena UREED jumla 6aweela mithl NATHANIEL (I want a long 

sentence like Nathaniel). Here, we see that not only did Rose understand the goal of the game 

and understand when she fell short, she wanted to achieve this goal—constructing multiple 

clause sentences using the vocabulary. Moreover, her model of a student who is able to achieve 

all this is Nathaniel, thereby reinforcing the binary of Rose = Bad-at-Arabic/Nathaniel = Good-

at-Arabic. 

Transcript 23: Jumla 6aweela Mithl Nathaniel (Week 5) 

1 Rose:  ghayr- yugh- 
   To change (transitive) 
2 Ustetha: ghayyera. 
   To change (transitive) 
3 Nathaniel: ghayye[ra. 
   To change (transitive) 
4 Rose:   [ghyerra. gh[yerra. 
    To change to change 
5 Nathaniel:    [gheyera. 
      To change 
6 Rose:  u:m (0.7) ena (2.2)aghay:er? 
    I change? 
7 Ustetha: brav. ughayyeru, 
   Bravo. I change, 
8 Rose:  uhr ena (0.3) ghay yer tu? 
     I changed? 
9 Ustetha: brav. 
   Bravo. 
10 Rose:  ghayertu el el mulabis, 
   I changed the the clothes 
11 Ustetha: mm, 
12 (1.4) 
13 Rose:  um fi el saba7? 
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     In the morning? 
14 Ustetha: brav. 
   Bravo. 
15 (0.5) 
16 Rose:  °like° that's just- 
17 Ustetha: mumte:z wa [(   basee6 bisebub)  

    Excellent and (  simple because)    
18 Rose:    [le le le le ena uhib jumla 6aweela.  
     No no no no I like a long sentence 
19 Ustetha: hh hh ene ureed ei9'an. 
    I want (that) too 
20 Rose:  ena UREED jumla 6aweela mithl NATHANIEL. 
   I want a long sentence like Nathaniel. 
21 Ustetha: (6oyyib.) yalla ya Rose 
22 Rose:  okay. u::m, ena okay. ena, u7ibb, ahgheer, 
   okay. u::m, I okay. I, like I change 
23 Ustetha: brav. 
   bravo. 
24 Rose:  ahgh:ee:r el muad- el modua3 ena edrus fii el jami3at 
   I change the sub- the subject I study in the universities 
25   lienna en al a:n, ena le uhibb el arabiya. 
   because that no:w, I don’t like Arabic. 
26 Usetha: °wallahi?° 
   swear to God? 
27 Rose:  n- le le. le.  
   n- no no. no. 
28 Ustetha: laysa wallahi? 
   Not swear to God? 
29 Rose:  le le, laysa wallahi. fuq6 fuqt el jumla. 
   No no, not swear to God. Only only the sentence. 
 

 The instructor sanctions Rose’s opportunity to craft a new sentence, and she makes 

another attempt. Her new sentence is no longer “basee6”, but the content of the sentence is about 

how Rose no longer likes Arabic, so she changes what she studies at the university. The 

instructor, much like in the excerpt with Nathaniel, responds not with an evaluation, but follow-

up on the content. Her wallahi is quiet, timid. Much like the earlier excerpt, when Rose jumped 

in during Nathaniel’s turn and claimed to be angry at the Arabic class, Rose’s topic choice of no 

longer liking Arabic reinforces her earlier performance of an oppositional identity. However, in 

the face of the instructor’s wallahi, Rose modifies her stance by claiming that her sentence isn’t 

true, it is just a sentence. These two excerpts raise a paradox about Rose’s classroom practices—

although she was persistent in her enactment of an oppositional identity, she quickly modified or 

retracted explicit negative stances toward studying Arabic. I would argue that this indicates that 
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most of Rose’s classroom interactional practices were subconscious; she certainly knew which 

practices were preferred. Having been a successful student in the past, and having been bilingual 

before she began to study Arabic, Rose would likely have been able to understand the difference 

between productive and unproductive classroom practices. What her follow-up sentence, as well 

as her proclamations to have been angry at Arabic class/the whole world, indicate is that Rose 

used humor to mitigate feelings of insecurity. 

It is telling that Rose’s oppositional stance manifested primarily in the shape of her turns, 

secondarily in her preference for English over Arabic, and in general, only obliquely through the 

content of her utterances. Even in instances like the Week 5 excerpt, when Rose stated that the 

sentences in the homework had no meaning, the expression of negative assessments vis-à-vis 

Arabic was still covert, rather than overt. However, Rose’s stance in that interaction did draw a 

rebuke from the instructor. The stronger, more explicit statements of discontent with the Arabic 

classroom or with the language as a whole, once expressed, were then challenged, usually by the 

instructor. In those instances, Rose would retreat from her original statement. 

 This is why Rose’s identity as a “joker” is salient across her different genres of 

resistance. Her use of humor functioned similarly to her use of English—although not the locus 

of her resistance itself, both English and humor served as a medium for transmitting opposition. 

Humor served a different purpose than English in that humor can be used as a vehicle for telling 

unpleasant truths. Rose’s persistence in taking oppositional stances in the classroom aside, when 

it came to challenges, Rose could be convinced to back down. It seems likely that even she was 

not quite ready to admit to the instructor, or possibly herself, the extent of her negativity towards 

Arabic. Yet even as she walked back from her more explicit statements, her negative attitude was 

in fact implicitly understood by the members of the Advanced Beginner community. That Rose 
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became a polarizing figure to some of her classmates, to the extent that they refused to work with 

her, or complained about her in class behavior to the instructors, can serve as evidence to a claim 

that, despite Rose’s assertion that her desire to stop studying Arabic was fuqt el jumla, her 

practices in the classroom transmitted the same information as durably, if not more so, than if she 

had constantly and consistently claimed to hate Arabic. 

You Are What You Know: Epistemic Statuses and Stances 

 Epistemic stances are the practices used by participants to display or express claims to 

knowledge. These knowledge claims are grounded in each participant’s epistemic status(es), 

which include:  a) what the knowledge is, b) how it is known, c) how definite this knowledge is 

(how knowable it is), d) how sure the participant is of the knowledge, and e) how recently the 

participant has come by this knowledge (Heritage, 2012). Thus, epistemic stances are the 

enactment of a participant’s epistemic status, as it relates to the context of the interaction—how 

well aligned a participant’s claim to knowledge is within the domain of knowledge salient in the 

interaction, as well as its compatibility with the epistemic status(es) of the other participant(s). 

Both epistemic statuses and their enactment as epistemic stances are contingent, and rely on 

other participants to ratify them through alignment. To give a concrete example of the 

interrelatedness of epistemic statuses, epistemic stances, and epistemic congruence (the taking up 

of a participant’s epistemic stance as valid), it is useful to reexamine the brief excerpt from 

week 5 regarding relative clauses.  

Transcript 13: These Sentences Don’t Mean Anything (Week 5) 

1 Ustetha: alethi ureedu en aqulu, na7nu fiila3lum nureed- 
   That which I want to say we in the world we want  
2   netekellum akthar. ya3nni kalam endema endema 
   We say more. It means speaking when when 
3 Rose:  just remember those sentences don't mean anything.  
4   that's what i [do, (well you know, treat them like an equation] 
5 Ustetha:    [le le le le le le]  
      No no no no no no 
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6   ROSE yejib en nefham yejiib en nefham en nefham  
   Rose, it is necessary that we understand it is necessary that we understand we understand 
7   endema entum- seyetekelemun ma3 hetha. hetha laysa  
   When you people will speak with this. This isn’t 
8   faqu6 fii kitaaba fii kalaam ena qabaltu nathaniel. 
   Only in writing in speaking I met nathaniel.  
9   men nathaniel. nathaniel alethi yedrus ma3ii fii 
   Who’s Nathaniel. Nathaniel who studies with me in  
10   binayat filmore. ishtara3ytu fusta:n. ay fustan, el 
   Filmore building. I bought a dress. Which dress? The  
11   fustan alethi ishtaraytuhu ems (fi)suq. 
   Dress which I bought (it) yesterday at the market. 

 

The participants include a student who had asked a question about relative clauses, the instructor, 

and Rose. Because the original student had not arrived at the correct answer in an in-class 

activity, nor did the student understand the grammar involved in the construction of the relative 

clause discussed before the start of the sequence, Rose positioned herself as having a higher 

epistemic status than her classmate. This relatively elevated epistemic status is connected to her 

privileging her identity as being Good-at-Math, which she refers to in her epistemic stance, as 

displayed in line 4 (that’s what I [do, well you know, treat them like an equation]). The 

enactment of this stance, as part of an in-class identity as being Good-at-Math, exists in 

opposition to the in-class identity as being Bad-at-Arabic. The corresponding epistemic stance 

can be seen in line 3, in the utterance “just remember those sentences don’t mean anything”, 

indicating not knowing (or caring) what the meaning of Arabic sentences are; in fact, Rose goes 

so far as to claim, through her deployment of a particular epistemic stance, that the sentences 

may be unknowable, as they do not have any meaning. It could be that Rose merely meant that 

her stance is connected only to a status of not knowing the meaning of sentences, not that no one 

could know the meaning of the sentences. However, the instructor challenges both Rose’s stance 

and the acceptability of an epistemic status where sentences in Arabic have no meaning. Thus, 

we can see that Rose enacts particular claims to knowledge; these claims are not supported by 

the instructor, who finds them problematic to her own stated goal of privileging communication 
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over grammar for grammar’s sake. Rose’s status and stance are not congruent with the 

instructor’s understanding of the purpose of language learning. Through the instructor’s 

utterances, she rejects Rose’s oppositional epistemic status and stance. 

 In the next sequence, previously discussed in this chapter, Rose displays a stance of 

“knowing” the correct answer; this stance, however, is one she acknowledges as problematic 

from a perspective of epistemic congruence—although her stance is that the answer is infu9ula, 

her identity as being Bad-at-Arabic means that her epistemic status in the domain of the Arabic 

classroom is weak; this weakness is related to questions of how she knows the answer—she 

claims not to know how she arrived at the correct answer. Her enactment of this weak epistemic 

status is grounded in ambiguity:  she displays a relatively high degree of certainty (it’s infu9ula) 

as she admits her compromised epistemic status (and I don’t know why). 

Transcript 15: It’s Infu9ula and I don’t Know Why (Week 5) 

 1 Rose:  its infu9sla and i dont know why.  
     To separate 
 2   like i think im just making stuff up. 
 3 Ustetha: li- limetha le nefhem el kalima? le na3rif el ma3na kalima? 
    Wh- why do we not understand the word? Do we not know the word’s meaning? 
 4 Rose:  ene le efhem kul shay like ((shakes head)) heh heh 
    I don’t understand each thing 
 5 Ustetha: Rose. 
 6 Rose:  in- is it infusula? 
 7 Ustetha: na3m 
    yes 

8  Rose:  okay. ene le a3rif limetha. ena a3rif what that word means  
     I don’t know why. I know 
9    but like its infusula. 

 10 Ustetha: infu9ula ya3nni ((makes a motion of separation with her hands)) 
    To separate it means 
 11 Rose:  ((shrugs)) 
 12 Ustetha: el welid rajul huna el mara2 huna 
    The boy man here the woman here 
 13 Rose:  infusula. 
    To separate 
 14 Ustetha: darasna ems ya Rose. infu9ula. 
    We studied (this) yesterday Rose. To separate 
 15 Rose:  oh. ((shrugs shoulders)) hh hhh hh infu9ula jayyid 
          To separate good 
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As we have seen in the previous excerpt, Rose’s epistemic status, as enacted here through her 

stance, is part of her dialectal in-class identities of Good-at-Math, Bad-at-Arabic. However, 

unlike the earlier sequence, Rose claims to have no knowledge of how she arrived at the answer. 

That said, during the same activity, she displayed understanding of the grammatical 

characteristics of Form VII and Form VIII verbs18. The question is, then, why does Rose claim a 

status of “not knowing why” she arrived at the correct answer? Rose follows up this iteration of 

her stance with “like I think I’m just making stuff up”, which reinforces a status of not knowing 

how she arrived at her answer, and adds an element of fabulation—Rose suspects she’s “making 

up” the answer.  

What Rose appears to be seeking is an answer, as we see in line 6 (in- is it infu9ula?). 

However, the instructor’s response to “like I think I’m just making stuff up” is to ask why—

specifically, if the reason she doesn’t understand why the answer is infu9ula is that she doesn’t 

understand the word. Instead of answering “yes”, Rose enacts a stance of having no epistemic 

status (ene le efhem kul shay). This draws a rebuke from the instructor, and Rose recasts her 

question, backtracking from her hyperbolic epistemic stance (line 6). After the instructor’s 

confirmation that infu9ula was the correct answer, Rose finally answers the question the 

instructor asked in line 3—that she does not understand why. She says that she knows the word, 

but her interactions leading up to line 8, and what comes after (but like it’s infu9ula) indicate that 

she inadvertently dropped the negation, and her intention was to say that she does not know the 

meaning of the word. As I have argued earlier, the instructor’s attempts to define the word 

without resorting to giving the English translation went unrecognized by Rose. In line 14, the 

instructor enacts a stance that Rose should have the epistemic status of knowing the word, as the 
                                                 
 

 .is a Form VII verb (infu9ula) إنفصل 18
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class had studied the word yesterday. Rose’s response is to (falsely) enact a stance of knowing 

the word to close the sequence. 

Thus, the interpretation can be made that Rose’s stance of “not understanding” anything, 

and “not knowing” either the mechanism for achieving the correct answer (although during the 

same activity, she did so), nor the meaning of the answer appears to have been a strategy by Rose 

to acquire the missing information (the meaning of the target word). The instructor’s 

understanding of Rose’s epistemic status, as expressed through her own stance in line 14, that 

Rose already should know the word. Additionally, conforming to the explicit policy of the 

program, the instructor eschews a presentation of the information that would rely on English as a 

method of transmission of knowledge. The conflict, as I have argued earlier, arises from the 

mismatch between what the instructor recognizes as acceptable methods for defining words and 

what Rose recognizes as a word definition. In consequence, Rose displays a change in epistemic 

state, although she does so ambiguously, indicating through gesture that no change in epistemic 

state has occurred. 

 In both the previous and the present chapters, I have made reference to epistemic stances, 

as they were displayed by Rose and Nathaniel; certainly, Rose’s occasional declaration of, “look 

at me, knowing stuff” highlights the role that epistemic stances played in her construction of an 

identity as being Bad-at-Arabic. More subtly, not only did Rose assign epistemic stances to 

Nathaniel, which added to the interactional work she did in constructing Nathaniel’s classroom 

identity as a counterpoint to her own, Nathaniel often displayed epistemic stances that reinforced 

his enacted identity as a learner of Arabic, sidestepping a status, assigned by Rose, as having a 

much higher level of Arabic than she did. In this way, he would resist Rose’s efforts to reify the 

dichotomy of Rose-as-Bad-at-Arabic/Nathaniel-as-Good-at-Arabic. 
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 An example of this comes from the fourth week of the program. Working in pairs, the 

students each composed a short paragraph describing بیت أحالمي (my dream house), with each 

student dictating their paragraph to their partner, who transcribed the text on the blackboard. 

Although the students had drafted their paragraphs at home the evening before, the act of reading 

the paragraph out loud and negotiating meaning with the transcribing partner allowed for some 

revision and editing of the paragraphs. In the excerpt below, Rose is the author of the paragraph 

and Nathaniel is the transcriber. 

Transcript 24: Bait A7laamii 2 (Week 4) 

1 Rose:  okay. 7ulm[a? 
    dream? 
2 Nathaniel:      [fi ((points at rose)) hulmuki 
     in                  your (fem) dream 
3 Rose:  okay. fii el (.) bait, um (1.4) °7ula:m,° 
    in the     house           #dream 
4 Nathaniel: mumkin 
   maybe 
5 Rose:  fii 
   in 
6 Nathaniel: mumkin el bait fii a7laamii?  
   maybe the house in my dreams 
7 Rose:  bait fii a7laamii (.) u:hm, 
   house in my dreams 

 

Starting in line 1, Rose appears to be seeking confirmation from Nathaniel. His contribution is 

ambiguous, in that he provides a different pronunciation of the word حلم (dream), with the 

addition of the possessive pronoun for the second person, and he points to Rose. Rose makes 

another attempt to repeat the prompt (...في بیت أحالمي/in my dream house…), but with the pauses 

and discourse markers, it appears as though Rose continues to struggle (line 3). In line 4, 

Nathaniel finally offers an assessment (ممكن/possibly), but it is neither positive nor negative. In 

this turn at least, Nathaniel appears unwilling to enact an epistemic stance. However, after 

Rose’s truncated third attempt at starting her paragraph (line 5), in line 6, he finally offers a 

version of the prompt. Once again, he uses “mumkin” to either hedge or soften his epistemic 
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stance; additionally, he shapes his turn as a question. Overall, despite both Rose and Nathaniel 

positioning their epistemic statuses in a hierarchy, with Rose having the weaker and Nathaniel 

having the stronger epistemic status, Nathaniel enacts a stance that, despite acknowledging that 

he may have more knowledge on this topic, his overall stance and status still highlight his 

identity as a student.  

 Directly following this, Rose and Nathaniel continue with the activity, and while in 

line 8, Rose checks her phrase with Nathaniel, and he confirms that the preposition means what 

she believes it to be; through her enacted stance, she exhibits an epistemic status that is roughly 

on the same level as Nathaniel. As for Nathaniel, he exhibits a slightly weaker status than both 

that of the previous seven turns, but also that of Rose, as she has the written version of this 

paragraph. In line 13, he repeats what Rose has previously said and hazards a guess as to what is 

about to come next. His guess is a reasonable one—it is grammatically correct and follows the 

structure of the previous utterance. However, in the next line, Rose corrects him—she has 

correctly used a structure in which a possessive pronoun is attached to the end of the pronoun (in 

this case the 3rd person masculine singular–hu, referring to the house). Nathaniel responds by 

repeating what she has said, and rewriting the sentence to fit her original contribution. Thus, 

Nathaniel enacts a stance that gives Rose, as the author of the paragraph, a higher epistemic 

status. 

Transcript 25: Bait A7laamii 3 (Week 4) 

8 Rose:  hunaak (.)7amaam (.) saba7a, (.) u:hm,°a:maam, in front of°? 
   there (is) swimming pool                 
9 Nathaniel: na3m. 
   yes 
10 Rose:  n3am (2.2) >amaam el bait< (0.6) wa: 
   yes         in front of the house and  
11 (9.5) 
12 Rose:  wa: 
   and 
13 Nathaniel: am- am- amam <amaam el ba↑it> hunaak? 
   in- in- in front of in front of the house there (is) 
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14 Rose:  amaamahu. 
   in front of it 
15 Nathaniel: ((erasing أمام البیت and rewriting أمامھ)) °am:aa::muhu,° 
         in front of it 

 

 However, in the following turns, both Nathaniel’s and Rose’s epistemic statuses shift 

once again. After Nathaniel corrects the text on the chalkboard (line 15), Rose continues reading 

her original text (beginning in line 16). This turn consists of three parts—the repetition of her 

turn in line 14/Nathaniel’s turn in line 15, the conjunction wa (and), followed by a micropause, 

and then the next word in her sentence, 7adiqa/حدیقة (garden). Nathaniel’s repetition of wa in his 

response (line 17) indicates that he interpreted the wa in Rose’s previous turn to be part of the 

content of her utterance, and not a discourse marker. It has been argued that the use of 

conjunctions can serve as a referent to previous turns (Mazeland, 2012). Here, Rose’s wa 

connects not the أمامھ (amaamuhu) in line 16, but rather that of line 14. Nathaniel, however, 

repeats Rose’s conjunction and initiates repair (hunaak 7adiqa?). From a grammatical 

correctness perspective, Nathaniel’s repair is unnecessary—Rose’s utterance of amaamahu (wa) 

7adiqa is well-formed. In response to his utterance in line 17, Rose asks for a clarification 

(hmm?), and Nathaniel obliges, repeating hunaak 7adiqa. In line 18, Rose defers to Nathaniel’s 

repair, even though both their utterances are equally grammatically correct. Thus, Rose’s enacted 

epistemic stance is that of someone with a lower epistemic status than Nathaniel. Although their 

respective epistemic statuses changed in value, with each student enacting (or co-enacting) 

epistemic stances that shifted according to situational knowledge, Rose does not appear to have 

confidence in her epistemic status. Nathaniel, for his part, softens his stances, yet still takes a 

slightly superior stance to Rose. Implicitly, both students consider Nathaniel’s contributions to 

be more likely to be correct, even when Rose’s contributions are equally correct.  Additionally, it 

is unclear if Rose’s incorrect contributions are entirely incorrect. Starting in line 24, after 
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Nathaniel and Rose negotiate hunaak 7adiqa, she continues the sentence, drawing on her 

previously composed text with kathira (many). This changes both Nathaniel’s and Rose’s 

previously negotiated utterance—7adiqa is singular, but kathira refers to a plural quantity. 

Nathaniel responds with a change of state token (ah), and erases حدیقة from the board. After a 

long pause and a discourse marker (u:m), Nathaniel consults Rose’s original paragraph. It is 

unclear if Rose had written the correct form, but Nathaniel’s turn in line 31 comes after several 

long pauses, discourse markers, and at least one self-repair. His gaze on her paper, taken in 

conjunction with his self-repairs, indicate that Rose wrote the correct form, but that both Rose 

and Nathaniel have difficulty reading the word. His stance, then, supports an epistemic status as 

a learner of Arabic. Although he engages in negotiation with Rose in recreating her paragraph, 

his higher epistemic status, I argue, is more the result of Rose enacting weaker stances than she 

could feasibly claim, based on her status as the author of the paragraph. 

Transcript 26: Bait A7laamii 4 (Week 4) 

16 Rose:  amaamahu. wa (.) 7a:diqa? 
   in front of it and garden 
17 Nathaniel: wa (.) hunaak 7adiqa? 
   and there (is a) garden? 
18 Rose:  hmm? 
19 Nathaniel: hunaak 7adiqa? 
   there (is a) garden 
20 Rose:  hunaak 7adiqa. na[3m. 
   there (is a) garden yes  
21 Nathaniel:        [na3m 
      yes 
22 Rose:  wa hunaak 7adiqa, 
   and there (is a) garden 
23 (3.0) 
24 Rose:  kathi:ra ((spreads hands out)) 
   many 
25 Nathaniel: a:h (.) ((erases start of word 7adiqa)) okay.  
26 (2.5) 
27 Nathaniel: u:m ((turns to Rose's paper)) 
28 (1.6) 
29 Nathaniel: u:m, 
30 (1.4) 
31 Nathaniel: 7a- 7ada2:iq. 7a[daa2iq. 
   ga- gardens gardens 
32 Rose:        [7adaa2iq? 
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      garden? 
33 Nathaniel: na3m 
   yes 
34 (1.3) 
35 Rose:  oh na3m. 

 

 By this point in the activity, Rose, whose epistemic status rose and fell according to 

Nathaniel’s contributions, takes on a weaker epistemic status than she previously held, in part 

because she readily takes on Nathaniel’s suggestions. Whereas earlier in the activity the two 

students negotiated meaning, jointly revising Rose’s original paragraph, Rose quickly cedes 

epistemic authority to Nathaniel. In the excerpt below, a continuation of the previous activity, a 

considerable amount of time passes while Nathaniel begins to write Rose’s sentence on the 

board. He repeats the beginning of Rose’s sentence (hunaaka- hunaak? uh). The implication of 

this appears to be a request for repetition. Rose, however, shifts to English, which she had not 

done since line 8. 

Transcript 27: Bait A7laamii 5 (Week 4) 

36 Rose:  hunaak uh 9ubuq thelatha 
   there (are) #floors three 
37 ((Nathaniel writes hunaak on the board)) 
38 (4.2) 
39 Nathaniel: u:hm (1.5) hunaa:ka- [hunaak? uh 
     there (are) there (are) 
40 Rose:       [°hunaak three° 
       there (are) 
41 Nathaniel: hunaak thelatha 9awaabiq 
   there (are) three floors 
42 Rose:  9awabiq 
   floors 
43 Nathaniel: na3m. 
   yes 
44 Rose:  hunaak theleth 9awabiq. 
   there (are) three floors 
45 ((Nathaniel writes ھناك ثالثة طوابق on the board)) 
46 (3.0) 
47 Nathaniel: ((sounding out theletha)) °the:° 

 

 I argue that Rose consistently enacted weak epistemic stances; she could have potentially 

taken stronger stances, based on an epistemic status of a previously successful language learner. 
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By favoring weaker stances, she adds heft to her construction of an identity of being Bad-at-

Arabic, as well as to Nathaniel’s identity as Good-at-Arabic.  

 Rose was persistent is enacting these weaker stances; by not being as consistent in 

challenging, or at the very least, not ratifying them, the other participants co-constructed a weak 

form of epistemic congruence—Rose was only challenged in the most explicit of resistant 

practices, including what I would argue is a resistant epistemic status—that of a student who 

consistently and unproblematically asserted a lack of knowledge. By not contradicting Rose’s 

claims as being Bad-at-Arabic, her co-participants implicitly supported that identity, even if that 

had not been their intention. In the following excerpt, Rose and Nathaniel are completing a 

worksheet that requires them to fill in the correct verb. As has been mentioned in earlier analyses 

of the excerpt, the activity required knowledge about Arabic derivational morphology. The two 

students negotiate an answer—Nathaniel proposes a candidate response, and although Rose does 

not have a different answer, she asks for the rationale behind Nathaniel’s guess. In line 1, she 

asks him why he has selected a reflexive verb. Nathaniel, as we can see from his turns in lines 2, 

4, 6, and 8, is unable to answer Rose’s question (limetha reflexive). Instead, he states that he has 

a “hunch” (line 8); despite Rose’s questions in lines 1 and 5 demonstrating a fair amount of 

knowledge about Arabic morphosyntax, she aligns with Nathaniel’s “hunch” with the 

explanation in line 14 that she likes hunches. Thus, despite her enacting of an epistemic stance 

that demonstrates a claim to knowledge about grammar, she prefers to cede epistemic ground to 

Nathaniel. Although he is not able to express why he selected the verb, he did have the right 

answer; Rose was also correct in identifying what type of verb it was. 

Transcript 28: Limetha Reflexive (Week 6) 

 1 Rose:  ((shakes head))   [limetha reflexive.  
         why 
 2 Nathaniel: fii hetha fi hetha tamriin, 
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     in this in this exercise 
 3 Rose:  nam 
     yes 
 4 Nathaniel: adhun bisubub (pause) u:m 
     I think because 
 5 Rose:  like kief (pause) tarif hethe reflexive. 
      how do you know that’s 
 6 Nathaniel: u:m sebub, ((puts up index finger))wa7id, 
      reason                       one 
 7 Rose:  mmhm 
 8 Nathaniel: endi hunch,  
     I have 
 9 Sunny:  mfs mfs 
 10 Rose:  ((waves hands horizontally, shakes head)) nu 
 11 Nathaniel: wa ithnain ((holds up two fingers)) 
     and two 
 12 Rose:  nuh  
 13 Nathaniel: u:m 
 14 Rose:  ena u7ib hunches. so, 
     I like 
 

Both Rose and Nathaniel co-constructed their epistemic statuses through the deployment of 

epistemic stances. Nathaniel’s claims to knowledge were often framed as hedges, prefaced by 

discourse markers, emphasizing his epistemic status as a student. Despite this, Rose often 

positioned her own epistemic status as inferior to that of Nathaniel. The relationship between 

Rose’s and Nathaniel’s epistemic statuses/stances is complex; although Nathaniel did engage in 

other-initiated repair with the aim of correcting some of Rose’s errors (real or perceived), his 

repairs were often prefaced by hedges, mitigating challenges to Rose’s epistemic status. 

However, even in the face of such soft correction, Rose ceded her epistemic ground, even when 

it was unnecessary. I argue that clues to why this may be so can be found in lines 8 and 14 of the 

above excerpt. Nathaniel proposes an answer and defends it by claiming it is a hunch (line 8). 

However, despite Rose’s enacted knowledge of Arabic verb forms (lines 1 and 5), that 

knowledge, at least not in this excerpt, does not bring her closer to an answer. She then claims to 

like hunches (line 14), so she is willing to go along with Nathaniel’s answer. Even though she 

claims to “u7ibb hunches”, when she has her own hunch (in the infu9ula excerpt), she does not 
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trust it and seeks additional epistemic support from the instructor. Thus, while Nathaniel appears 

willing to extend his epistemic stance farther than his epistemic status, Rose not only appears to 

prefer to remain well within her epistemic status, she defines that status conservatively—only 

things she is convinced she knows, not things she might know. Because of this restrictive 

definition of knowledge, when her knowledge is challenged, she aligns with her co-participant. 

With these patterns in mind, we can further unpack Rose’s joking practices in the fifth 

week, ironically claiming a higher epistemic status than Nathaniel by virtue of her position on 

the game board. 

Transcript 18: Shoots and Ladders 4/Aqalla Min (Week 5) 

1 Rose:  Nathaniel:, 
2 Nathaniel: aqa[l aqal]  aqal [min] 

less  less   less than 
3 Rose:    [ena ena]  [ena] hunak 

                 I   I             I   here 
4 Nathaniel: [hhh 
5 Rose:  [hethe means ena [ata]kalam el arabi[yahh ]kahhhthir, better thahh- 

              this means I talk the Arabic more, better than 
              This means I speak Arabic more, better than 

6 Nathaniel:   [hh]   [hh hh] 
7 Sunny:      [hh hh] 
8 Rose:  ena, like ena, ena- 

         I,    like I,  I- 
9 Nathaniel: mumte:z. 

              excellent. 
10 Rose:  ena a3rif kathirin arabi↑ya↓ like, this this is what it means.  

         I know (1st sg present) a lot Arabic 
      11   the ga:hhme has spoken. 

12 Nathaniel: 6oyyib. 
         good. 

13 ((Rose and Nathaniel laugh))  
14 Nathaniel: u:m a- aq- aqalla, aqalla min, u:hm  

15   ((consults textbook) °less than° aqal min, u:m a:h, 
16 Rose:  ena arif aqalla min Arabiya 

         I know (1st sg present) less than Arabic 
17 Nathaniel: na3m, 

              yes, 
18 Rose:  than, enta? na3m? 

          you? yes? 
19 Nathaniel: u:hm, na3m. u:m 

          yes. 
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In the earlier analysis of the extended joke sequence (reproduced above), I argued that Rose’s 

contributions were recognizable even without taking into account her pre-existing classroom 

practices, relying solely on what is observable in the excerpt. This includes the laughter of both 

Rose, which began during her turn in line 5, and Nathaniel, who produced affiliative laughter 

during and after Rose’s turns. Additionally, Nathaniel’s positive assessments refer to her jokes 

and serve as sequence closers. In addition to the context-free analysis, I argued that the verbal 

irony of Rose’s turns was interpretable through a context-sensitive analysis that takes into 

account Rose’s repertoire of (oppositional) classroom practices. Incorporating an analysis of how 

Rose’s and Nathaniel’s enactments of epistemic stances interact with each other, as well as with 

other classroom practices, to the analysis of the joke sequence, a more nuanced understanding of 

how the co-construction of epistemic stances shape social activity in the classroom—in this case, 

the act of joking. 

 In the extended joke sequence, Rose uses her location on the board (line 3) as a support 

for her subsequent knowledge claims. In line 5, she continues to use the game board as a source 

of information with hethe (this) as a generic referent, representing either her location on the 

board or the board itself. This ambiguous referent reappears in Rose’s turn in line 10, which is 

then clarified by Rose’s declaration in the next line (11) that “the ga:hhme has spoken”. In 

grounding her claims in an inanimate, and potentially objective, source, she is able to distance 

herself from her statements through both the use of irony and locating her claims to knowledge 

in the game itself. This double distance is disrupted when she switches to a more overt claim of 

inferiority (ena arif aqalla min Arabiya), which is the joke sequence which receives little 

affiliation from Nathaniel. 
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 Using epistemic stances as a lens through which to view the joke sequence makes it 

possible to argue that, in classroom in particular, there is an epistemic system within the 

classroom system. This system is sensitive to the contributions of the members of the classroom 

system. A general description of how an epistemic system would function in the classroom 

would likely contain an argument that the epistemic status and stances of the instructor would 

carry the most influence in such a system. Although the instructors’ epistemic contributions are 

important in the Advanced Beginner classroom, I would argue that although she stakes a status 

of epistemic weakness, Rose’s epistemic stances are more robust than those of the other students, 

in that her stances are more likely to “go against the grain” and, in complexity theoretical terms, 

represent a repeller state which creates disturbances in the equilibrium, or smooth functioning, of 

the classroom. However, it is not only that Rose’s epistemic stances appear to embody a repeller 

state that allows Rose’s actions to exert a disproportionate influence on classroom practices. It is 

her persistence in enacting these types of oppositional stances that give them such heft. In 

describing Rose as persistent in deploying these stances, I mean that she deploys these 

oppositional stances frequently and extends these stances beyond the initial point of 

disalignment. I would further argue that these instances of disalignment are seldom resolved—

instead of negotiating towards alignment, one participant or another merely abandons the pursuit 

of alignment, and the tension remains unresolved. Examining the classroom data, it appears that 

this unwillingness on the part of both instructors and students to engage with the tension 

contributes to a system which gives Rose’s resistance even more power to shape classroom 

practices. 
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The Efforts and Goals of a “Bad Student” 

 As I have argued previously, Rose’s practices in the classroom provided some sort of 

perceived advantage. The question of why she continued to take an oppositional stance despite 

her previous experience as both a successful student and successful language learner remains. 

Although the methodologies of conversation analysis and ethnomethodology do not seek to 

uncover what participants’ motivations are, at least not beyond what can be observed through 

social interaction, it is a question that cannot be dismissed as unimportant. Moreover, her 

interactions do give us some clues as to Rose’s aims as she resisted aligning with the norms of 

the classroom.  

 Rose’s classroom practices supported an identity as Bad-at-Arabic in two ways: first, 

many of Rose’s practices served to construct as weak epistemic stance; second, these same 

practices allowed Rose to distance herself from the work of the program. The apparent outcome 

of Rose’s in-class identity work was that she could take a passive participation stance, and more 

importantly, this stance would be considered an attractor state in the classroom system. In other 

words, the more Rose enacted a passive participation stance, the more the other members of the 

Advanced Beginner classroom system recognized that stance as unremarkable. However, it is 

more accurate to argue that Rose’s interactional practices exist on a spectrum from strong 

alignment with classroom practices (speaking Arabic, volunteering in class) that correspond to a 

strong attractor state to strong disalignment with classroom practices (refusing to participate) that 

correspond to a strong repeller state, with other practices exhibiting weaker 

alignment/disalignment, which would correspond to weaker forms of attraction and repulsion. 

Thus, for Rose, speaking English was a weak attractor state; as I argued in the previous chapter, 

understanding Rose’s alignment during episodes of English language use requires understanding 
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the other interactional practices deployed concurrent with her use of English. That I classify 

Rose’s use of English or her enactment of a passive participation stance as a weak attractor state 

does not mean that those practices were uncontroversial. Rather, other participants adapted to 

Rose’s actions, allowing her to continue in these practices. Although these adaptations were, in 

many ways, dysfunctional, as half the class refused to work with her, they became part of the 

ordinary functioning of the classroom.  

Conclusion 

 It is this understanding of the practices in the Advanced Beginner classroom that allows 

me to posit that the goal of Rose’s practices were to manage her level of commitment to learning 

Arabic. With her weak epistemic stance, passive participation stance, withdrawal from the 

communal activity of mealtimes, and the use of humor to create distance from her perceived 

shortcomings, as well as to express dissatisfaction with the immersion program experience, Rose 

resisted integration into the program, both socially and academically. Despite her persistence in 

enacting this constellation of resistant practices, Rose demonstrated bouts of ambivalence in 

achieving the goal of managing her commitment to learning Arabic. When she plaintively 

expressed a desire to use jumla 6aweela mithl Nathaniel, when she pursued positive affirmation 

from the instructor, when she shut down in the face of criticism from a classmate, and when she 

walked back from her most outrageous statements when challenged by the instructor, all these 

interactions demonstrate a tension between managing her level of participation with the goal of 

risk avoidance and being a well-regarded member of the classroom community who was 

successful in learning Arabic. I would argue that as the classroom community adapted to Rose’s 

resistant practices, as those practices began to represent weak attractor states, the more difficult it 

was for Rose to change her practices to those of strong alignment, even when she expressed a 
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desire to do so. This is because Rose’s interactional practices did not begin and end with her; 

although she displayed a great deal of agency in developing an oppositional identity as Bad-at-

Arabic, she was not completely autonomous. As other participants ratified the Bad-at-Arabic 

identity, whether explicitly or implicitly by refusing to challenge Rose’s status as Bad-at-Arabic, 

elements of her identity fell outside of her control. Goodwin and Heritage, cited at the beginning 

of this chapter, argued that identity requires ratification of others. Through the analyses 

presented in this chapter, the co-constructed nature of Rose’s in-class identity has been examined 

from the perspective that, despite Rose’s agency in presenting an oppositional identity in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom, her practices only constituted part of the identity-construction 

efforts. 
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Doing Being Arabic Learners in the Advanced Beginner Classroom 

Anecdotally, the program staff felt that the students were particularly motivated in 

comparison to those in earlier years. Both the program’s director and the Arabic language 

program’s director believed that the presence of a researcher signaled to students that the work of 

the program was serious business, resulting in a greater respect for the immersion program 

project. Aside from these perceptions of the program’s staff, I found that overall, students 

avoided using English, although they did occasionally rely on it as a resource in limited contexts. 

Moreover, students were less likely to draw on their English language resources as their Arabic 

language skills grew stronger. However, the immersion program was never an “English-free” 

zone. As I have described in the Methodology chapter, although the program was residential, the 

campus itself was located in an urban environment, so English was always present. In 

recognition of the realities of the environment, as well as an understanding of students’ identities 

outside of the program, there was a social media grace period every day, where students could 

check their various accounts, which was in addition to the weekly break from the language 

pledge. From dinnertime on Friday to breakfast on Saturday, students were free to use the 

language of their choice.  Students appreciated the break, and I noticed that students took 

advantage of the respite. The break in the language pledge also had the effect of mixing up the 

usual social groupings, which during the week were largely organized by level of Arabic. 

Despite these features of the program’s language policy, policing was not a visible practice in the 

program. This can be seen in the excerpts previously analyzed, in which Rose’s use of English 

was not explicitly handled as a problem. Rose’s use of English did produce negative effects on 

both her development of spoken Arabic and the social cohesion in the classroom, but these were 

not effected by instructor intervention. 
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Doing Being Arabic Speakers in the Immersion Context 

 In all classrooms, from the Beginner through the Advanced classes, English was present 

nearly every day. For example, in the nearly 20 hours of recordings collected in the Advanced 

classroom, English could be heard in a majority of the recordings. These English episodes were 

quite limited and strategic, produced by both the students and the instructor. Although my 

previous analyses have focused on Rose’s robust use of English, in Chapter 5, I did discuss 

unproblematic uses of English, such as those prefaced with an Arabic-language openers, such as 

3endi su2el (I have a question) or keifa naqul (how do we say). However, these were not the only 

ways in which use of English was framed. In many instances, the use of English, whether by 

students or instructors, was not framed at all. In this way, use of both languages in the program 

reflect well-attested bilingual practices in less formal contexts. An example of how English use 

was neither problematic nor bracketed with Arabic-language metacommentary comes from an 

extended discussion in the Advanced classroom. The classroom discussion, lasting well over 30 

minutes, focused on a movie, Amreeka (Dabis, 2009), many of the students had seen the night 

before. The relevant sequences not only show that English could have a place in the discussion, 

artificially adhering to an all-Arabic rule creates confusion and humor, as when Andrew 

translates the restaurant name from English to Arabic (“White Castle” to قصر أبیض).  

 The goal of the activity was for each student (Omar, Xia, Assad, Tessa, and Becky) to 

take turns recapping the movie for another student (Andrew). In the following excerpt of the 

activity, three students, Omar, Xia, and Assad, take turns, with Andrew taking on the role of 

designated interlocutor. After setting the parameters for the activity, the instructor took on the 

role of observer and did not disrupt the flow of the conversation, either by guiding the discussion 

or correcting students’ output. The students were seated around a horseshoe-shaped arrangement 
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of tables. The room had the capacity to hold far more students, and although the students always 

seemed to get along and worked collegially in a variety of workgroup configurations, they took 

advantage of the available space and spread out. 

Figure 6 - Layout of Advanced Classroom 

 

 As can be seen by the above figure, students did not present their recap in a set order, nor 

were they selected by the instructor. Rather, students self-selected. In the following excerpt, the 

place name “White Castle”, a fast food restaurant chain, figured in the discussion. In lines 3 and 

20, first Omar, then Xia, used the English name with no disruption to the flow of the talk about 

the movie. However, when Andrew replaces “White Castle” with قصر أبیض, q6r abyi6’ (literally, 

white castle), the subsequent repetitions, requests for clarification, and initiations of repair derail 

the talk from Andrew’s introduction of q6r abyi6’ in line 74 to his final repair in line 81. Xia 

then takes up the thread of the conversation, returning to using the English “White Castle” in 

lines 83 and 84. 
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Transcript 29: White Castle 1/Omar (Week 1) 

1 Omar: ((cough)) u:↑hmm (.) muna um. (.) takstakshif ana faqta fulus fulusa?  
                           Muna um   (.) looks for (unclear) money money 
2   um lienna ahshedda fii um (1.5)ashedda (2.5) as- ashedda fii uh  
   um because worse in um worse in uh 
3   (blutara) uh iqdr- taqdaru wa um hiya um ta3mel fii, whihhte castlehh  
   (unclear) uh I decid- she decides and um she um works at White Castle 
4   hh? 
5 Andrew: hh na3m 
    yes 
6 Omar: wa um ibnhu fahdi yedrus fii madrasa thanuwia, ah fahdi thaki jiddan  
   And um her son Fadi studies in high school, ah Fadi is very intelligent 
7   wa lekin um lienna um al 7arb fii eliraq um el 9ulab fiil madrasa  
   But um because um the war in Iraq um the students at the school 
8   um itha luenna mukhtelif. 
   Um because because he is different. 
 

 In the first eight lines of the excerpt, Omar builds on the previous student’s turn to 

expand on the recap of the movie; in lines 1-3, he recounts how one of the main characters, 

Muna, looks for work. At the end of line 3, Omar completes both his turn and topic, Muna’s job 

hunt, with the information that she works at White Castle. As Omar says the restaurant’s name, 

he also produces some laughter, to which Andrew contributes his own affiliative laughter token, 

followed by a continuer (na3m). Omar then changes topic, moving from the discussion of 

Muna’s job search in lines 1-4 to her son, Fadi, and his experiences at his new high school. As 

can be seen from what precedes and follows Omar’s mention of White Castle the use of the 

English place name is neither bracketed with Arabic language metacommentary, nor commented 

upon by either the instructor or the other students. Once Omar completes his turn on the topic of 

Muna looking for a job, he switches to the recap of another character. 

Transcript 30: White Castle 2/Xia (Week 1) 

12 Xia:  u:m, (.) fadi wa muna ah yeskunun ma3 ah- aqrab qar- aqrab huma↑wa-  
   Um Fadi and Muna ah live with relative-rel- their relatives and  
13   wulekin uh, um, aqrub huma ah l- 3en- l- laysa 3end- le laysa  
   But uh um their relatives don- hav- don’t have no they don’t  
14   3endh:uma: fulus kathiran wa lithelika mu:na: ah mun:a, tureed uh  
   have a lot of money and that’s why Muna ah Muna wants a  
15   al mensib alfouran? ba- ba3da 
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   job (unclear) after 
16 Andrew: umhm 
17 Xia:  uh tejee ila amreeka wa lekin ah ah hiya 3endaha:, (.) se- 3ashara 
   Uh she comes to America but ah ah she has 10 
18   senet- senawat ah tijara:- tat, wa lekin fii amreeka hiya ah (.)  
   Year- years ah business 
19   tu7owal an tejida al mansib wa lekin hiya: ah 7a6ulat 3ala mensib 
   Try and find job but she ah gets a job 

20   (.) fii um. whi↓te ca↓stle. 
    At um White Castle 
21 Andrew: na3m. 
   yes 
 

 The next use of the English place name White Castle occurs in line 20. Xia takes over 

from Omar, first answering Andrew’s question (not shown) about the film’s other characters. 

She mentions the relatives with whom Muna and Fadi live. Both Omar and Xia construct 

lengthy, multi-line turns; Xia begins line 12 with a description of Muna and Fadi’s living 

situation. However, in line 14, Xia’s focus turns again to Muna and her desire for a job. After a 

continuer from Andrew in line 16, Xia continues with an account of Muna’s job search that 

expands on the account provided by Omar. In lines 17-19, Xia brackets her clauses with the 

connector combination wa lekin (literally “and but”), indicating contradictions between clauses. 

First, she begins with tejee ila Amreeka (she comes to America), which she then juxtaposes with 

hiya 3endaha se- 3ashara senet- senawat ah tijara- tat (she has ten years business), which she 

then contrasts with tu7owal an tejida al mansib (she tries to find a job), which is further 

contrasted with 7a6ulat 3ala mensib fii um white castle (she got a job at White Castle). 

 The structure of Xia’s turn sets off the elements she believes to be in contrast; coming to 

America, but having the type of work experience that would generate success; putting effort into 

the job search, but getting a job at White Castle. Also worth noting is the narrative structure that 

Xia uses is similar to that which the instructor of the Advanced Beginner class encourages 

Nathaniel to use—primarily using the present tense to highlight continuous action in the past, 
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then using the past tense construction to place emphasis on a single event; in this case, that Muna 

got a job at White Castle. This construction Xia uses syntactic choices to place emphasis on 

White Castle; additionally, in line 20, we also see that Xia pauses (a micropause), followed by 

the preposition fii, and the (English) discourse marker “um”, followed by the English place name 

White Castle. Although Xia’s turn as a whole contains both pauses and discourse markers, she 

uses ah/uh more frequently than um, the discourse marker she uses in the White Castle clause. In 

addition to the syntactic elements that emphasize the clause containing White Castle, Xia uses 

falling tones in both “White” and “Castle”, further emphasizing the English. Thus, it is 

reasonable to interpret “White Castle” as marked. I argue for an interpretation of marked rather 

than problematic or dispreferred because the flow of talk, as well as the topic under discussion, 

continues without subsequent negotiation. This is not the case with the next instance of “White 

Castle”, or rather q6r abiya6’, which occurs in line 74. 

Transcript 31: White Castle/Q6r Abiya6’ (Week 1) 

69 Assad: wa mustashfa, [(nafs      ) 
   And hospital      same 
70 Andrew:    [ah, na3m. nefhem. musta[shfa kabeer, mumkin. hahh  
      Ah yes. We understand big hospital, maybe 
71           [hahh] 
72 Assad:         [hh hh hh] 
73 Xia:          [hh hh hh] 
74 Andrew: na3m. ithin uh, me hetha tarifii q6r abyia6'. wa, 
   Yes. Then uh what do you know White Castle and 
75 Tess:  q6r abyia6'? 
   White Castle? 
76 Usteth: na3m 
   yes 
77 Andrew: q6r abyia6', ah 
   White Castle ah 
78 Usteth: metha (nefham) q6r abyia6' 
   What do we understand (about) White Castle 
79 Andrew: ne- le le le 9a3m hh hhh 
   No no no. Food. 
80 Xia:  9a:3:m hh hh hh hh 
   Food. 
81 Andrew: metha 7editha fii fii hetha el ma39am. 
   What happened in in that restaurant 
82 Xia:  hiya um qalat ina aqaribha in enna ha 7a6ala a3mel fil bank wa lekin  
   She um said to her family that she got a job at the bank but 
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83   hiya le- ta3mel fil fi white castle bijanib?  
   She didn’t- she worked at the at White Castle next to 
84 Andrew: na3m 
   yes 
85 Xia:  el bank? wa:h fi whihhte castle hunaka uh sha7s? hh ismuhu um matt?  
   The bank? and at White Castle there was a person ? His name was Matt 
86   hh  [hh] 
87 Andrew:  [hh hh hh] 
88 Omar:  [hh hhh hhh] 
89 Xia:  hah wahh hhhihya qalat innahu uh a↑am↓ ismu- ismuka ya3nni death 
   And she said to him uh am name your name means death 
90   hhh  [hhh] 
91 Tessa:  [hh hhh] 
92 Xia:  bil a3rabiya. 
   In Arabic 
 

 Starting at line 70, in which Andrew closes Assad’s discussion of another character, 

Muna’s brother-in-law Nabil; Andrew begins with a receipt token (ah), an affirmation (na3m), a 

confirmation (nefham), and a partial repetition of Assad’s last turn (mustashfa). He then proffers 

an additional interpretation (kabeer mumkin), which he follows with laughter, and Assad and Xia 

join in. By line 74, Andrew is ready to change topics (na3m ithin), which is signified using 

Arabic language tokens to signal this topic shift.19 He then poses a question, where he introduces 

q6r abiya6’ (the translation of the restaurant name “White Castle”). Tessa responds by repeating 

q6r abiya6’ with a rising tone. This apparent request for clarification is met by the instructor 

with a confirmation (na3m). The instructor’s response seems only to address Tessa’s production 

of the words, and not any comprehension issue that may have been occurring. It is also 

interesting that the instructor had been a silent observer throughout the activity. Shortly before 

this excerpt, in a sequence not analyzed here, the same three students (Andrew, Assad, and 

Tessa) had an exchange lasting 15 lines negotiating an issue of concord and case. In that 

                                                 
 

19 There is a paucity of this type of analysis of Arabic; however, other cross-linguistic analyses indicate that similar 
words function the same way. In the context of the Advanced classroom, however, the instructor often used ithin to 
introduce topic changes. Moreover, as a native speaker of American English, Andrew’s use of ithin to signal a topic 
change can also be interpreted through an understanding of the function of turn-initial so in English. 
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instance, the instructor stayed out of the discussion, allowing the students to come to a consensus 

on their own. Yet here, with the introduction of q6r abiya6’, the instructor becomes involved 

fairly quickly. Andrew, in line 77, repeats q6r abiy6’, and with “ah”, appears to attempt to recast 

his utterance of line 74. However, the instructor then offers a candidate recast, which Andrew 

rejects, giving his fellow students a clue with 9a3m (food), which is then taken up by Xia. Both 

students laugh, then Andrew attempts another recast, simply replacing q6r abiya6’ with another 

Arabic word, ma93m (restaurant). 

 Andrew’s recast in line 81 is different from both his initial question in line 74 (what is 

that you know q6r abiya6’) and the instructor’s proffered recast in line 78 (what do we 

understand about q6r abiya6’). Andrew’s construction in line 74 is difficult to parse; the 

sentence structure is unclear. The instructor’s recast in line 78 attempts to redress that confusion, 

by focusing on understanding. Andrew’s response is to clarify what appears to be his original 

intent; in line 81, he asks about the action that occurs at the restaurant. Xia responds to Andrew’s 

question in lines 82-83; in line 83, she once again uses the English place name White Castle. 

Unlike the Xia’s previous use of the name, it is not marked syntactically or phonologically. Line 

83 does contain some self-initiated repair; the first instance (hiya le- ta3mel) indicates that Xia 

alters the construction from a negative sentence (she doesn’t work at a bank), which she 

abandons for an affirmative sentence (she works at White Castle). The second instance is 

interesting from a code-switching perspective; after ta3mel, she adds the preposition fii, but 

attaches the definite article el (which in fluent speech is often articulated with a vowel-final 

word, such as Xia’s pronunciation of fiil). However, she initiates self-repair, dropping fiil for fi 

(just the preposition). As she follows fii with a proper noun (in English), her repair is 

interpretable as recognizing morphosyntactic coherence across a shift in code. Xia’s use of 
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“White Castle” in line 83, like the previous instances in the excerpt, occasions no negotiation, as 

Andrew’s q6r abiya6’ did in line 74. In line 84, Andrew offers a continuer, and Xia continues. In 

continuing her discussion, she explicitly answers Andrew’s question in line 81; she discusses 

part of the action that occurred in the restaurant. In her mention of White Castle in line 85, 

laughter tokens are embedded in the name, just as they were in Omar’s first use of “White 

Castle” in line 3. In contrast to Omar’s laughter, which does not appear to be accounted for in an 

explicit way, Xia reveals the cause for her laughter through the recounting of a humorous 

anecdote from the film. At the core of the anecdote is the punning humor behind the homophony 

of the English name Matt and the Arabic word مات (to die). In Xia’s turns, laughter tokens can be 

found embedded in wa (line 85), white (line 85), wa (line 89), and hiya (line 89), with free-

standing laughter tokens in lines 85-86, 88, and 90. Thus, her laughter while saying “White 

Castle” is not the same as Omar’s; although it’s unclear why Omar laughed, it is possible that, 

despite some use of English in the Advanced classroom can be found in most of my recordings, 

it is true that these instances were always quite restrained, often comprising only one or two 

words. 

The linguistic context of the Advanced classroom was a paradox—English language use 

was explicitly proscribed, but the instructor and students found strategic uses of English 

necessary. Because although his use of English in the context of discussing a movie that not only 

deals with a clash of cultures (Palestinian and American), but mixes both English and Arabic 

throughout the movie, is entirely appropriate, the cultural norms of the Advanced classroom 

limited use of English. Omar may have felt he was taking a risk in using the English place 

name—would other participants agree with his choice of English at that moment? As the 

transcript reveals, the other participants did recognize the use of the place name “White Castle” 
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as appropriate in that context. Xia also chose “White Castle”, as opposed to Andrew’s Arabic-

language equivalents, q6r abiya6’ or ma93m; focusing on the content, and not just the 

construction, of her contributions, Xia highlights the disconnect between Muna’s previous work 

experience (3ashara senawat ah tijara) and the results of her job search. Andrew picks up on 

Xia’s topic in line 23, and asks a follow-up question. Xia’s proffers two candidate responses—

that Muna has difficulty navigating American culture, and that due to the start of the war in Iraq, 

prejudice negatively impacted her job prospects. Xia’s response refers back to Omar’s discussion 

of Muna’s son Fadi in lines 6-8, and how he is treated by his classmates. In a segment that is not 

under analysis here, but is part of the same discussion, Assad also mentions the career difficulties 

Nabil, Muna’s brother-in-law, faces as a result of the war in Iraq. The students’ focus on this 

theme is underscored, particularly in Xia’s turns, by the specificity of “White Castle” as opposed 

to the more neutral ma93m; it makes the contrast between Muna’s professional experience and 

the type of job she can get in America more visible.  

In Xia’s second turn, her specific mentions of “White Castle” also serve a purpose in 

developing the discussion. First, in lines 82-83, Xia recounts how Muna tells her family that she 

has a job at a bank instead of her real job at the White Castle next door. In presenting this detail, 

Xia alludes to Muna’s embarrassment with her status in America. In lines 85 and 89, as she 

recounts a specific (humorous) instance of culture clash—the similarity between the name Matt 

and the Arabic word مات, which means death—mentioning the specific name of the restaurant 

does not offer the same semantic heft as it has in the previous turns, but by this point, the utility 

and permissibility of using the place name in the discussion has been well-established. 

Moreover, the consequences of translating the restaurant’s name into Arabic, q6r abiya6’, have 

been demonstrated. Andrew’s experiment with translation briefly took the talk off-topic. I would 
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argue that it was for two reasons; first, the use of the English place name had been established as 

an appropriate practice, well in line with the accepted practices of the classroom. Secondly, I 

would also argue that although q6r abiya6’ means “white castle”, because it lacks the 

connotations of the English-language “White Castle”, it is difficult for the co-participants to 

interpret in the same way. The instructor understands what Andrew is attempting, and eventually, 

Xia does as well, but the talk shifts focus from content (the movie) to form (Arabic as a 

language). Although the students would often engage in this type of metalanguage about Arabic, 

and did so during this activity (in a segment not analyzed here), students’ goals for learning 

Arabic focused on content and being able to use Arabic in their chosen fields.  

Unlike Rose, Omar and the rest of the students in the Advanced classroom were strongly 

aligned with the project of the immersion program. Most of the students had a combination of 

extrinsic and intrinsic rationales and goals for studying Arabic, and several of them (Assad, 

Becky, Tessa, and Xia) had either lived in or had imminent plans to live in an Arabic-speaking 

country.20 Because of this, students in the Advanced classroom could likely envision future 

situations in which English would not be useful. Thus, the language pledge and immersion 

philosophy had more resonance for them. 

 It may be expected then, that the students in the Beginning class would display 

interactional practices that were more similar to those of Rose than those of the Advanced class. 

However, as I have alluded to earlier, oral proficiency had a weaker influence than alignment to 

classroom practices. The students in the Beginning class started the program with no previous 

Arabic language learning experiences, although two of the students had immersion language 

                                                 
 

20 Andrew and Omar also had plans to go overseas as well, but those plans had not been finalized at the time of the 
data collection phase of this study. 
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learning experiences overseas for other languages. Students with no previous Arabic learning 

experience started the program a few days earlier than students who had previously studied 

Arabic; those first few days included lessons in basic spoken Arabic (Modern Standard Arabic). 

Additionally, students in the Beginning level were allowed a two-week grace period where they 

could use English. Because of their limited experience with the Arabic language, their 

motivations for studying Arabic were more strongly extrinsic than those of the Advanced class’s 

students. This set of characteristics could indicate that the students in the Beginning class may 

have more in common with Rose than with the students in the Advanced class; however, the 

interactional practices in the Beginning class show that students were, overall, aligned with 

classroom practices. 

 The excerpt below was recorded during the second week of the program, within the two 

week grace period. As has been mentioned in Chapter 4, the Beginning class was team taught, 

with one instructor teaching the morning session, and the other teaching the afternoon session. In 

the excerpt, the afternoon instructor goes over material from Unit 9 of the textbook (Brustad, Al-

Batal, & Al-Tonsi, 2010), specifically the use of the definite article ال and its pronunciation when 

followed by either sun or moon letters. Although the morning instructor did not use any English 

in the classroom, the afternoon instructor, particularly during the first two weeks, mixed English 

and Arabic. 

Transcript 32: Fii6:of (Week 2) 

1 Instructor: lem is silent. okay? lem (.) is (.) silent, you don't  
2   pronounce it. jayyid? wa: alif hamza here, the definite  
3   article is already silent. you don't pronounce it. okay? wa  
4   keifa naqul hethe. yalla. now as you're speaking (whole), 
5   alif (.) wa (.) lem. (.) okay? while you're connecting fii 
6   right here with the first 6od.  
7 (3.0) 
8 Jess:  fii6of 
9 Students: fii[6of 
10 Instructor:    [yalla ma3a ba36' fii:6:of. 
11 Students: fii6of 
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12 Instructor: fii:6:of 
13 Students: fii6of. 
14 Instructor: fii6:of 
15 Students: fii6of 
16 Instructor: 9oyyib?  

 

 This excerpt was selected not because it is a Heritagesque example of a deviant case, but 

rather it serves as an exemplar of the types of interactions observed in the Beginning classroom. 

Setting aside a sequential analysis of this excerpt, which would not yield any particular insights 

that have not already been discussed, both in previous chapters and in previous research on CA 

in the language classroom, I believe it is far more illuminating to examine two aspects visible in 

this interaction—the role of English and the expectations for students’ oral participation. 

 In lines 1 through 6, the instructor combines both Arabic and English; because this 

recording comes from the second week of classes, students in this, the Beginning class, were 

exempted from strict adherence to the language pledge, although they were certainly expected to 

make good-faith efforts to communicate in Arabic to the extent that they were able, and beyond 

that, were expected to stretch beyond their perceived limits to take risks and attempt to 

communicate. The instructor’s construction of his bilingual turn begins with English, as he 

explains that the lem (ل) is silent, which he then repeats, and then recasts (again in English) for a 

third iteration. He then begins with an Arabic discourse marker (jayyid) and begins the next 

utterance in Arabic (wa alif hamza), but then transitions to English again. After his third 

explanation, the instructor closes with a comprehension check (okay?). The next phase of his 

turn is an initiation component of an IRE sequence, in which he uses Arabic. However, the 

instructor follows this immediately with additional instruction on the pronunciation of the 

definite article with followed by a noun beginning with a sun letter. This is done in English. At 
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the end of the instructor’s turn, there is a three second pause before one student, Jess, responds to 

the instructor’s initiation. 

 Looking at the structure of the instructor’s turn—on a syntactic level, a code-switching 

level, and a functional level, it is possible to see how students might have found it difficult to 

participate in this sequence. Syntactically, English dominates; the only syntactically complete 

clauses in Arabic are those that begin in line 3 and ends in line 4 (wa keifa naqul hethe. yalla.). 

Thus, Arabic takes a subordinate position to English, both in terms of length of utterances in 

each language, but also in terms of grammatical structure. Furthermore, in this segment, Arabic 

is surrounded by English; the request for participation in lines 3-4 is superseded by additional 

instruction. This instruction is in English, with Arabic used to identify letters (alif, hamza, 6od), 

to connect clauses (wa), and one discourse marker (jayyid). The exception, the request for 

participation, is bracketed by English, so students, even if they did correctly interpret the call for 

participation, found themselves with little interactional space to do so. Connected to the syntactic 

and language choice issues that buried the initiation portion of a proposed IRE sequence is the 

function of each element in the instructor’s initial turn. The first section of the instructor’s turn is 

dedicated to instruction, followed by a discourse marker (okay) that also serves as a 

comprehension check. After the comprehension check, the instructor repeats the first part of his 

turn (lem is silent), separating each word with a micropause; he then follows his repetition with a 

recast (you don’t pronounce it) and an Arabic discourse marker. A bilingual recast of “lem is 

silent”, with another discourse marker precedes the eventual request for student participation. 

Before students can contribute, however, the instructor continues with additional explanation of 

the pronunciation rules of the definite article attached to a sun-letter-initial noun. 
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 This excerpt can also be used to gain insight into students’ participation patterns in the 

Beginning classroom. Although students’ oral competence increased throughout the course of the 

eight-week program, the participation patterns we see in this excerpt from the second week 

remained robust. Certainly, the ambiguity in the instructor’s first turn likely made it difficult for 

students to understand when to participate in the sequence, but the interactional demands on the 

students in this excerpt were limited. Once Jess responds in line 8, the instructor leads the 

students in a call-and-response sequence consisting only of the prepositional phrase fii6of (in the 

class). This was representative of the types of language practices in the Beginning classroom, 

both in the morning and afternoon sessions. In this way, language practices in the Beginning 

classroom differed from those in the other classrooms—utterances in the Beginning classroom 

were more likely to be modeled by the instructors and were more likely to be discrete, in that 

modeled utterances lacked a connection to a larger interaction. Considering that students in the 

Beginning classroom started with no background in Arabic, it is unsurprising that the types of 

interactions in the classroom, at least in the early weeks of the program, would be heavily 

proscribed. However, as I argued at the end of the previous chapter, once a set of interactional 

practices is established, as the members of the Advanced Beginner classroom co-constructed a 

set of interactional practices for Rose, it can be difficult to develop a new set of practices. Thus, 

although the students in the Beginner classroom developed a repertoire of Arabic that would 

have allowed them to engage in more varied interactional practices, the parameters for what 

counted as participating in class remained largely the same. Although the students in the 

Beginner class often displayed passive participation stances similar to those of Rose, those 

passive participation stances were aligned with the work in the Beginner class, whereas Rose’s 

participation stance was more likely to be disaligned with the work in the Advanced Beginner 
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class. This also highlights why students in the Beginner class were not more likely to use English 

in class, despite having fewer resources in Arabic than the other students. Because their 

interactional practices were more circumscribed, students had fewer opportunities to engage in 

the types of talk that could include English. It could also be argued that, setting aside choice of 

language, there were fewer interactional spaces for students in the Beginner class to engage in 

oppositional or resistant practices, even if they were inclined to do so. 

Explicit references to the program’s language policy were few; at dinner on the first day 

of the program, the immersion program director discussed the importance of the language 

pledge, going over the details of the agreement. All participants21 then signed the agreement, and 

program staff collected the signed documents. The sample syllabi for the courses, available in 

Appendix I, reiterate the language pledge. The syllabus from the Intermediate course22, which 

the instructor modified from the sample syllabus (also available in Appendix I). Whereas the 

boilerplate syllabi briefly restate the policy, “students are only allowed to use Arabic in the 

classroom as well as on campus, unless the instructor permits otherwise” (Host University, n.d.-

a), the Intermediate instructor added the phrase, “Therefore, you are encouraged to speak only in 

Arabic, and using Arabic [sic] in class will jeopardize your participation grade” (“Second and 

third semester Arabic: Course description,” 2013). These changes both softened and 

strengthened the language policy. Although the sample syllabi allows for only one exception to 

the pledge (“the instructor permits otherwise”), the modified syllabus for the Intermediate 

course, in addition to stating that students are not allowed to speak English in class without 

instructor permission, states that students are encouraged to speak only in Arabic. This has the 

                                                 
 

21 This included participants of all three language programs. 
22 To my knowledge, this was the only syllabus that differed from the samples provided. 
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effect of weakening the explicit language policy. On the other hand, the Intermediate instructor 

also adds a likely consequence of failing to adhere to the pledge in class—an offending student’s 

course participation grade may suffer. This potential punishment is also listed in the language 

pledge and in the program policies. Other explicitly stated consequences in the language pledge 

and in the program policies included official reprimands, refusal by the instructors to write future 

letters of recommendation, or in extreme cases, dismissal from the program. In the third week of 

the program, I recorded in my fieldnotes that one of the instructors of the Beginner class 

expressed disappointment in his students for not taking the language pledge seriously. He 

reiterated the importance of the language pledge for the success of the immersion program, and 

warned that, although he would not explicitly call out violations in the language pledge in the 

future, he would make note of any repeat violators. Not only would those violators receive lower 

grades, he would not be willing to write letters of recommendation for future program (the host 

university’s program or another immersion/study abroad program) applications. The collective 

signing of the language pledge, the section in the course syllabi on the language pledge, and the 

Beginner instructor’s warning in the third week are the only instances of explicit language pledge 

official discourse that I recorded.  

The language pledge discourse was grounded in certain assumptions. The first was that 

participants understood and aligned with the rationale behind the language pledge. This 

assumption did appear to be shared by many students—of those who responded to the student 

questionnaire23, ten students explicitly mentioned that they selected an immersion program, 

either to maximize their exposure to or practice in the language or as preparation for 

                                                 
 

23 Fifteen of the nineteen student participants completed the questionnaire (79% response rate). I have noted 
elsewhere that Rose did not complete the questionnaire. 
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studying/living in an Arabic-speaking country. Another assumption was that students’ extrinsic 

motivations included receiving a good grade. This is a reasonable assumption, considering all 

students were enrolled in post-secondary institutions, particularly for those students who were 

enrolled full-time at the host university24. Several students received grants or scholarships, such 

as Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) funding, which often have post-program 

reporting requirements. However, for those students enrolled at other institutions, there was the 

option of not transferring the credits to their home institution if they were not required to do so. 

Another assumption, and one that is the most difficult to judge, is that students’ goals for 

learning the language were sufficient to motivate them through the difficulty of adhering to the 

language pledge. In the questionnaire, students’ reasons for learning Arabic could include 

extrinsic (job opportunities), intrinsic (beautiful language), and some students listed both 

extrinsic and intrinsic reasons. The most interesting response came from a student in the 

Advanced class (Becky), who despite studying Arabic for several years, including time spent in 

an Arabic-speaking country, listed “no idea”. Becky’s response highlights the difficulty in using 

motivation as an explanatory factor. As with the assumption that students wished to earn a good 

grade, it is reasonable to expect that students enrolled in a summer immersion program wished to 

learn Arabic.  

Explicit and Implicit Contributions 

 If it is reasonable to believe that students enrolled in the language program were aligned 

with the immersion philosophy, then an analysis of Rose’s practices should include an 

investigation of how she was able to continue with both her oppositional practices and her use of 

English, particularly when it was not in service to acts of resistance. In the previous section, I 
                                                 
 

24 Students who were enrolled at other schools held the status of “special” students. 
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recounted how there were few explicit references to the language pledge. Throughout the course 

of this chapter, I have illustrated how, even as English was present at all levels of the program, 

students remained largely aligned with the project of the immersion program. However, explicit 

statement of the program’s language policy—in the language pledge, the program policies, on 

syllabi, and in explicit correction by program staff—was a slim minority of what constituted the 

program’s language management. Language management includes individual or micro-level 

activities which presume the existence of linguistic norms; perceived violations of those norms 

may then be evaluated (Nekvapil, 2006). Revisiting the “White Castle” excerpt through a 

language management lens, it appears that the use of English (in the form of “White Castle”) was 

recognized as a violation of the norm; in the first “White Castle” utterance, Omar produces 

laughter tokens, and in Xia’s first “White Castle” utterance, she marks the phrase through stress 

and tone. Participants in the talk implicitly evaluate the violation positively, as no correction 

follows, and speakers continue to use the phrase. On the other hand, Andrew makes a decision to 

translate the restaurant name into Arabic, and when that does not work, he uses the neutral 

(Arabic) word مطعم (restaurant). Thus, although the class, as a community, aligned themselves to 

a similar extent to the language pledge, there was ambiguity to how it was negotiated. Because 

these norms were negotiated through social organization, implicit interpretations of the language 

pledge formed an attractor state in ways the explicit iterations of the language pledge could not. 

 In the Beginner classroom, the instructor’s use of English in the excerpt implicitly 

reinforces a view that, in the second week of the program, students did not have sufficient Arabic 

to make sense of his instruction if he did not use English to scaffold grammatical instruction. 

This is the implicit form of what was explicitly articulated in the program policies, “Particularly 

for beginning students, instructors may allow occasional use of English in the classroom for 
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pedagogical purposes” (emphasis in the original) (Host University, n.d.-b). Students in the 

Beginner classroom were recipients of language management strategies, both implicit and 

explicit, that were often contradictory. Although the explicit language policy, the pledge, marked 

the beginning students as the recipients of a modified version of the pledge, which was supported 

implicitly by at least one of the instructors, that same instructor, a week later, engaged in explicit 

language policing. However, that incident was marked by the instructor as an aberration; his 

preferred strategy going forward would be implicit enforcement through withholding a higher 

grade or a letter of recommendation. In this way, language management for the beginning 

students, who by virtue of their limited Arabic repertoire were not initially held to the same 

standards as the other students, was often ambiguous. In a previous study on a French immersion 

program, the researchers found that beginning students often missed out on the opportunity to 

speak with higher-level students because the more advanced students displayed impatience when 

interacting with beginners (Spielmann & Radnofsky, 2001). Also applicable to the Beginner 

class’s interactional context in the face of the language pledge may be extrapolated from a study 

on interaction in a multilingual workplace; as the workplace shifted to English as a lingua franca, 

interactions became less social as a function of a reduced repertoire of registers (Tange & 

Lauring, 2009). This “thin communication” can also affect social cohesion; in my observations at 

mealtimes, the Intermediate and Advanced students did not display reluctance to interact with 

Beginner or Advanced Beginner students, but students appeared to prefer sitting those in their 

class or the class above or below. As a result, the students in the Beginner class developed their 

own set of affliative practices. The most robust of these was “جیم كاف” (jiim kaf, representing “jk” 

for “just kidding”). Establishing these shared practices circumvented the issue of thin 

communication while still adhering to the language pledge. For students in the Beginner class, 
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adhering to the language pledge was an act of negotiation, one that could redefine what 

“speaking Arabic” entailed. 

 For the Advanced Beginner class, language management became fraught. There appeared 

to be two sets of implicit rules concerning language use—a set for Rose, and one for everyone 

else. In the interview with the female instructor, Rose’s flouting of the language pledge was a 

primary reason students gave for refusing to work with her; her language pledge violations 

jeopardized the other students’ success in maintaining their own use of Arabic. Implicit 

management strategies used by participants in the Advanced Beginner class in the face of Rose’s 

language pledge violations consisted largely of continuing to use Arabic in response to Rose’s 

English use. As a strategy, it appeared most effective when used by Nathaniel; Rose’s work in 

constructing complementary identities of her being “Bad at Arabic” and him being “Good at 

Arabic” was likely linked to his modeling a strong affiliation with the language pledge. Given 

the limited effectiveness in implicit strategies to shape Rose’s adherence to preferred language 

practices, the question of why instructors did not explicitly enforce the language pledge, 

particularly as the explicit iteration of the immersion program’s policies articulated the 

consequences of violating the language pledge. A discussion of preference structure, generally 

and as it has been applied to both classroom and native speaker/non-native speaker organization 

unpacks how explicit language policing in the program was not considered a viable option for 

many of the program’s instructors. 

Preference Structure and Language Pledge Enforcement 

 During my time as a participant-observer in the immersion program, it was evident to me 

that instructors were not likely to overtly police use of English, despite explicit articulation of 

potential consequences that presumed some sort of punishment mechanism. In the program 
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policies, both students and instructors were called on to gently remind language pledge violators 

of their commitment to the program and the pledge. In practice, instructors seemed reluctant to 

interrupt the flow of talk to correct English language use. In his warning of the consequences of 

continued language pledge violations, the instructor of the Beginner class waited until the end of 

the class period to broach the topic of English use. Despite Rose’s persistent use of English, 

instructors did not explicitly note pledge violations. These implicit practices included strategies 

such as continuing to speak Arabic in response to English utterances. Although the instructors 

knew that Rose’s language practices had negative effects on classroom management and student 

morale, they did not resort to overt correction of Rose’s pledge violations. In analyzing the 

reticence of instructors to police even the most egregious language pledge violations, I was 

reminded that:  

[T]he kinds of joint action, adjacency pairs and various types of sequences, described by 

conversation analysts, do not just happen ‘out of the blue’, but take the form they do 

partly because people come to talk with expectations derived from previous experience as 

members of sociocultural groups. (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008, p. 179) 

Thus, it was important to remember that the interactional practices of the immersion program 

were built on pre-existing interactional patterns, largely those of the foreign language classroom.  

Both my analyses of interactional practices in the program’s classes and my reading of the 

literature on preference, correction, and the classroom support an interpretation that language 

policing, particularly in a post-secondary context, is dispreferred. 

 In arguing for a dispreferred status for language policing, I would like to note that 

preference structure, generally speaking, is a set of organizing principles, not a set of rigid rules. 

Moreover, although language policing was dispreferred in the program, this would not have 
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precluded any language policing; a useful analogue is that use of English in the program was 

dispreferred, and while there is evidence, such as in the “White Castle” excerpt, that it was 

handled as dispreferred by most participants, English language use was not dispreferred for 

Rose. Thus, although analyzing language choice in the program with preference structure has 

analytic weight in the “White Castle” excerpt, it is less effective in handling Rose’s language 

choices. Previous research on preference structure has been problematized as overgeneralizing 

preference as being similar across large categories of activities (Pomerantz & Heritage, 2012). 

Looking closely at previous literature on preference and correction in the classroom, there 

appears to be sufficient evidence that correcting in the classroom is situationally preferred or 

dispreferred; these previous studies indicate that, in the study context, a majority of participants 

found language policing (which I am categorizing as a form of correction or repair) to be 

dispreferred. 

 Early work on repair, which, although not the same as correction, is the conversational 

mechanism which is likely to be deployed to effect correction in the classroom, indicated that 

adult-child (specifically parent-child) conversation was an exception to the overall preference for 

self-initiated repair over other-initiated repair. The authors then suggested that this preference 

structure might be relevant for “the not-yet-competent in some domain without respect to age” 

(Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977, p. 381). McHoul (1990) noted in his discussion of repair in 

the classroom, that in his corpus, other-initiated (teacher-led) repair to correct a student response 

is more likely to be implicit, indicating where trouble might be. McHoul’s data came from high 

school level classes, and this MacBeth noted, may indicate that principles for repair in the 

classroom may differ according to context; MacBeth also further complicated McHoul’s 

conceptualization by proposing that repair and correction might be co-operating organizations 
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(2004). Repair in the language classroom context differs from other pedagogical contexts 

because the interaction is also the object of study; a paradox emerges in the communicative 

language classroom, as instructors encourage students to take the interactional risk of making 

errors, the ethos of the communicative approach marks explicit correction of errors as 

dispreferred, which can implicitly treat errors as embarrassing (Seedhouse, 2004). Moving away 

from adult-child and language contexts, Kurhila (2001) argued that correction in native 

speaker/non-native speaker contexts is only preferred if it does not disrupt the interactional flow. 

This contradicts a suggestion from Schegloff et al that a participant’s status as not-yet-competent 

does not supersede existing preference structure regarding other-repair. These four studies 

highlight the critique made by Pomerantz and Heritage—that preference structures for repair or 

correction show nuance across contexts in which participants have differing levels of expertise. 

 Previous work on repair and correction, then, indicates that context is extremely 

important in assessing whether a particular form of repair will be preferred or dispreferred. In the 

immersion program context, the status of the students as adults appears to have influence in the 

construction of the preference structure. Many, but not all, of the instructors explicitly expressed 

a teaching philosophy consistent with the communicative approach, which may have affected 

how important error correction would be in establishing a preference structure for the program. 

However, I would argue that the strongest factor in the practice of the preference structure for 

correction is the effect language policing would hypothetically have on the flow of talk; Kurhila 

noted that correction was preferred in instances in which “correction can be done as embedded 

action and, consequently, the recipient can treat it as doing the unmarked activity” (2001, p. 

1107). Because correcting a student’s use of English would be a metalinguistic act, it could not 

be done as embedded action. It is noteworthy that the one instance of explicit language policing I 
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have on record was not done within joint talk, but at the end of class. Additionally, that episode 

was not in response to a particular instance of pledge violation, but done to address previous 

violations. Finally, the instructor promised that, in the future, he would not stop to address 

violations, but implicitly keep track, with consequences to be meted out at some specified point. 

Although the previous work on preference, repair, and correction indicate potential criteria for 

determining the preference structure for language policing, the most compelling argument for the 

dispreferred status of language policing comes from the practices of the instructors. 

From Micro to Meso to Macro 

 The goal of analyzing excerpts of English use in the Beginner and Advanced classes in 

addition to previous analyses of the Advanced Beginner class was to illustrate how management 

of the program’s language policy was consistent across classes, even as participants used English 

according to the contexts and norms of their own classroom system. The program was a complex 

system with smaller, nested systems. In this discussion of language pledge management, I use 

the qualifiers micro, meso, and macro to distinguish systemic levels. My stance on these terms is 

that their meanings can differ according to the study context. Here, I use micro to describe 

interactions of two to three people, meso to describe classroom-level contexts, and macro to 

describe the system at the program level.  

This chapter began with a general description of the linguistic environment of the 

language program, grounded in my experiences as a participant-observer, with students largely 

adhering to the language pledge (at least in my presence). Also contributing to this overall 

impression were the informal assessments offered to me by the program staff. Through a careful 

analysis of classroom recordings, particularly those that contained English language use, that 

initial impression is both strengthened and complicated. In the Advanced classroom, English 
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language use happened regularly, but it was also strategic, and individual instances were of brief 

duration25. For members of the Advanced classroom, English served a specific purpose; the 

“White Castle” excerpt demonstrates that although use of English may have been dispreferred, 

participants made interactional decisions not only based on preference structure, but on the 

interactional benefits it might offer. White Castle, as a place name, held semantic weight that  قصر

 could not, as Andrew discovered. In the Beginner class, English was used by at least one of أبیض

the instructors to scaffold grammatical instruction, primarily in the first two weeks of the 

program. This was consistent with the parameters of the language pledge as articulated in the 

program’s policies. The combination of implicit and explicit language management in the 

Beginner class could be ambiguous, as after the first two weeks of operating under a differential 

iteration of the language pledge, they were expected to then strictly adhere to the same pledge as 

the rest of the students. The instructor’s explicit language policing during the third week may 

have been in response to a difficult transition from weak to strong interpretation of the language 

pledge. Although evidence from the Advanced and Beginner classrooms indicates that each 

classroom enacted a slightly different interpretation of the language pledge, the situation in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom was much more problematic. The disruption caused by Rose’s 

persistent flouting of the pledge appeared to cause discord in the classroom. In violating the 

language pledge, she also violated the program’s assumed preference structure regarding 

language choice. The micro-level issues surrounding adherence/violation of the language pledge 

were affected by meso-level decisions of how to enforce the language pledge. At the program 

level, despite license to overtly police English use by the program’s explicit policies, individual 

                                                 
 

25 Recordings from the Intermediate classroom strongly resembled those of the Advanced classroom; including an 
excerpt from the Intermediate classroom would not have yielded additional insights. The selection of an excerpt 
from the Advanced class was to isolate proficiency level as a factor in use of English. 
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instructors followed what appear to be macro-level tendencies to avoid language policing. As the 

discussion of preference structure and correction in this chapter indicates, macro-level tendencies 

can be overridden by meso- or micro-level language management. The implications of this will 

be touched on in the next chapter, but prioritizing adherence to the language pledge implicates 

reconstructing preference structure for correction of language choice in the program context. 
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What Rose Can Teach Us About Classroom Talk 

 My intention for this chapter is to synthesize the findings of the three previous chapters in 

light of the research questions. This study was designed to capture and interpret students’ 

interactional practices as they developed more resources in Arabic. I chose the immersion 

program as a study setting for several reasons; primarily because the linguistic context of the 

immersion program presumably afforded more potential for interactions in the target language as 

a whole, but more specifically, there was a greater potential for a wider variety of interactions 

beyond the stereotypical IRE sequence. As Seedhouse (2010) noted, the critique of the language 

classroom as being poor practice for the world outside is due to its formulaic, lockstep use of 

IRE sequences. This, he countered, overemphasized both the spaces for unscripted, more 

“naturalistic” talk in the classroom and the formulaic quality of high-frequency speech acts, such 

as greetings, in everyday conversation. Similarly, an insight from Allen’s (2010) investigation of 

interactions during a study abroad program indicated that student-teacher dynamics often 

emerged during informal talk between native and non-native speakers of French. In the data I 

have presented in the preceding chapters, we have seen a variety of interactional structures, 

beyond the classroom cliché of initiation-response-evaluation (IRE). Yes, IRE sequences were 

abundant, particularly at lower levels, but at all levels, I found wordplay, multi-turn narratives, 

and negotiations.  

I learned early on that students at all levels were drawing on multiple resources and 

developing their interactional repertoires in Arabic so often, I needed a new strategy to analyze 

the data. Through a multi-stage process of analysis (through transcription, coding, and 

memoing), I drafted a list of elements of interest to narrow the scope of the research. Resistance 

appeared to be a robust feature of classroom interaction, although one student, Rose, turned out 
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to be the most avid resister in the program. Redirecting my focus to resistance allowed me to do 

two things with this study; first, that Rose was able to engage in resistance in the Arabic 

classroom showed that she used a wide variety of strategies. Unpacking Rose’s agency also 

illuminated ways in which all students developed their interactional repertoires in Arabic. 

Additionally, focusing on resistance can imbue this study with particular resonance to language 

instructors. Although Rose engaged in resistance practices that disaligned her with the work of 

the classroom, her efforts were not divorced from the classroom context. In two chapters (“Look 

at Me, Knowing Stuff” and “Ena Faking: Interaction as Identity Construction”), I presented 

excerpts in which other participants, whether instructor or fellow student, triggered, contributed 

to, or ameliorated Rose’s acts of resistance. Analyzing resistance in the language classroom 

using ethnomethodology (and using conversation analysis as a method within that methodology) 

allows the reader to not just rely on my analyses and interpretations, but to judge those analyses 

in concert with the transcripts. Although transcription is a form of analysis, and there can be no 

purely objective transcript, including the transcripts permits the reader to see and recognize 

interactions as they unfolded, and how other participants shaped or failed to shape the trajectory 

of those interactions. In addition to synthesizing this study’s findings, I intend to make explicit a 

secondary project of my analysis—uniting ethnomethodology and conversation analysis’s 

conceit of contributions being either aligned or disaligned and complexity theory’s 

representation of attractor and repeller states. I drew heavily on both constructs, and I argue that 

their analytic power in concert is greater than each concept individually. Discussions of the 

practical or classroom applications of this study, potential avenues of research using this study as 

a foundation, and the limitations of this particular project follow. 
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Revisiting the Research: Integrating Questions with Analysis 

 To better frame the following discussion, revisiting the revised research questions will 

help establish a coherent starting point.  

• What kinds of student resistance can be found in a language immersion program? 
• How do students enact this resistance? 
• How do other participants align with or counter-resist student resistance? 
• How do these episodes of resistance shape language learning? 

 

Beginning with the first question, “what kinds of student resistance can be found in a language 

immersion program”, clarification is necessary. Although the goal of this research question was 

initially to develop a functional taxonomy of the types of resistance in the language immersion 

classroom, this interpretation of the first research question became problematic. Although other 

students occasionally engaged in resistant practices, these were, in contrast to those of Rose, 

localized, negotiable, and therefore, short-lived. Because her practices were at the extreme end of 

what was present in the program, it was often difficult to identify milder forms of resistance, as 

Rose’s practices became a new “normal”. Several points during analytic phases, I would become 

so inured to Rose’s practices, I needed to seek outside confirmation that what Rose was doing 

was visible. Thus, in comparison, other students’ resistance became that much more difficult to 

identify. Focusing on the practices of one student, however, has not precluded the analysis from 

capturing a variety of resistant or oppositional practices.  

 Although what follows is not a taxonomy of resistance, this discussion of the types of 

resistance found in the immersion program highlights how one student’s range of interactional 

practices is not monolithic. Rose could be diligent, but she could also be playful, angry, sullen, 

or repentant. In the early days of the program, she appeared to align with the work of the 

program; on the other hand, indicators such as Rose’s tendency to wait until she was called on, 
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instead of self-selecting, gained more analytical heft when looking at her trajectory of 

participation practices over the course of the program. What I eventually characterized as a 

passive participation stance included such practices as relying on turns of minimal length, and 

the use of discourse markers and hedges as part of a strategy to encourage other participants to 

assist her in her production of spoken Arabic. At the extreme end of Rose’s passive participation 

stance was her occasional refusal to participate. A passive participation stance is not, by itself, 

indicative of resistant or oppositional classroom practices. As I discussed in the chapter titled 

“Doing Being Arabic Learners in the Advanced Beginner Classroom”, passive participation 

stances in the Beginner classroom were unmarked, due to the interactional practices engendered 

by the instructional styles that dominated. The expectations for participation in the Advanced 

Beginner classroom (as well as in the Intermediate and Advanced classrooms) differed; in that 

interactional context, Rose’s participation stance, which would not have been remarkable had she 

been a student in the Beginner class, was considered by other participants (instructors and other 

students) to be marked. In addition to enacting a participation stance contrary to classroom 

expectations and norms, Rose would enact resistance through negative characterizations of 

Arabic as a language. In a sense, this illustrates the limits of her resistance; although it can easily 

be imagined, Rose did not extend her negative affect towards the Arabic language to include 

Arabic cultures or people. In these acts of resistance, Rose would make negative statements 

about sentences in Arabic (such as “these sentences don’t mean anything”), the study of Arabic, 

or the work of the class. One of the most robust forms of resistance or opposition Rose practiced 

was the construction of an oppositional in-class identity that highlighted her failings as a student 

of Arabic. This “Bad at Arabic” identity, along with the complementary identity she helped to 

construct for Nathaniel, that of being “Good at Arabic” allowed her to distance herself from the 
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collective work of the class—that of learning Arabic. These types of resistance or oppositional 

practices encompassed resistance toward norms of work, norms of affect, and norms of identity. 

Although this analysis focused on Rose’s practices, I believe this preliminary typology can be 

useful when looking at other students’ resistance. 

 The next question, “how do students enact this resistance”, once again primarily focuses 

Rose’s interactional work in the Advanced Beginner classroom. While the first research question 

emphasized a pursuit of genres of resistance or opposition, the second research question unpacks 

these genres to examine the mechanisms participants may use to enact opposition or resistance. 

In Rose’s case, her problematic participation stances could be seen through her management of 

turn length and her occasional refusal to participate. Selected excerpts and their subsequent 

analyses leveraged the literature on sequential organization to make explicit what language 

teachers know through experience—some students take fewer risks in class or seem to require 

more “hints”. Rose’s practices also included what I characterized as “saying the unsayable”. A 

particularly meaty example comes from the recording of the Shoots-and-Ladders vocabulary 

game, in which Rose announces that she is angry at the class. In many of these instances, Rose 

would revise or retract her statement. In the previously-mentioned example, Rose clarified that 

she was angry at the class and not the instructor in response to the instructor’s scandalized 

(though humorous) gasp. 

 Within the context of the immersion program, complete with language pledge, my initial 

analyses pinpointed Rose’s use of English as a locus for opposition. As my analysis of Rose’s 

language practices in the classroom deepened, it became clear that the use of English in itself 

was not a marker of resistant language practices. This was true of the program as a whole, where 

English use was seldom (but occasionally) problematic, as well as when Rose used English, even 
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when she did so to excess. More robust as a strategy that Rose used to enact resistance was her 

construction of an oppositional in-class identity—being “Bad at Arabic”. This identity 

construction was helped by Rose’s willingness to “go there”, by saying the unsayable, as well as 

her willingness to persist in using English far beyond what was considered appropriate by 

classroom norms. Additionally, Rose’s enactment of epistemic stances helped construct her 

oppositional in-class identity. This could include claiming a weak epistemic stance; she also used 

irony to enact inflated epistemic stances, performing acts of knowing, such as when she would 

offer the commentary, “look at me, knowing stuff” after correctly answering a question. Rose’s 

willingness to engage in practices that were dispreferred within the context of the language 

immersion classroom illustrated the durability and persistence of her resistance, as well as the 

agency she was able to deploy in doing her oppositional identity work. 

 Until this point, this discussion of the research questions has centered on Rose as an 

actor; however, she did not operate in a vacuum. The third research question, “how do other 

participants align with or counter-resist student resistance”, acknowledged the collaborative 

nature of interaction. Earlier, I noted that Rose’s practice of making controversial statements was 

usually met with some pushback by the instructor. Challenging the resistance, such as the 

instructor’s gasp in response to Rose’s claim to be angry at the class, can be observed in other 

excerpts. Challenging Rose’s oppositional practices appeared to be the exclusive province of the 

instructors, and in particular, the female instructor. Tellingly, challenging Rose’s resistance 

appeared to be reserved for Rose’s most outrageous statements, and not used for violating the 

language pledge or refusing to participate. In another instance, the excerpt in which Rose 

claimed that the homework sentences “didn’t mean anything”, the instructor challenged Rose’s 

claim forcefully; her challenge could be characterized as a scolding. That challenge was notable 
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in that the instructor reclaimed the interactional space, blocking any further commentary by 

Rose. More subtle strategies were also used by the instructors. In a previous chapter (“Look at 

Me, Knowing Stuff”), my analysis of one instance in which Rose refused to participate (“can you 

just pretend I’m not here”), highlighted the strategy of redirection, or counter-resistance. The 

instructor deftly redefined what it meant, in that moment, to be present in class. Redirection did 

not appear to be used by the other students in the Advanced Beginner classroom; although the 

relative status of co-participants may be a factor in who may use redirection strategies, the 

proficiency level of the students in the Advanced Beginner classroom may have placed 

constraints on the confidence students may have had to deploy a more nuanced strategy.  

However, the most common strategy used by all participants, instructors and students 

alike, appeared to be ignoring Rose’s practices. Instances in which Nathaniel used this strategy 

include the Shoots-and-Ladders activity, where after participating in Rose’s ironic claims to a 

superior epistemic status, he refused to engage in Rose’s positioning herself as a poorer speaker 

of Arabic than him. Nevertheless, this example highlights the problem with categorizing 

interactional practices, as an argument could be made that Nathaniel’s use of sequence closers 

and topic changes could be considered redirection. The boundary, I would argue, is porous, but a 

productive distinction is how turns are allocated in both types of sequences. In the “magic hat” 

episode, the instructor retains the turn, while Rose responds with continuers. Both participants 

display joint attention in the interchange. In the “aqall min” sequence, Rose and Nathaniel do not 

display joint attention, indicating that there are parallel interactions occurring, each with a non-

participating interlocutor. In the previous chapter, I argued that instructors’ (all instructors, not 

just those of the Advanced Beginner class) reluctance to police English language use falls into 

the category of ignoring resistant or oppositional practices. As can be seen by the analysis, using 
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a strategy of avoidance, or rather, ignoring oppositional interactional practices, can be a double-

edged sword. On the one hand, implicit modeling of group norms can be a more powerful 

mechanism than relying on explicit policy; on the other hand, Rose managed to leverage the 

mismatch between stated policy and the language pledge as it was practiced. For many students, 

explicit enforcement of the language pledge was unnecessary because either strong intrinsic 

motivators or a desire to align with classroom norms were enough to maintain the language 

pledge. Rose’s flouting of the language policy was not punished overtly, but there were social 

consequences, as other students in the class avoided working with her. Rose increasingly 

absented herself from mealtimes, which functioned as a social activity and by implication, a rich 

opportunity to engage in informal Arabic practice. 

As observed in the Advanced Beginner class, my understanding of the final research 

question, “how do these episodes of resistance shape language learning” is the least robust of all 

these research questions. Nevertheless, through my interviews with the program’s instructors, I 

learned that two students refused to work with Rose, particularly because of her reliance on 

English as a communicative strategy. Going beyond this admittedly rather obvious insight of the 

effect resistance may have on language learning, the most poignant effect episodes of resistance 

had on language learning in the Advanced Beginner classroom was the resilience Rose’s 

construction of her oppositional identity as being “Bad at Arabic” had on her language learning. 

During the Shoots-and-Ladders activity, this can be seen when Rose rejects the instructor’s 

positive assessment of her sentence, wishing for a jumla 9aweela mithl Nathaniel. Within a 

relatively short time, Rose’s practices became sticky to the extent that it appeared that even she 

couldn’t change them. Conversely, an effect of the dichotomous Bad at Arabic/Good at Arabic 

dyad of Rose and Nathaniel may have been beneficial to Nathaniel’s language learning. The co-
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construction of Nathaniel’s identity as a successful language learner appears to have been a 

virtuous circle, particularly in light of his comments on the student questionnaire, in which he 

noted that his progress in Arabic before the program had not been very good. Additionally, as 

Rose and Nathaniel took on roles as weaker student and stronger student respectively, 

Nathaniel’s more experienced peer status, particularly in terms of number of turns and length of 

turns, allowed him more opportunities to practice his Arabic. Neither of these outcomes—Rose’s 

construction of a self-fulfilling prophecy and Nathaniel’s adoption of a role as relative expert—

were determined solely by Rose’s interactional practices. However, in the context of this 

particular system (the Advanced Beginner classroom), these participants organized themselves in 

this manner. Although the effect of the bad student/good student dynamic resembles a zero sum 

game, an equally likely result could have been both students underachieving as a result of Rose’s 

oppositional interactional practices. Another potential context for resistance in the language 

classroom could have been constructed for a goal; a discussion of this distinction can be found in 

the chapter on the theoretical assumptions of this study (Cf. Giroux, 1983). Although this 

analysis of resistance in a language immersion program gives a rich illustration of types of 

resistance, how it is enacted by participants, and how resistance may shape language learning, 

the picture is incomplete. Through the use of complementary theoretical constructs—preference 

structure from conversation analysis and attractor and repeller states from complexity theory—

has permitted me to analyze interaction on multiple timescales. 

Leveraging the Power of Aligned/Disaligned Actions with Attractor/Repeller States 

 Previously, I have described Rose’s interactional practices as aligning or disaligning with 

the work of the classroom; additionally, I characterized both her use of English and her in-class 

identity as being “Bad at Arabic” as being attractor states. As Larsen-Freeman and Cameron 
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note, conversation analysis is concerned with a micro-level timescale of interaction; however, 

“any moment of speech action is connected across multiple timescales and levels of human and 

social organization through nested and interacting complex systems” (2008, p. 162). Our 

knowledge of interactional frameworks allow us to interpret and participate in interactions. In 

examining the language practices in the Advanced Beginner classroom, at least two temporal 

frameworks were needed—the micro, or sequential, framework associated with conversation 

analysis and a meso timescale that I have defined as the course of the immersion program. I used 

two strategies to analyze classroom interactions at a meso-level timescale; using the method of 

conversation analysis, I treated the collection of recordings as a corpus; using the theoretical lens 

of complexity theory, the location of the narrative on the timeline of the program was given 

analytic weight. Using conversation analysis alone would not capture the interaction of the two 

timescales—analytically, each recording in a corpus is ordinarily treated as a discrete unit. In a 

context such as that of the current study, this agnosticism of what has occurred before a 

particular interaction may be a missed opportunity for insight. However, from a methodological 

or study design perspective, integrating conversation analysis and complexity theory in order to 

analyze interaction on multiple timescales has implications. Larsen-Freeman and Cameron 

acknowledge that, in order to analyze social interaction across multiple timescales, additional 

data must be collected; and the increased demands on time and expertise that results requires 

trade-offs. Thus, for this study, the salient timescales number only two—the micro-level 

timescale of each interaction and the meso-level timescale of the immersion program. A study 

could be designed that would accommodate additional timescales, such as those that could 

include an entire language learning trajectory (before or after the program). The practical 
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implications on study design, participant recruitment, and data collection, leaving aside data 

analysis, are substantial. 

 In addition to Larsen-Freeman and Cameron’s proposal of a research program that 

marries a complexity theory framework to conversation analytic methods, other researchers have 

argued for a “conversation analysis plus” methodology that would complement the microanalytic 

strengths of CA with other frameworks that can add breadth to CA’s depth (Markee & Kasper, 

2004; Markee, 2000). Kramsch and Whiteside (2008) used a collection of recorded conversations 

to illustrate the analytic strengths of particular frameworks, including conversation analysis and 

complexity theory. However, this dissertation, at the time of writing, is the only study to use a 

combined EMCA/complexity theory framework to analyzed recorded talk. It is up to the reader 

to decide if such a hybrid framework is useful enough to be applied to future studies, but I found 

the combined analytic resources of a complexity theory framework and an EMCA methodology 

to be essential in being able to go beyond a “sense” that something was happening in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom. Using CA as a method, I was able to use preference structure 

(Pomerantz & Heritage, 2012) and alignment (Goodwin & Goodwin, 2010) to identify episodes 

of opposition and resistance in the classroom, but the broader framework of complexity theory 

was important to situate Rose’s practices in a timeline that went beyond sequential organization. 

Additionally, the use of complexity theory aided in my analysis of the accumulated repertoire of 

Rose’s resistant practices as establishing an attractor state, which in turn, established 

expectations by other members of the Advanced Beginner classroom of the parameters of Rose’s 

participation in that local community. The theoretical implication of this study is that a study can 

marry a complexity theory framework with EMCA methods, and this hybrid model offers robust 

analytic affordances. 
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Building a Better Interactional Context in the Classroom 

 There is a humorous saying about the role of anecdotal evidence in qualitative research—

the singular of data is not anecdote. However, during the course of data analysis, I told a fellow 

graduate student about my research, specifically how Rose was able to continue her classroom 

practices in part because in the immersion program, instructors were loath to police violations of 

the language pledge. This, my colleague later told me, informed her own practices as a language 

teacher; she often thought of my study when students used English in her classroom. Although 

not a finding, this anecdote highlights a practical implication of this study—the interaction 

between explicit and implicit classroom language policy and its implications for creating 

preferred language practices. The moral of this story is not that use of the L1 in the language 

classroom is bad; I have argued elsewhere that strict adherence to a language pledge ignores how 

bilinguals and multilinguals actually use their linguistic resources. The implications of this study 

for language teaching and learning center on the development of attractor states for language 

practices. Explicit language policy, such as a language pledge, works when they are in alignment 

with implicit language policies, such as norms. Thus, in the language immersion program, 

because instructors dispreferred language policing, the language pledge only worked insofar as 

students aligned with the immersion project. Language policing was dispreferred in the program 

because it disrupted the talk; implicit forms of policing, such as responding to English with 

Arabic, were preferred because they were embedded within the interactional framework 

(Kurhila, 2001). For instructors, being aware of this preference structure may be a necessary first 

step to engaging in dispreferred actions such as overt language policing. For staff of immersion 

programs, engaging in pre-program training sessions that desensitize instructors to this 

preference structure may help in maintaining a consistent policy. At the study site, the gap 
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between explicit, stated policy circumscribing the use of English and the implicit language 

management practices contributed to the construction of Rose’s oppositional identity. 

Furthermore, certain students’ refusal to work with Rose was likely due to her English language 

use, but another probable factor was that the instructors did not appear to penalize Rose for 

breaking the language pledge. Goodboy (2011) argued that students cited perceived unfairness as 

a reason for their resistance in the classroom; this indicates that consistent application of the 

language pledge is not merely a matter of linguistic input/output, but is tied to issues of equitable 

treatment in the classroom.  

Nevertheless, as the “White Castle” excerpt shows, use of the L1 does not necessarily 

indicate disalignment with classroom practices or ideology. This study indicates that the purpose 

and philosophy behind language pledges may need to be reframed. Currently, language pledges 

operate from a monolingual ideal that ignores research on translanguaging as both a pedagogical 

practice and an everyday multilingual practice. Because the language practices of multilingual 

people are seldom monolingual, a target language only policy is likely to fail. Constructing a 

policy that acknowledges use of other languages, while preferring target language use, would 

change the implicit message from “Target Language Only” to “Target Language Strongly 

Preferred”.  Reconstructing a new language philosophy would be only the first step. As the 

results of this study have shown, explicit policies that do not reflect implicit practices engender 

ambiguity, if not opposition. However, this type of language management construction allows 

for a space in which instructors and students co-construct a communal set of language practices. 

This is in contrast to language pledges, which are drafted by program staff and presented to 

students before the start of classes. Thus, students sign the pledge with no knowledge of local 

language practices, and if they have not previously participated in an immersion program, with 
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little to no experience of communicating monolingually in the target language. These students 

may have unrealistic expectations of what these language practices will entail. 

 Another practical implication of this study relates to the speed with which interactional 

practices took root in particular contexts. This discovery was the result of analyzing classroom 

interactions diachronically as well as synchronically. Although Rose began the program aligned 

with classroom norms and goals, by the fourth week, she was engaging in her oppositional 

identity work. In the fifth week, there is evidence of tension between Rose’s oppositional identity 

and her stated desire to create jumla 9aweela mithl Nathaniel. Although her efforts also created 

tension in the classroom, the person most affected by her resistance was herself. The female 

instructor in particular was sensitive to Rose’s struggle, and although she occasionally engaged 

in caretaking practices (such as in the magic hat episode from the eighth week of the program), 

Rose’s oppositional identity had become part of an attractor state. Although complex systems are 

dynamic and subject to change, counteracting an attractor state may require concerted, continued 

effort (Byrne, 2005). Another example from this study of how an interactional pattern may 

develop into an attractor state is the passive participation stance that was the norm in the 

Beginner class. Some of this was a function of the students starting with no previous Arabic; 

however, as the program progressed, the interactional pattern remained an attractor state, even as 

students’ proficiency level increased. To shift from a passive to an active passive participation 

stance would have required substantive change in the Beginner class system. This change would 

need to implicate both instructors, as the class was co-taught; additionally, soliciting alignment 

on the part of the students would have been necessary to affect change in the accepted 

participation stance. Despite the status of the IRE structure as an attractor state (Larsen-Freeman 

& Cameron, 2008), the recordings collected during the course of the immersion program offer 
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ample evidence that the IRE interaction pattern was not a strong attractor state in many of the 

classes in the program. This does not mean that the IRE pattern was never used, nor that it was 

uncommon, but that it is possible to develop a classroom system in which multiple interactional 

patterns are used. This work does not happen, however, without effort on behalf of the instructor 

or alignment on the part of the students. In practical terms, the implication is that more work, 

both in terms of research and teacher training needs to be done on developing active interactional 

patterns in the language classroom. 

 The insights in this section acknowledge that for many students, learning a new language 

is a face-threatening exercise. Students with strong or clearly-articulated motivations to learn the 

target language may be more likely to negotiate the threat to face. Other students may develop 

affective connections to the language and its associated cultures, or develop close interpersonal 

relationships that inspire them to use the target language, despite social anxiety or discomfort. 

For those students who feel the threat to face more keenly, student-centered pedagogy or 

activities can increase this anxiety. Although they may be as likely as their peers to complain 

about teacher-led discourse or activities, they may prefer the predictability of these activities, as 

their formulaic quality circumscribes the types of potential interactions. Student-centered 

pedagogy has a great potential for deep, transformative learning, but students may feel 

ambivalent to such learning experiences. This can be particularly true in language classrooms, 

where students may find alternate cultural frameworks threatening to their identities and cultural 

affiliations. 

Pride, Power, and Resistance 

 Context mattered in Rose’s pursuit of an oppositional identity. Rose was not a student at 

the host university, so any grades she might have earned were invisible to her own graduate 
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program. Although many of the instructors had an affiliation to the host university, the summer 

immersion program operated on a separate administrative structure; instructors were hired on 

short term contracts for the duration of the program. Thus, the ephemeral structure of the eight 

week program provided minimal leverage to shape students’ behavior. Control of students’ (and 

instructors’) behavior was a function of soft influence, such as a desire to be well-regarded by 

one’s peers. In Rose’s case, her desire to construct an in-class identity that managed expectations 

for participation appeared to be stronger than her desire to be well-liked by others. As I have 

argued elsewhere, Rose was not well-integrated in the social fabric of the program; for example, 

she stopped attending meals. In this way, Rose leveraged a weaker social stance into greater 

agency in shaping interactions in the Advanced Beginner classroom. 

 Classroom power relations, particularly in language classrooms can be complicated 

beyond a hierarchy that places instructors above students. In reconceptualizing these 

relationships, the strongest form of hierarchy in the classroom would be in classes taught by 

tenured faculty. Although the relative status of each participant can enlarge (in the case of the 

professor) or circumscribe (in the case of the student) the interactional resources in classroom 

discourse, other contextual features can include students’ perceived importance of the course, 

instructors’ pedagogical styles, and cultural discourses surrounding the material. For example, in 

the Advanced classroom, Tessa’s use of colloquial was often corrected by the instructor. The 

instructor’s stance on classroom discourse and the superior status of Modern Standard Arabic 

coincided with Tessa’s conceptualization of the summer program’s utility, and she did not resist 

the instructor’s language policing practices. These types of language practices are consistent with 

notions of legitimate language (Bourdieu, 2001).  
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However, many language courses are taught by adjunct instructors or graduate students; 

this shrinking of the hierarchical distance constructs contexts in which the tensions between 

instructors’ and students’ discourse intersect with how the relative status of participants is 

perceived. In Worth’s (2006) study, some students pushed back against assumptions and stances 

enacted by their graduate teaching assistant. More troubling, research indicates that students at 

predominantly white institutions disproportionately single out international teaching assistants or 

American teaching assistants of color when challenging their instructors (Gomez, Khurshid, 

Freitag, & Lachuk, 2011). In these contexts, hierarchy in the classroom is shaped not only by 

institutional roles, but can also reflect racial or ethnic inequities in society. This is not to argue 

for a strict hierarchy in the classroom based on institutional roles, but to illustrate that in the 

language classroom, agency and structure are multifaceted. As I have argued previously, both 

communicating in the target language and opening up to different cultural perspectives can be 

threatening for students; language instructors, by virtue of their contingent employment status or 

identification as “foreign”, may be more likely to be challenged by students. In light of these 

insights, reconceptualizing the language classroom as a place of consensus, not hierarchy, allows 

for a more productive teaching and learning environment. 

Avenues for Future Research 

 The study can serve as a starting point for future work on language learning. As this is a 

broad field, I propose three potential studies that could build upon this work—one focusing on 

resistance, another focusing on language issue in immersion program, and a third study looking 

at the acquisition of Arabic diachronically. This examination of resistant or oppositional 

practices in the classroom centered largely on the oppositional identity work of one student. 

Although I have used the terms resistant and resistance to describe Rose’s practices, if we look to 
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Giroux’s (1983) work on resistance in education, the work Rose engaged in is perhaps better 

characterized as “opposition”. Her project appeared to be that of face-management, mitigating 

the social risk of learning a new language. Learning a new language may engender other risks, 

such as challenges to one’s previously-held beliefs. For students of Arabic, particularly US-based 

students of Arabic, this may include religious, political, and cultural beliefs. A study that focuses 

on these types of resistance could add to the literature on intercultural or cross-cultural learning 

and development. 

 As has been noted in earlier chapters, research on domestic immersion programs lags 

behind that of study abroad. This study began as an investigation of the interactional 

competences students develop as participants in a language immersion program. Preliminary 

analyses of the recorded data indicated other potential interactional practices that would be 

worthy of study. An example of a study that can leverage the affordances of domestic immersion 

programs could focus on the acquisition of linguistically-appropriate discourse markers. For such 

a study, the ability to record more informal forms of talk, particularly out-of-classroom contexts, 

would be essential. This source of data is one I was unable to obtain for this study, and it is one 

that I believe is important in understanding second (or third, etc.) language acquisition. 

 Another perspective goes beyond interactional practices, such as resistance, or a single 

language learning context, such as an immersion program, and would look at the development of 

interactional competence in a new language diachronically. Earlier in this chapter, I discussed 

the inclusion of multiple timescales to understand language in use. I was able to look at Rose’s 

practices using an interactional timescale in conjunction with the timescale of the immersion 

program. Although I have proposed hypotheses that may explain why Rose engaged in the types 

of practices she did, I do not have data that would allow me to systematically study the influence 
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Rose’s previous language learning experiences may have had on her immersion program 

experience. The most ambitious prospective research project could be longitudinal—broadening 

the scope of available timescales to include a learner’s perspectives on previous language 

learning experiences, recordings from multiple language classes, and potentially including post-

coursework language use. A study this expansive raises issues of feasibility, including the 

potential issues of consent and the resources necessary to collect and analyze such a large 

collection of data; this project could be undertaken by an organization, but it would be an overly 

ambitious project for an individual researcher. 

Limitations of the Study 

 In developing this study, certain operational issues impeded my ability to collect as much 

data as I would have liked. First, obtaining consent could not occur before the beginning of the 

program. This limited the types of data I could collect, particularly due to my promise to the 

program staff that I would abide by the language pledge. Additionally, although I had a high 

level of participation (19 out of 25 students and all of the program instructors), classes in which I 

did not have 100% participation influenced how and what I could record. I could only record 

audio in the Beginner classroom, which meant gesture and gaze were unavailable for analysis. In 

the Advanced Beginner classroom, which ended up being my focal class, only 50% of students 

(two) were participants. Although I am confident in my analyses of the language practices in the 

Advanced Beginner classroom, having 100% participation would have given me access to more 

data, and perhaps additional insights. I also struggled with equipment issues; surprisingly, the 

sensitivity of my audio recorder and the HD video camera meant that I recorded a great deal of 

ambient noise along with the classroom activities, including the elevator down the hall. This 

made the transcription process more difficult than if I had been able to have participants wear 
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individual microphones, for example. The limitation that I feel most keenly, however, is that my 

recordings are entirely from classroom contexts. In addition to my less than 100% participation 

rate, the program offered several languages, so the ability to record out-of-class contexts, such as 

meals, was beyond the scope of my agreement with the IRB. 

Ma3 Sha2 Allah 

 Rose, in her creation of an oppositional identity in the Advanced Beginner classroom as 

being “Bad at Arabic”, did not work alone; although the female instructor and Nathaniel, in 

particular, often found Rose’s interactional practices problematic, by operating within a 

preference structure that avoided contradiction, language policing, or affirmation of her self-

deprecating identity, they often ratified her identity. In doing so, Rose, Nathaniel, and the 

instructor created an interactional framework that, within the complex system of the Advanced 

Beginner classroom, became an attractor state. Thus, even when Rose wished to align with the 

practices of the classroom, doing so would have required more energy than continuing with her 

disaligning, “Bad at Arabic” practices. On one level, this dissertation is the story of Rose, but it 

also functions as an illustration of how classroom practices and identities are co-constructed, and 

how this is aided by explicit, but more durably, implicit policies and practices. 
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Appendix A – IRB Approval 
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Appendix B – Recruitment Letter 

 

My name is Sunny Schomaker, and I am a PhD student at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
under the supervision of Professor François Tochon. I am contacting you because you are 
enrolled in the APTLII program for Arabic, and I have developed a study that will examine how 
learners of Arabic use the language during an immersion program. As someone who has 
previously participated in an intensive Arabic language program, I have used my own learning 
experiences to develop this study. 

During the course of this study, I will observe and take notes in the classroom, collect copies of 
your writing assignments, and record video of classroom activities. I will also be organizing 
extracurricular activities with the goal of additional opportunities for language use that is also 
personally enriching. These activities may be recorded as well. Participation in the study is 
voluntary and will not affect your coursework or grade. Your name will not be used, nor will 
your test scores or grades be collected. If you decide not to participate, you will not be recorded, 
nor will copies of your homework be collected. 

I hope to learn more about how students in an immersion use language in and out of the 
classroom, and I further hope that this knowledge will help improve language education in the 
future. 

If you are willing to participate in this study, please contact me by email (schomaker@wisc.edu). 
You may also contact my advisor, who is the supervisor of my research, by email 
(ftochon@education.wisc.edu) or by phone ((608) 263-7570). If you have any questions about 
the rights you have as a research participant, you can contact the University of Wisconsin-
Madison’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Educational Research either by email 
(nytes@education.wisc.edu) or by phone (608-262-9710). I encourage you to contact me either 
by phone or email to learn more about the study or to ask me any questions you may have. 

If you are interested in learning more about me, you may request a copy of my CV by emailing 
me. 

Thank you, 

Sunny Schomaker 

 

mailto:schomaker@wisc.edu
mailto:ftochon@education.wisc.edu
mailto:nytes@education.wisc.edu
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Appendix C – Consent Form 
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Appendix D – Instructor Interview Protocol 

Interview protocol: immersion program teacher 

 

1. Could you tell me a little bit about your background? 
2. Do you speak other languages in addition to English and Arabic? (What are they?) 
3. What ‘ammyyiat (regional Arabic dialects) do you speak? Understand? 
4. Can you describe how you see the role of the different varieties of Arabic (Classical, 

Literary, MSA, regional spoken varieties) in Arabic as a foreign language? 
5. Have you taught any other languages? What were they? 
6. What levels have you taught (beginning, intermediate, advanced)? 
7. Could you tell me how your other language teaching experiences have influenced how 

you teach Arabic? Teach in an immersion program? 
8. What is your teaching philosophy? 
9. Could you describe how you plan for class in an immersion program? Could you tell me 

how this relates to planning for a traditional language class? 
10. Describe a typical day for you in the immersion program. 
11. Could you describe how you plan your lessons? 
12. How do you think the summer is going? How does this summer compare to previous 

summers? 
13. What do you think the biggest challenges are for teachers in an immersion program? 
14. What do you think the biggest challenges are for students in an immersion program? 
15. Is there anything else you think I should know? 
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Appendix E – Student Participant Questionnaire 

Questionnaire for immersion program students: 

1. What is your student status? (e.g., freshman, masters’ student, doctoral student, 
professional student, post-graduate) 
 

2. What other languages have you studied? 
 

3. If intermediate or advanced: how long have you studied Arabic? Has your Arabic study 
been largely formal (classroom) or informal? 
 

4. Have you ever studied in an immersion program before? What language(s) did you 
study? 
 

5. Have you ever participated in a study abroad program? Where? 
 

6. Why did you choose to study Arabic? 
 

7. Why did you choose to study Arabic in an immersion program? 
 

8. Do you plan to study or work in an Arabic-speaking country? 
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Appendix F – Transcription Conventions 

Jeffersonian Transcription Notation includes the following symbols: 
 
Symbol Name Use 
[ text ] Brackets Indicates the start and end points of overlapping speech. 

= Equal Sign Indicates the break and subsequent continuation of a single 
interrupted utterance. 

(# of seconds) Timed Pause A number in parentheses indicates the time, in seconds, of 
a pause in speech. 

(.) Micropause A brief pause, usually less than 0.2 seconds. 

. or ↓ Period or Down 
Arrow 

Indicates falling pitch. 

? or ↑ Question Mark or 
Up Arrow 

Indicates rising pitch. 

, Comma Indicates a temporary rise or fall in intonation. 

- Hyphen Indicates an abrupt halt or interruption in utterance. 

>text< Greater than / 
Less than 
symbols 

Indicates that the enclosed speech was delivered more 
rapidly than usual for the speaker. 

<text> Less than / 
Greater than 
symbols 

Indicates that the enclosed speech was delivered more 
slowly than usual for the speaker. 

° Degree symbol Indicates whisper or reduced volume speech. 

ALL CAPS Capitalized text Indicates shouted or increased volume speech. 

underline Underlined text Indicates the speaker is emphasizing or stressing the 
speech. 

::: Colon(s) Indicates prolongation of an utterance. 

(hhh)  Audible exhalation 

? or (.hhh)  High Dot Audible inhalation 

( text ) Parentheses Speech which is unclear or in doubt in the transcript. 

(( italic text )) Double 
Parentheses 

Annotation of non-verbal activity. 
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Appendix G – Arabic Chat Alphabet 

Transliteration Conventions 

 To avoid formatting issues, Arabic will be transcribed in the Latin alphabet, specifically, 

the Arabic chat alphabet, used by native speakers in SMS/internet communication. I chose this 

system for ease in transcription. It does not require special characters, and it mitigates some of 

the ambiguity that can occur in the process of transliteration due to the difficulty in matching 

sound/letter correspondences. However, because transliteration varies from region to region and 

among the various dialects, any transliteration system will capture an inexact correspondence 

between Arabic letters and their equivalents using Latin letters and numbers. Most notably, the 

Arabic long vowels (aleph/ا, yaa2/ي, and waw/و) may function as either a consonant (in the case 

of aleph, in the presence of a glottal stop or hamza) or a vowel, depending on the letter’s location 

in the syllable. The following chart details my transcription practices. 
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Letters  Arabic Chat Alphabet 

ء أ ؤ إ ئ آ    2  

 aa   ا

    b   ب

   t   ت

   th   ث

    j    ج

   7   ح

  kh   خ

   d   د

 th    ذ

  r   ر

   z   ز

  s   س

 sh   ش

 9   ص

 '9   ض

  6   ط

  dh   ظ

 3   ع

 gh   غ

  f   ف

q   ق

Letters  Arabic Chat Alphabet 

 k   ك

 l   ل

  m   م

  n   ن

  h   ه

  a   ة

   w / o / u / ou / oo   و

    y / i / ee / ei / ai    ي
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Appendix H – Student Handouts (Advanced Beginner Class) 
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Appendix I – Immersion Program Syllabi 
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